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1University of TennesseeLaw Library Record 27July 1940 to June 1941
Monday, July 1, 19408 - 1 James CarrSee record following June 2812:45 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenRead reply from Mr. Larson – he has with him select essays on Const’l law v. 4 – and FrenchAntonible[?] +c + is working on them. He gave directions for locating his desk key + gettingout Harv. L. Rev. May 1940 no. which was wanted for binding. It was easily found. Sent MissBaker for her information copies of correspondence with J.C. Thomason and RR Kramerabout fines. Kept a memo of contents of these letters. Miss Walsh phoned Sat. that bindingto Southern would be sent off July 8. Sent report of book + circulation statistics to MissBaker + gave Mr. Thomson (who works at Main) cash (11¢ ink money, no fines). Campusmail.7 - 9:30 James CarrStraighten chairs. Filed leaves in P-H Service, and shelved magazines (law journals, etc).Read Amer. Law and Lawyers, and decided it would be of interest to students, as suggested.Filed I.C.C. sheets. Helped a student locate a N.Y. Ap’ls case that was in N.Y.S.
Tuesday, July 2, 194012:30 - 3 James CarrCollated books for bindery. Made new cover for inventory sheets (B7-10 - OT).Straightened chairs, put back books, etc. Returned books to balcony; labeled book.7 - 9:30 James CarrShelved books on table. Recorded + shelved adv. sheets. Fixed phone pad. Sharpenedpencils, filled ink wells. Worked on the I.C.C. sheets.
28 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden2:15 - 5A.M. – Miss Baker phoned that she had notified Mr. Hess that if Mr. R.R. Kramer wants topay fee for future use of Law Lib. he must wait until the matters if fines due + a book not yetreturned are attended to. Asked about Southern binding, she said they had showed nojudgment about placing indexes. Better place them properly before sending or give specificdirections where they should go. Campus mail. Mr. J.W. Baker came for Mr. Kramer, withcheck for fee. Told him circumstances + that I couldn’t let him have books anyway becauseMr. K. hadn’t authorized him to sign. Said I would write it out – but found it so complicatedthought best to wait + get it typed. By time I got it ready to be copied, near closing time, Mr.McNabb phoned explanation of the matter. I asked him to write it out + have it typed + Iwould hold any letter till his came. He said he would do it first thing tomorrow. Mr. Dunlapof Frantz McConnell + Seymour (contract) used Lib.
Wednesday, July 3, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenMr. McNabb (of Kramer’s) phoned he would come + bring letter giving substance of whathe said yesterday by phone. Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith, contract) used Lib. I suspendedrules and lent him a recent no. of Law q. rev. which gave information about a recent Engl.case, too long to be copied here. He is to return it “as soon as possible.” Worked on binding– with special attention to directions for indexes.12:45 - 5 James CarrMade record of books being sent to bindery. Two students from the “Hill” wanted certaincitations and statutes on “emancipation of women” and on unfair trade acts. I found themfor them. Someone called Mr. Ailor, saying it was important, but I was unable to locate him.Mr. Young used the library, and Mr. John Rountree (assignee of contract) came and took outtwo books. Made new labels for 3 or 4 shelves.7 - 9:30 James CarrStraighten chairs and shelved books used up until 5:00. Shelved books in the “return toshelves” shelves. Helped student locate some early N.Y. cases. Routine work.
3Friday July 5, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenFinished revising bindery slips + packing vols. Phoned Mr. Perrin to get the boxes this P.M.or tomorrow morning. Mr. Rountree (contract) used Lib. J. Armistead (for Egerton +c.contracts) phoned to ask if he could take Ky. code to sessions court this P.M. for about ½ hr.I said yes – state codes sometimes lent for limited periods.12:30 - 3 James CarrShelved few reviews, marked boxes for binding. Straightened chairs and shelved books lefton table. Cut cards from scraps. Read over rules under “Circulation.” Gave Mr. Armitage Ky.code to use in Sessions Court.2 - 5 E. L. OgdenCleared up various left-over items postponed because of binding. Had reply from Mr.Kramer which I am mailing to Miss Baker tonight with comments. Joe Wagner, recentgraduate, used Lib. for his father in Chattanooga.7 - 9:30 James CarrDid several “little” things – straightened room; shelved a lot of books left on table; tied upgov. (Atty-Gen’l Ctt [?] on Admin Law) monographs; put reviews and journals on shelves;stamped, recorded, shelved adv. sheets.
Saturday, July 6, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Baker phoned that national organizations to which statistics must be reported requireadditional data rather and a different division of data we now give. For circulation, under“other” count students + faculty separately and count as “faculty” any member of Lib. staffor univ. officer (incl. Keep statistics of reference questions from today. Telling where abook is, isn’t ref. and doesn’t count. Getting information readily at hand in a few minutes is“General reference;” questions requiring search for 15 minutes or more, bibli compilingbibliographies is “Search.” Miss Baker will probably be here Monday with samples ofblanks showing what facts the statistics are to show. Campus mail brought among otherthings 8 C.J. which disappeared from our shelves about July 20 1939. Mr. Thomson will askat Main Lib. where it came from. Joe Wagner used Lib. again.
4Monday July 8, 1940.8 - 1 James CarrCheck in overnight books, and cleared the tables – especially the faculty table which wassomewhat loaded.Talked to Mr. Davis about the Ballantine (90305) which he reported lost.While hitch-hiking, he laid the book on the fender of a stranger’s car and went off leavingit. Little hope of returning it. Will pay cost plus cat. fee. Collated + shelved books left forthat purpose. Looked for “Equitable Relief from Torts;” could not find author’s name, butlocated book just back of desk! Wrapped Fed. Dig., and put in balcony. Student wanted the 2vol. Mechem’s Agency later for review. Are they the old ones in balcony? Mr. Stair thinks heleft his corp case book in the library Sat. Can’t find it. Several bks. came in campus mail. Amleaving them. Put up reviews and journals which came via mail. Shelved books on “back toshelves” shelves.12:45 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenRoutine matters – Mr. Wagner again.7 - 9:30 (James Carr)Routine – lots of books to shelve before evening was over. Mr. Wagner + Mr. Mears bothpresent. Mr. Seymour (in school?) here for 1 ½ hrs.
Tuesday, July 9, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden2:15 - 5Users of Lib: E.E. Fisher (for Frantz McConnell, contract); J. Burnett (for Chas H. Smith,contract); Ben McAuley for RR Kramer (fee). Forwarded to Main Lib 2 cops. v. 18Michie’s Tenn Dig. (rec’d from Dean’s Off.) to be cat’d as cops 2 + 3. Reported again EarlBradley’s unpaid fine. Worked on binding. Had rec’d from Mr. Kramer last Sat. a letterexplaining delay in returning books and enclosing check to U.T. Treas. for fee so knew itwas paid, though notice from U.T. treas. not yet rec’d.12:30 - 3 James CarrFiled I.C.C. sheets. Cut more reserve slips and made new labels for more shelves. MissOgden showed me where to find information in re land laws and counties; also the variousTenn. Const. Further instructions.7 - 9:30 CarrErased pencil marks in books for binding. Recorded, stamped and dated advance sheets.
5Wednesday, July 10, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenBinding + mending. Mr. J. M. Burnett (for C.H. Smith (contract)) used Lib.12:45 - 5 James CarrCompared copies of Acts of Tenn. dealing with U.T. Noted where different. Talked tostudents who wanted to reserve books for exams, and decided to take “conditionalreserves” – to be void if it did not meet with Miss Ogden’s plans. Read the shelves in theLibrary office. Not quite finished.7 : 9:30 [James Carr]Finished the checking of the books in the Library Office. Measured the various shelves andrecorded available space. Also size of 1 yr’s growth. Shelved books.
Thursday, July 11, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenStudent from “Hill” wanted material on common law marriage for a thesis. (ReSearch no. 1)Found several books which she borrowed. Letter from Dict. Amer English asked extractfrom Tenn. Sen. J. 1841 - 42 on John A. Gardener’s resolution about state “Jacksoniana.” Wehadn’t the vol. but looked up Gardner – 2 short biogs. found but not the informationwanted. Counted this as ReSearch (2). Phoned Mr. McNabb, who said the day he promisedPomeroy to be ret’d, found Mr. K had taken it home with him to Maryville + had forgottento bring it back. Mr. McN will go there himself + get it. Campus mail.12:45 - 5 James CarrCopied Library Office Inventory list. Found it very hard on eyes! Mr. Ely used library.7 - 9:30 [James Carr]Finished mending the book which I had started before five. Shelved books left on table, andstraightened room. Dated the advance sheets, recorded them and shelved them. Charged 2books taken out by Mr. Ely. Collated Collier on bankruptcy, and shelved pamphlets.
Friday, July 12, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenPosted notice on Lib. bul. board + gave Mrs. Morris one to post in 2d floor calling attentionto closing at 12:30 tomorrow. Mrs. Morris to be away till Monday A.M. Lib. will look out forphone when Dean not in office. Looked over copied sheets of RT inventory. Asked JudgeJones if he knew anything of missing vol. of Jones on Ev. or Smith - Inadequacy of theconstitution. He said no.
612:30 - 3 James CarrStarted copying on the “Library Office Inventory” but didn’t get far. The phone kept ringing.Wanted Mr. Blackard. He wasn’t in. Did some reference work for student from hill
(emancipation – § 8460 ‛32 Code) and started on research for “birth control” laws for another.3 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Rearranged schedule for personal preferences. Worked on binding. “ReSearch” question tofind a list of states having birth control laws was unsuccessful but took lots of time.
Saturday July 13, 19408 - 12:30 James CarrDid regular morning routine chores. Dean requested that I take phone calls. Exams startedtoday, and I opened library 10 minutes early, so the students could get in that last-minutecram. Changed the class schedule, and looked over blanks sent by Miss Baker through Mrs.Walker. Dated calandar [sic] for next week, noting suggestion for more space. Wrapped theN.Y. Times Book reviews. Couldn’t locate the N.J. Journals. Checked in books returned byMiss O’dell (student on Hill). Left 2 books returned by a lawyer (Smith, I think) on desk forMiss Ogden, per instructions. Helped Miss Lowery find “Motion to Quash Summons” in Histof Law Suit. Listed it as “gen’l ref.” Dr. Greene, Prof. on “hill” used library. Mr Headman (J.Pike Powers) used library, and took a book out.
Monday July 15, 19408 - 1 James CarrRoutine work. Checked in books, dated due slips, changed calandar [sic]. Helped MissLowery find distinction between actual and nominal damages. Found a form for bill oflading for Mr. Garthwright. Copied the inventory list from Crimes to Legal ethics. Stampedreviews or journals that mail brought and left them for Miss Ogden.12:55 - 5:10 E. L. OgdenAmong waiting mail rec’d was a “campus” envelope addressed RR. Kramer, Law Lib.Started to mail it to him but on second thoughts opened it and found, as I anticipated, areceipt for fee for use of Lib. July - Dec. 1940, or rather, “½ year,” not specifying months. Ashis check for this was enclosed in a letter I left on Miss Walsh’s desk a week ago last Friday,I presume the letter was attended to at Main, though have heard nothing about it. Later –learned Miss Baker gave check to Mr. Hess who probably put it in his drawer, probablywithout noting Mr. K’s address. She is returning his letters with and suggested form ofreply. She said to send receipt back to Mr. Hess and give him Mr. K’s address. N.B. Morrellused lib.
77 - 9:30 James CarrShelved numerous books left on tables. Collated A.L.R. on table. Looked up N.J. L.J. butfound June missing, and did not tie them up. Shelved journals + reviews.
Tuesday, July 16, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden2:20 - 5:05Worked on binding.12:30 - 3 James CarrCleaned books for binding and attempted my hand at typing index.7 - 9:30 [James Carr]Collated Lawyer Service letters for binding. Shelved books. Mr. Meares and Mr. Headman(Powers) used the library.
Wednesday, July 17, 19408 - 1 James CarrNo one came in for some time, so I decided to see if I could type a page of the index. Got onepage typed O.K., I believe. Shelved books, and advance sheets. Started to copy on inventorylist, but discovered we were practically out of “Law College” stationery. The office hadclosed. Some people from Alabama wanted a Law College record, but I told them theywould have to get it at the office or reg. off. Let them see ours. Mark as reference? No [ELO’shand]1 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Campus mail. Mr. Headman (for J. P. Powers, contract) used Lib. Worked with RR 4 a + bcurrent periodical files + cleaned type on typewriter with Mrs. Morris’ equipment. Mr. Staironly user of Lib. in afternoon – helped him find law + other material on Nat’l LaborRelations Act. Did not consider it really “reference.” At night, while working withperiodicals, inspected bar pubs. for those having communications from bar ass’n presidents+ gave Mr. Wicker a list of those found. Presume this might be “reSearch” + guess it tookmore than 15 min. – counted it as such. Mr. Headman only user of Lib. in A.M.
8Thursday, July 18, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenComposed reply to Mr. Kramer’s letter of July 3, which Miss Baker returned yesterday bycampus mail. Sorted + rearranged some correspondence folders, selecting letters onlawyers fines from “general” folder + putting them by themselves – did same for notices oflawyers fees for use of Lib. Miss Baker phoned yesterd about a pam. on comparison ofpolitical + other rights of men + women in U.S. (Sen. Doc. 1936) which she will have cat’dfor Law if not in our pam. collection. Didn’t find it. R. Young used Lib. for W.W. Kennerly(courtesy).12:45 - 5 James CarrTyped Kramer letter. Typed index to Restatements. Mr. Strauss called about FraudulentConveyance book. Said he’d be right over. (Didn’t)7 - 9:30 [James Carr]Finished typing. Shelved advance sheets, recorded, stamped and dated them. Shelved lawjournal. Straightened mending desk which I had re-converted into typing desk.
Friday July 19, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenLooked over typing, morning mail, +c. Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith, contract) used Lib.Wrote Miss Baker to ask whether Law should use same blanks for circulation statisticsrecords as Main Lib. uses – if so please send supply – and do we count periodical (current,unbound) nos.12:30 - 3 James CarrTyped 2nd page of letter, typed index corrections. Worked on Trust service leaflets (P.H.)Prof. Green (Hill) used Library.2 - 5 E. L. OgdenRevised list of lawyers having right to use Library + did various odd jobs. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 [James Carr]Mr. Meares used the library. Read and noted book reviews. Boxed various bulletins +reviews. Read ½ shelves in R. 5, and put books in order. Shelved books.
9Friday Saturday, July 20, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenOne of Judge Jones class in statutory construction asked to have Black + DeSlovere (Cases)put in R.R-5 from RT. Did so – after counting on that class not wanting such books as JudgeJones’ classes almost never do. Overlooked the fact that DeSlovere is the case book he isusing + so did not put it out of sight at beginning of term. See no help for putting it on Lib.shelves in RR-5. Will have to be watched for ink marks and for loss. Worked with currentperiodical files – corrected inventory list for nos. ready to go to B. Notified Sigma Nu Phi todiscontinue sending the “Owl” as authorized by Dean Witham. Campus mail. E.L.O. owesLib. an hr. + ¾.
Monday, July 22, 19408 - 1 James CarrUsual morning routine. Collated and listed several new reports. Mr. Ivan T. Privette (H.A.Tapp) used the library and checked out three reports. Prof Blackard used library, andchecked book out. Tied up “N.Y. Co. Lawyers’ Association.” Labeled box for Utah Barbulletins, etc. Returned books to shelves, sharpened pencils, filled ink stand.12:55 - 5:10 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan (Knoxville resident, not lawyer) used Lib. said HHT had let him do it before. Hadhoped to see her – has high regard for Miss Helen – whom he knows quite well – supposedshe had gone to Rugby +c. Compared copied parts of R.T. inventory + put in place of oldsheets. Began to check lists of books offered for payment for advt. in Tenn. L. Rev.Campus mail. Thermom. under clock 92º at 4:55.7 - 9:30 James CarrWorked on accumulated work on desk – rather, table behind desk. Read book reviews.Shelved books left at 5 P.M.
Tuesday, July 23, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenEE. Fischer for C.M. Seymour (contract) used Lib. + said he was leaving for Calif. in about aweek to work on a horse ranch – a thing he had always wanted to – intimated that healthhad something to do with his decision + his desertion of law might not be permanent. I saidI hoped his successor in dealing with the Lib. would take pattern by him. Checking lists ofbooks offered in payment for advts. in T.L.R. took all morning.2:05 - 5 E. L. OgdenContinued checking advertisers’ lists. Campus mail.
10
12:30 - 3 James CarrBoxed & shelved numerous pamphlets. Talked with Miss Ogden about future work to bedone, typing, etc.7 - 9:30 James CarrFinished typing list of lawyers and also typed Ex-officio list. Shelved books left on table,read book review. Very hot.
Wednesday, July 24, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenA man putting last touches on his thesis wanted “name of pub.” of Tenn. Acts 1935, ch. 32 –on Bradley Co. – couldn’t find it at Main. He said someone in Nashville got the ref. + the factext of the part he wants. I looked up all lists I knew of here + sent him to Main – ref. roomthis time – to see if they could find more. Had discovered years ago that county matters arenot in the Acts we have for 1835/36, which we have + U.S. Dept. Justice Lib. lists a “Pub” + a“Loc” vol and a “called” sess – so citation should distinguish between these. I call it aresearch question – is it? Washed up desk linoleums left over from last Sat. A youngwoman, Miss Crox, working for Dr. Dunford wants to bring her typewriter and work inConf. room.12:45 - 5 James CarrCollated several reporters (listed them). Typed the page 2 of list over since it could not becorrected very well. Started to fix celophane & cork back & cover, when “the rains came!”Rushed to lower bottom windows and raise top ones – all were open. Books in the stacks(Ala. etc.) got quite wet before I got to them. (Dryed them with cloths). Mrs. Morris came upand helped. Bob was not here (so far as I know). In the rush the eradicator was turned over.Top slightly loose and bloter [sic] soaked it up.7 - 9:30 CarrNight. Continued same.
Thursday, July 25, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan (see Mon Jl 22, 12:55 entry) used Lib. Also Mr. Burnett (for Cates, Smith + Long,contracts). Consulted Dean Witham as to location of Code of Fed. Regs. and decided on N.E.stack after U.S. Stat at Large. Noted form of citation to be typed for insertion in Uniformform of citation pam. Got cop. of Mr. Meares prize copyright essay to put with Tenn.prize-winning ones + made record. Told Miss Crox using typewriter at lawyers’ table shecould leave it there on condition that she would move whenever a lawyer came there. Wepromised that table free for their exclusive use whenever it was wanted.
11
12:30 - 5 [James Carr]Mr. Cowan also here in afternoon. Helped Miss Crox look up date on state Civil Servicelaws. Did the typing of index cards and page for “Citations.” Read several book reviews, andlooked up reference for a student, and got a citation for TVA over telephone. Moved theStatutes to make room for Fed. Code. Looked & felt like a Negro digging a ditch before Ifinished! Mr. Ely returned books.7 - 9:30 [James Carr]Continued to clear shelves, and shelved Fed. Code. Read book review. I added and re-addedmy hours already worked and to be worked in July. Total 137 (see note).[Note inserted at this page]Miss Ogden:I have figured my hours up and this is what I get:Total hours worked thru July 25 – 112 ¾Hours scheduled for rest of July — 24 ¼Total for July – 137This gives me ½ hour more than I was originally scheduled for.J.S.C.
Friday, July 26, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenChanging with J. Carr, not to come this P.M. but come tonight. Mr. Cowan again. Miss Croxagain. Filed some cat cds + brought shelf cards for some serials to date.12: - 5 James CarrChanged hours so as to be off tonight. Checked index cards to see if the volumes tallied.Filed cards in “Shelf List.” Mr. Pearman called in regards to how to locate Mr. Robt. Ray
(‛40), but I couldn’t help him. Mr. Cowan here. Helped Mr. Rainwater find (or attempted to find) point of law on “bail.” Miss Crox here all afternoon. Helped find Codes for her. TheDean and Mr. Wicker used the library most of the afternoon.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan + 2 students here. HOT. Continued bring shelf + cat records to date.
12
Saturday, July 27, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenAt opening, found two young men waiting to get in to get something on Colo. extraditionlaws – wanted Colo. code (which we haven’t). Found some of what they wanted inWharton’s Crim. procedure + books on Habeas Corpus. Counted as “general reference.”Phoned Mr. Kramer – spoke to him in person. He said he could not find Pomeroy Coderemedies – what could he do? I said replace it + gave title, ed, +c. + said previous requestshad been ignored + I wanted answers when books were recalled. He said yes, + wouldreturn books now but not right away. Mr. Cowan, J. Harry Price used Lib. Campus mail.Wrote for past, pres. + future no. of Housing Legal Digest to complete file + cleared outsome of accumulation in basket. Dr. White (U.T.) in Lib. at closing time. Told him he couldstay on till he finished.
Monday, July 29, 19408 - 1 James CarrTalked to Miss Ruth Walsh about my time. Gave her the number of hours for July. Shesuggested that I turn (or have Miss Ogden) my time in on the 8th to include the hours to beworked through the 15th, and turn in on the 20th hours to be worked through rest of month.Regular morning routine. Worked on accumulations in the basket. Mr. Davis had theunusual good luck to have the copy of Ballantine’s Priv. Corp. returned to him. Mr. Pearmanreturned books for his firm. Mr. Price used the library again. Campus mail. Had to leavemost of it for Miss Ogden.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenBrought more cat + shelf cds to date. A Pol. econ. student came to find out how to use ShepTenn. Citations. Gave some help – didn’t call it ref. At Mr. Powell’s suggestion closed all westwindows + pulled down shades to see if room would be cooler. Don’t know how muchhotter it would have been – put both thermoms. at N end of room. One stayed at 98 theother rose to 96.7 - 9:30 [James Carr]Went through all “sample copies” to find one wanted at Main Library. It was the last one, ofcourse. Index cards. Book reviews. Miss Crox here.
13
Tuesday, July 30, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenW.H. Peters (contract) used Lib. Campus mail was delivered in Office + our mail for Lib. nottaken by Mr. Perrin’s substitute, Mr. P. on vacation. Asked Miss Walsh about next binding.Shed said to be sent next week, to N.L.B. Did some mending + examined RR-5 for candidatesfor rebinding. Mended some of them. Yesterday discovered two cops. of 1939 Tenn. Pub.Acts hadn’t been recorded in daily record accessions, nor added to cat. – so not counted instatistics!12:30 - 3 James CarrTyped index card, after cleaning typewriter a bit. Campus mail – recorded + putsupplements away.2:05 - 5 E. L. OgdenChecked bindery + serial records through L for possible vols. to bind. Mr. O.L. White(contract) used Lib. Also an elderly man who said he was “a charter member” but did notgive his name. E.E. Fisher ret’d all books from McConnell + Seymour + said good bye – saidA. Seymour will take his place getting books for the firm. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 James CarrOdds and ends. Collated 2 new books + shelved them & pamphlets. Mr. Cowan + Miss Croxused the library. Shelved mended books, also those on tables.
Wednesday, July 31, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenSent Miss Baker a memo of Law Lib. hours Aug. 22 - Sep. 24 as observed in former years.Rec’d exam schedule yesterday. Miss Baker replied as to fine for book lost by Davis, if hereported loss at time book was due, no fine. Told Mr. Davis her decision. She said would tryto find someone to substitute Aug. 27 so E. L. O. could get back from vacation Sep. 24instead of Sep. 25 – to call Mrs. Clemens about it about 23d as Miss B. would be away, thatsubstitutions have been especially difficult to arrange this year. Mr. Cowan used Lib. – alsoMr. Burnett (for Cates, Smith + Long, contract), Mr. White (contract) and Mr. Baker for RRKramer, fee. Miss Crox worked on state civil service laws. Mr. McNabb phoned that hewould look after all Kramer loans hereafter, that Pomeroy could be found [n]either at Mr.K’s home or Office after extended search. Mr. K. said he had never taken a Lib. book homebefore + regretted to have impression made he was careless with them. I phoned wroteMiss Baker as to how to be ordered for replacement. Have no Little Brown cat. butCallaghan cat. lists it at $15.00
14
12:45 - 5 James CarrBound up Adm. Law pamphlets + shelved other books in balcony. Worked on statistics forJuly. Shelved various and sundry books on tables, binding, etc. Mr. Cowan here. Miss Croxtook her typewriter.7 - 9:30 [James Carr]Shelved books, including those on Prof.’s table. Worked of the accumulations on the table.Advance sheets.
Thursday Aug 1 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Burnett (for Cates, Smith + Long (contract)) used Lib. Got July cashready for Mr. Thomson to send take to Main. Put finishing touches on circulation statisticsand changed ruled forms to accommodate new items we are to include hereafter. Housinglegal digest July 1939 – date received – in answer to inquiry a few days ago.12:30 - 5 James CarrMade cards into data forms. Mr. Cowan here today. Assorted the I.C.C. memos and got themready to file tonight.7 - 9:30 James CarrFinished the I.C.C. memos and filed them with others. Shelved books in back-to-stacksshelves. Collated reporter.
Friday, Aug. 2, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Wrote Mr. Kramer Miss Baker’s reply as to how to replace Pomeroy. Workedon bringing cat. to date.12 - 5 James CarrChanged hours with Miss Ogden. Typed Kramer letter. Checked index cards and filed them.Three students from “Hill” came to abstract 30 Tenn. cases, mostly on Bills + Notes.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden4 students from “Hill,” no 2 law students. Mended.
15
Saturday, Aug. 3, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenLib. used by Mr. Cowan and R. Young (for W.W. Kennerly, City Director of Law). Mr.McNabb phoned to ask if 2dhand cop. of Pomeroy would be accepted – Callaghan offersused cop. good condition for $7.50, new $15.00. Miss Baker says regulations call for new. Iasked if he had inquired at ct. house – the judge might have it. He said he had done so byphone and would do so in person + if not there would mail check. Did more work on cards +measuring shelves + books preparatory to shifting.
Monday August 5, 1940.8 - 1 James CarrDusted off current period’s and shelf. Collated reporters and digest. Mr. Cowan here again.Read shelves and corrected Codes. Had to do some shifting. Routine. Stamped books(reviews, etc) and left same for Miss Ogden.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan and Hugh DeLozier of Maryville who wanted something on systems of municipalgovernment – spent some time making sure we had nothing he wanted, counted it as“general reference” query. Is this fair when search is negative? + time spent demonstratesgood will only and gets no results of value to anyone? One of non-legal students broughttypewriter to use in conference room, Mr. Privette (for Mr. Tapp) phoned that check forJuly - Dec. fee was being mailed and would I renew vols. due today – which I did.7 - 9:30 James CarrFilled out calandar [sic] for rest of summer. Tied up journals on table, recorded advancesheets, etc. Shelved them. Shelved books on table, after students using them had left.
Tuesday Aug. 6, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. Ogden2 - 5In morning Mr. Cowan + Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith, contract) and Mr. Young for Knoxvillecity director of law, W.W. Kennerly used Lib. Mr. Strauss phoned for renewal of charge of 1v. and Mr. Privette – 3. Counted these in circulation statistics as new statistics formsauthorize. Got Mr. McClure to move some sets from Conference room to make room forHalsbury’s laws from alcove which may give enough space for expansion in alcove. One ref.– helped Mr. Burnett find material on malicious prosecution.
16
12:30 - 3 James CarrDiscussed the plans for shifting of books and went over the details of spacing in theConference Room with Miss Ogden. Shelved the books to be returned to stacks Lookedup (but did not find) reference on Fla. Law.7 - 9:30 James CarrHad hope of getting lot accomplished but did not. Mr. McConnellampbell (Webb, Green,Bass, McC) did lots of reference work on brief and asked several questions in re location ofreports, Shepherd’s [sic], etc. Thought it best not to leave desk to do typing or measuringwhile he was here. Mr. Wm Kries joined him. Shelved books and listed periodicals forbinding. Found case for Ellison.
Wednesday Aug 78 - 1 E. L. OgdenCorrected records for change of sets from Conf. room to Balcony + straightened sets onB-shelves. Wrote Miss Walsh for rubber bands, manila envelopes for campus mail andreserve book cards. Mr. Cowan used Lib. also Mr. Fowler of [erased:] Newport and anelderly lady looking for copyright infringement laws. Campus mail. Mr. Burnett used Lib.for C.H. Smith (contract).12:45 - 5 James CarrComputed space for books in conference room. Quite involved, and probably missedsomething. Typed cards. Added up my time. Mr. Cowan here.7 - 9:30 James CarrShifted books.
Thursday Aug 88 - 1 E. L. OgdenBooks taken for binding by campus mail. Answered Miss Baker’s note about subj. headTenn. Chancery court. Mr. Cowan used Lib. – also a Mr. Henry Johnson of Louisville, Ky whowanted a Tenn. law of 1870 copied.12:45 - 5 James CarrRead + noted book review. Worked on Trust Service and CCH. Mr. Cowan here. Mr.Blackard also. Mr. Morrell phoned to see if library was open, and then came down.
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7 - 9:30 James CarrShifted books. Had to change several shelves and probably lost one due to difference in sizeof U.S. Repts. and the Atlantic Rept. Mr. Cowan and Mr. Headman used the library. Shiftingbooks and shelves at times made quite a bit of noise, but no one complained. Will have tobring change of clothes, since the ones I work in become soaked and may give cold after“cooling off.”
Fri. Aug. 9, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan used Lib., also Robert Young jr. for W.W. Kennerly, City director of law. Workwith cards and mending.12 - 5 James CarrWorked on odds + ends, read book review, shifted books. Mr. Cowan, Mr. Blackard and Mr.Wicker used library, also J. Armistead for Egerton +c. (contract)7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Fischer the only reader. More work on cards.
Saturday, Aug. 10, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan again. Miss Helen Kittrell, Libr’n at Norris came to ask what law books we couldsuggest purchasing for Norris Lib. – to satisfy a group who wanted law books added. Theyhad suggested Blackstone and books on special subjects such as torts + criminal law. Isuggested the set Nat’l Law Lib – 6 v. as probably appropriate, thought Blackstone notespecially desirable. Lent a West pub. co Law school cat. to give an idea of prices + subjectsand suggested the persons who want the books added might come here + look over whatwe have + what Lawson McGhee has that would fit what they have in mind. Campus mail.Finished checking catalog work on books rec’d through June 30 – but will find moreadjustments, probably when filing cards. Missed opportunity for having a nice ref. questionto report – Mr. Cowan wanted to find something about Nat’l Ctte for mental hygiene. I couldsuggest only World Almanac for address + officers. Later he told me he found a great deal inEncycl. of Social Sci. which hadn’t occurred to me for that subject. Must try to remembernext time.
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Monday, Aug 12, 19408 - 1 James CarrRoutine – Mr. Cowan here again. Mr. R. Young (Kennerly) used library and took 2 books.Mr. Vander Brugge wanted to reserve Dobie “Fed. Pro.” for next Saturday night (week-end),and another wanted it for the night of the 19th. Accepted conditional reserves. Worked onaccumulation in basket, book reviews, etc. Campus mail.12:45 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenFiled cat. cds. Mr. Cowan here. Mr. Warner came to see sample bibliogs. to advise Mr. JackMorgan, whose thesis had been marked “citations incomplete”. He said they wanted
publisher and date of pub in such entries as ‛Tenn Pub. Acts 1933 ch. 32  83 U.S. L. Ed. 851 +c. I went with Mr. Warner to his office to look over the citations + was shown aparagraph in directions for preparation of theses that advised following professionalmethods of citation. I suggested if he conform to “Uniform system” a letter from LawCollege saying citations complete in accordance with it, they might be allowed to stand. He+ Mr. Warner agreed + Mr. W. continued to advise him after I came back to Lib.7 - 9:30 [James Carr]Two students from “hill” used the library. Also Mr. Cowan. Shelved books, and shifted theNortheastern Reporters.
Tuesday, Aug 13, 1940
8 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan used Lib. Inspected waiting job to see what could be left over.2 - 5 E. L. OgdenUneventful – cleared a few more items of arrears. Campus mail brought notice that Mr.Tapp has paid fee for a year.12:30 - 3 James CarrFiled cards and did some typing.7 - 9:30 James CarrShifting. Made new cards for books. Mr. Cowan here.
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Wednesday, Aug. 14 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenBegan work on statements of extra-Univ use of Lib. – overdue nearly a year. Expressbrought three good sized packages of Shepard’s Citations with Univ. order no. Marked themto go to Main Lib. – opened only 1 pck. to see what they contained.12:45 - 5 James CarrWent down to see Mrs. Morris about ribbon (typewriter). She said that it had to go throughoffices on the “hill” and be requisitioned. It will probably be the 1st of Sept before it will beavailable. Tried to type schedule and cards on old ribbon with questionable success. Otherroutine work. Two lawyers. Mr. Cowan.7 - 9:30 James CarrMr. Cowan again. Measured alcove shelves, and find I am just about breaking even now.Don’t know what to do about new Shepard’s Collated book for binding. Shelved Register,etc.
Thursday, Aug. 15, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan here. Phoned F. Apperson to send Law the amt. shelf space needed for each setof Shepard’s citations rec’d in order sent Main Lib. yesterday. She thinks she is scheduled tocome to Law Lib. May Sep Aug. 27 instead of 29th as I had understood. Worked on somemore “extra-univ. users” statements. A 2dhand book dealer from Nashville asked if we hadBaxter’s Legal Reporter (Tenn.) We have 2v. but not 3d. He has same – took note of someother things we might need. Thinks if he gets them he may be able to exchange with Tenn.Law Rev.12:45 - 5 James CarrTyped several copies of extra-U Users. Also copied cards. Student from the “Hill” worked oncases. Mr. Olin Henderson (TVA) came and wanted Pomeroy on Bankruptcy. It was in thebalcony. Someone called and wanted an opinion rendered by Atty. Gen’l Becker some yearsago on the power of a city to carry certain type insurance. Didn’t know style of case. Didn’tfind it. Mr. R. Young used library. Mr. Cowan also.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan, J. Armistead (for Egerton, contract), one student + I. Mended.
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Friday Aug 16, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan used Lib. Also J.G. Johnson, (contract) and L. Morton who says he + Mr. Baughare both teaching commercial law on the Hill. Miss Walsh phoned for Mr. Carr’s hoursthrough Aug. Told her 37 through 15th and 28 ½ 15th through 22d. That means 2 ½ not nowscheduled to be made up for hours reported through for yesterday evening for which E.L.O.substituted. Said to Mr. McClure that it would be a good thing for him to practice gettingthrough with his work in the Lib. before opening time – that I thought the Lib. deserved asmuch attention as a classroom and if he could not do it early enough in A.M. to do itbetween 5:30 + 7. + I did not think he left classrooms chairs not set in straight rows. A.Seymour (for C.M. Seymour, contract) and R. Young jr (for W.W. Kennerly) used Lib.2 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30 James CarrRoutine work out of basket. Threw old Fed. adv. sheets away. Likewise S.W.
Saturday, Aug. 17, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenA student from Hill brought refs to C.J. (to subjects in these – not pp.) + Glenn Fraudulentconveyance given him by Mr. Baugh. Found for him passages cited and substituted Amer.jurispru. for Glenn which was out. Mrs. Kittrell, Norris Lib’n ret’d West’s cat. and said askedmore about law books. Asked Mr. McClure if there was any available shelving in buildingwith shelves 11-12 in. apart. He said he would ask on the Hill. Showed him possiblerearrangements discussed yesterday with Mr. Carr to make what we have go further – alsopossibility of having RR-6 shelves taken out and put back more widely spaced. Washeddesk linoleum.
Monday, August 19, 19408 - 1 James CarrRegular Monday routine. More students than usual used the library, and seemed to wantabout the same books. Mr. Powell asked if he might take Brennon’s NIL out at about noon,but I said I was afraid it would be needed here. He will come back tonight after one.Schulenberg wanted to reserve McCormick on Damages for Tues. night. Mr. West had itreserved. Pointed out that West had it over weekend. I said Miss Ogden would probably letMr. Schulenberg have it then. He also put in a reserve. Mr. Cowan here. Also Blackard,Warner, and John Bough.
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12:45 - 5:15 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan used Lib. Sorted book advt. Campus mail at 4:45.7 - 9:30 James CarrShifted books.
Tuesday, Aug 20, 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenAttended to books brought yesterday by campus mail. Same mail brought note from F.Apperson to say she was scheduled to come to Law Lib. Aug. 27. So I go off Aug. 27 andcome on Sep. 23. Think I’ll make it noon each of these day.12:30 - 3 James Carr
Odds and ends. Read book review. Mr. Ward (L.D. ‛40) used library. Also Mr. J. Pike Powers, + Mr. Cowan.2 - 5 E. L. OgdenIf I wait till noon Aug. 27 will have ½ day here with F. Apperson + come on at noon Sep. 23will have 1 ½ days with HHT before classes begin Sep. 25. I am assuming the right to makethis readjustment. Mr. Burnett used Lib. for C.H. Smith sr. (contract). Finished markingTenn. session laws cop. 7 in Dean Witham’s office which were plated but not marked whengiven by B.C. Ogle. also cleared up assorted details.7 - 9:30 James CarrMr. Harry Strauss called and said Miss Ogden had called about a Fraudulent Conveyance
book which was due, but due to being “tied up” he could not get it here ‛til Wed. A.M. Told him I thought it would be O.K. Shifted So. Repts.
Wednesday August 21, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenCopied statements of extra-univ. users of Law Lib. Phoned Miss Apperson that I would behere morning of Aug. 27 with her.12:45 - 5 James CarrTwo visitors (didn’t get name) from Cumberland Law C. looked around. They asked aboutcertain books which any freshmen here would know about, I believe. Mr. Tindell was theonly “steady” student – worked all afternoon. Others in and out. Shifted books.
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7 - 9:30 [James Carr]Mr. Cowan was my only customer. Shifted more books. Have finished Southwesterns, andlooks as tho I may get to finish them after all!
Thursday, Aug 22, 19408 - 1 E. L. OgdenMr. Myron Ely (for L.C. Ely, contract) used Lib, also Mr. Cowan. Herbert Davis phoned to askif we had anything that would show whether a certain insurance co. had offices in Tenn. Iam not sure what Mr. Davis status is, but understood from HHT that he had spoken to DeanWitham and there was some agreement. Dean W. not here to ask so looked up the matterMr. D. wanted + reported nothing found. Mr. Cowan also had a question as to stock holder’sliability but Lib. had nothing. Did not count either one of these as “gen. reference.” Finished“Extra Univ” statements Oct. 1939 - June 1940 + sent cop. to Main Lib. Read shelves RR-5.12:45 - 5 James CarrShifted remaining books in alcove. Also moved rest of 2nd D’s into alcove, but stoppedthere because of uncertainty of plans. Do all the decennials go in alcove – that is, as many aswill go? If so, I will move them Saturday. Think space held out well. Didn’t loose [sic] anymore shelves. Mr. Warner, Mr. Wicker and Mr. Young used library. Mr. Cowan didn’t return.This finished my scheduled work. Will work Sat. A.M.
Friday, Aug. 23, 19409 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 4Commencement day. Law students graduating are Ailor, Arnold, Bradley, Rainwater,Tindell. Attended to books from bindery brought by campus mail. Took out from RR-5books that will not be needed for 1st term in Fall. Read Gener RR 4b from end of Bibliogthrough Biog – putting in some from Display. Mr. Cowan only reader. Lent Mr. Worley acop. of Arant on Suretyship to keep till Sep. 23.
Saturday, Aug 249 - 12 E. L. OgdenJames Carr working 8:30 - 10:45 to make up time previously reported examined chairs forsqueaks + tagged them. Shifting finished through Amer. Words + phrases. Mr. Cowan onlyreader. Campus mail brought manila envelopes and rubber bands.
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Monday, Aug. 26, 19409 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 4Cleaned up desk. Wrote a memo for Miss Baker’s attention asking saying we had 1 broken15 badly squeaking + 9 moderately squeaking chairs we would like to have attended to, +the floor waxed before classes meet Sep. 25. The worst chairs are standing on table inmiddle of room, the less bad, standing around it, all tagged with “noisy squeak” +c, theworst ones marked X also. Hope for (but hardly expect) results. Filed book advt. circs. + dida little mending. Made some notes for information of H.H.T. and F.A. in my absence.
Tues Aug. 279 - 12 F. Apperson1:30 - 4Got instructions from Miss Ogden on routine in A.M. Miss Ogden not on duty in P.M.Checked mail, filed Prentice Hall Trust service and mended some of Harper on Torts. Mr.Baugh + Mr. Cowan used library.9 - 12 E. L. OgdenNext on duty Sep. 23, at 1:30 P.M.
Tues Wed. Aug. 28, 19409 - 12 F. Apperson1:30 - 4Checked and looked over mail. Began inventory of periodicals on RRR shelves. Called MissBuchanan at Main Library to see if any advance sheets of nat’l reporter system were there.They were and she’s mailing them to us. Checked in and shelved binding (including somerebinds) received from Main. Mended some on Harper on Torts. Mr. Cowan only customer.Added some vols. to shelf and cat. cards from Accession record. Called Mr. W.H. Peters, jr.about Hill’s Decisive Battles, due today. He was under impression it this was not due datedue since renewal but said he’d return it anyway as would be out of town a while. Notreturned.
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Thurs. Aug. 29, 19409 - 12 F. Apperson1:30 - 4Took inventory on of periodical shelves. Did some work on Miss Mounger’s serial list (ofLaw Library holdings). Added advance sheets of Nat’l reporter system to inventory. Lookedfor case for Mr. Piper in N.E. (decided in June) but didn’t find it. Called Mr. Ely to see whathe wanted from Pac. rep. citations (need v. at Main Lib.) but he wasn’t in. Called MissOgden about several questions – one: where to find latest list of Supreme court justices.Finally found in combination several vols.: U.S. News, Federal Reporter, U.S. reports. Mr.Harris of Public Relations dept wanted it. Mr. Bird came to check our holdings acquisitionson certain subjs. since 1935, for T.L.R.
Wed. Fri. Aug. 30, 19409 - 12 F. Apperson1:30 - 4Checked mail, and looked over for any articles for Mr. Larson or Dean Witham. Shepard’slatest citator supplement to N.E. came today + I added + notified Main lib., as they have newuncatalogued nos. there. Mr. Piper Ely called yesterday and told me what his Pac. citationwas. I went by Main this A.M. + got citations from one vol. Will finish tomorrow. Mr. Baughused library yesterday and today. Also Mr. Bird and Mr. Cowan today. Mr McClure wasshowing a former student through building – a Mr. Jameson (?). I finished inventory ofperiodicals in R.R. 2-4a, and began inventory in R.T. Mended some on Harper. At lastminute, Mr. Ely (Myron) came for books.
Sat. Aug. 31, 19409 - 12 F. AppersonChecked mail. Some items came in at last minute which I did not check. Finished RTinventory to Legal aid section. Mr. McNabb returned Pomeroy’s Code remedies which hadbeen lost + was suddenly found by Mr. Kramer’s children. I called Mr. Myron Ely and gavehim the Pacific Reporter citations which I had got for him on from Shepard’s vols. at Mainlib. Called Mr. Kennerly about books due. Mr. Young returned one + renewed one. I filedloose-leaf sheets in C.C.H. Digest but didn’t finish. No readers today. Sorry I did not getmore done (in adding accession record to cat., Miss Mounger’s serial list, etc.)
Monday, Sept. 2, 1940Labor Day. Closed.
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Tuesday, Sept. 3. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Mr. Cowan used Library a.m. + p.m. Short visits from Mr. Bird, Tindell, and Wilson (2seniors + 1 graduate). Spent much time catching up with Library concerns. A lawyer fromElizabethton (Phillips) (City Attorney) a U. T. law grad came to look up recent labordecisions. Research? Found what he wanted in Cen. Digests + Fed. Repts. 2d series. Collatedsome vols. rec’d on + since Aug. 20. Took ink money to Main Lib. 3 men I didn’t recognizebut who evidently had been coming here. (2 are Loudon attorneys + 1 grad, here in MissHeiskell’s time). Later learned names. Mr. Watkins Sr. + Jr., Mr. Simpson, Loudon; Mr.Phillips Elizabethton. Added August circulation statistics.
Wednesday Sept. 4. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Robert Young Jr. for W.W. Kennerly, courtesy. Mr. Bird assisted a girl to find material inCode. Mr. Cowan (2). Mr. Wicker.
Thursday, Sept. 5. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Mr. Cowan (2). A student (Mr. Fisher), Mr. Bird, Mr. Davis. Miss Baker phoned that Mr.Kirkman would send for 16 worst (and broken) chairs and to ask Mr. McClure to take themdown to lower hall. Collated 1939/40 bound periodicals rec’d from Aug. 25.
Friday, Sept. 6. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Mr. Cowan, Mr. Fischer (student), Mr. Ralph Rodgers (lawyer) who is arranging with Mr.Walker U.T. Treasurer to take out membership in Law Library. As the girl in Treasurer’soffice who has charge of this, is away, Mr. Walker said that Mr. Rodgers was to use Libraryuntil she returns. He doesn’t want to borrow books for present. Mr. Herbert Davis broughtwritten authorization from Mr. Winick (contract) to use Library on his behalf. Mr. MyronEly, for father L.C. Ely (contract).
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Saturday Sept. 7. 19409 - 12 H. H. TurnerMr. Burnett, from C.H. Smith (cont.) used Lib. Mr. Cowan; Mr. Thomson (student).
Monday, Sept. 9. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Mr. Cowan 2, Capt. Powell 2, Mr. Holloway, a 1st year student escorted by his brother, apracticing lawyer, and Mr. Wood, former student, not back who showed Library. He isn’tcoming back as he is going into training camp, as is Mr. Powell. Mr. Morrell (contract), Mr.Fisher (student), Mr. Venable and Mr. Thomasson (students).
Tuesday, Sept. 10. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Mr. Wilson, student 2, Capt. Powell, Mr. Fowler (Newport or Loudon lawyer). Campus mail.Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract). Mail brought letter from Frantz, McConnell +Seymour adding Arthur Seymour’s name to their list of those privileged to use Law Libraryin their names.
Wednesday, Sept. 11. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Catalog Dept. asked me to file L.C. cards. Miss Baker spoke of Mr. Jesse Ralph Rodgers’application (see p. 51) said she hadn’t yet been notified that he had paid fee, but that shehad told him to use Library in the meantime. She asked if he had done so, and I said onlyonce. Mr. Burnett for Mr. C. H. Smith (contract). Mr. Wilson, student, Mr. Bird, do., Mr.Fischer, do. Capt. Powell. 2
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Thursday, Sept. 12. 19409 - 12 [H. H. Turner]1:30 - 4With Dean’s consent, some Cincinnati lawyers (Messrs Covington + Schmitt) + astenographer (Miss Church) used Library. Put them in Conf. room as they wanted dictation,+ typewriter. Needed a good deal of help in hunting up old cases so I called it “Research”?Mr. Cowan 2. Campus mail brought 7 new vols. Collated + added to accessions + inventory.Read “How to find the law,” (E.L.O.’s cop.) to refresh + add to, my knowledge on subject. Mr.Banker, (grad.) for a friendly call.
Friday, Sept. 13. 19408.40 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 5Came early as Cin. lawyers wanted extra time here, with Dean’s consent, they aresponsored by Mr. Pope,T.V.A. and after preliminary assistance yesterday in hunting cases inU.S. Repts. (wrong citations) don’t require assistance. Wanted to work at night but Deantwice refused. Mr. Wilson, Mr. Cowan (2), Mr. Fischer, all 3 T.V.A.s visitors back inafternoon; Mr. Trytall for Mr. Thomason (contract). Spent much time reading “How to findthe law,” and locating volumes and sets referred to, but not often used, in Law Library. Findbook most interesting and very helpful in rubbing up. Mr. Morrell (contract).Stayed an hr. overtime to oblige visitors, without thanks! total: 1 hr 20 min. TheCincinnatians working? in conference room with typewriter made so much noise laughingand shouting when 3 people were working in R.R. that I was obliged to call them down(Probably lese Majesté!). Campus mail. (Later found they weren’t T.V.A.s, but here forsomething else.) Introduced by David Pope, lawyer.
Saturday, Sept, 14. 19408.40 - 12 H. H. TurnerOhio visitors left at 9.30 with many thanks. May come back. They are preparing importantcase for U.S. Supreme Ct. (Dean sceptical). Mr. Cowan only other visitor. Continued “How tofind the law.”
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Monday, Sept. 16. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Filed L.C. cds for Cat. dept by request. Continued researches with assistance of “How to findthe law.” Mr. Wilson, Mr. Venable (2), Mr. Cowan. Mr. Burnett (2) for C.H. Smith, contract.Mr. Horrell, for Lawyer’s Coop Co., at Dean’s request I went over list of recent pub. with himto find out what (he thinks) this Libr. lacks + needs. Mr. Morrell (contract) (2). Campusmail. Mr. Thomason in p.m. Fischer; Busy day!
Tuesday, Sept. 17. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1.30 - 4Filed more cards for Cat. dept. Notified Miss Baker yesterday that chairs hadn’t gone toshop for repairs (squeeks) and Miss Walsh said Mr. Kirkman had been notified severaltimes, and would send “right away.” Mr. Cowan, Mr. Carr, Mr. Fischer. At twelve men camewith order for chairs. P.M. Mr. Burnett, for Mr. Smith, (contract) Mr. Bird.
Wednesday, Sept. 18. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Campus mail. Collated vols. rec’d + added 2 to access’n inventory. Mr. Cowan (2). Mr. WmWilson for Gen. James Fowler (contract). Continued “How to find the law” + hunted upcases mentioned. Dean sent up list of books rec. by Mr. Horrell of Lawyers Coop. companyfor purchase, with request that Miss Ogden file it until Fac. meeting.
Thursday, Sept. 19. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Filed L.C. cards for Main Library. Saw the Dean about closing Library Saturday aft. duringfootball season, whenever a game was to be played here in Knoxville. He said “Do so, as itdidn’t pay to keep open at that time.” Mr. Cowan, 2 Mr. Morrell, (cont.) Mr. Sullivan,representing Bancroft Whitney with list of suggested vols. for next order. Mrs. Morrishasn’t seen football schedule but says first game is a week from Saturday (Sept. 28) Later:Miss Bergen wants Miss Ogden informed that my services on off Saturday forenoons will begreatly appreciated as two of her extra helpers haven’t come back.
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Friday, Sept. 20. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith, contract, used Library. Mr. McClure mopped floor. Tooktelephone messages for Mrs. Morris whose husband was sick. Mr. Meares with Mr. Birdcame at closing time and Mr. Meares said if he could see Dean he was sure that he would lethim in as he has been doing (see Sep. 23 – postscript). Mrs. Morris insisted that such wasnot the case, and Mr. McClure locked doors. During this time, someone removed libr. keyfrom desk drawer. (See Mrs. Morris for further information on subject!)
Saturday, Sept. 21. 19409 - 12 H. H. TurnerMr. Morrell (contract) used Library. Mr. Cowan. Campus mail.
Monday, Sept. 23. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner + E. L. Ogden (1:30 - 4)1:30 - 4Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract), Mr. Herbert Davis for Mr. Winick (contract). Mr.Meares is supposed to have carried key to Maryville by mistake! Later Mr. Bird telephonedto Mr. Meares who said he had left key in an empty locker, where Mr. Bird found it. Mr.Wicker had given Mr. Meares permission to work in Law Library Friday night + hadunlocked door and admitted him to building, but did not remain here, neither did Mr. Bird.Mr. Meares left outside door open and night watchman reported it. No one knows whetherany books have been removed but probably not.[Postscript mentioned on Friday, Sept. 20]Later learned that after refusal of permission to come back Fri. night Bird + Meareslingered around and after 9:30 called up Mr. Wicker who came to let them in Mearesrepresenting that Dean W. had given Mr. M. permission to use Lib. at any time (Dean saidhe never had or would). They took the Lib. key to see if it would fit Law Rev. room whereMr. B. had left some things he wanted.
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Tuesday, Sept. 24, 19401:30 - 4 9 - 12 E. L. OgdenApropos of the above, Mrs. Morris later explained that Mr. Wicker had come from his homeon Mr. Meares request to let him in the building, representing that Dean Witham had givenhim (Meares) permission to use Lib. at any time, which Dean said he hadn’t. John Baughused Lib. for Donaldson (contract). Disposed of routine on desk and dusted chair seats, +some other spots while HHT got ready a display collection for new students + old. Dean W.said about 30 freshmen registered – other classes about same as usual in numbers. Campusmail. Dean Witham sent up a list of books to be checked – offered by Hugh or Alfred?Sanford – through Harry Price – giving impression the whole lot was to be disposed of +would he be willing to tale $150.00. I gave Mrs. Morris Miss Heiskell’s Lib. key which hadbeen kept in Lib. desk as a convenience.9 - 12 H. H. TurnerMr. David Pope working for B.C. Ogle (contract) used Library. Also Mr. Cowan. Put inafternoon hours at Main Library.
Wednesday, Sept. 25. 19408 - 1:00 E. L. OgdenDid a little more rubbing of furniture, straightening chairs books on shelves +c. Chairs thatwere taken away for repairs were returned. On examination it seemed nothing had beendone to them. Worked more on list noted yesterday.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract) used Library. Campus mail. Someone from Div. ofExtension came to take a law college movie, but decided to postpone it until a more suitabletime.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenStill working on list. Students through the evening.
Thursday, Sept. 26. 19408 - 1:00 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Helped new student find case in Eng. repts. Quite a number of first yr.students, including a girl, and all very industrious. Recorded and collated vols. rec’d.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenJudge McKinney of Tenn. Sup. Ct. came to see 2 v. of Amer. dec. saying this set not in Sup. Ct.Lib. in Courthouse. He said Legislature 1939 neglected to make an appropriation for theLib. when it met last but that it would do so in Jan. at its next meeting. I wonder if we couldsell them the 2d set of Amer. Dec. and L.R.A. which he says they lack. Saw E. Anderson arecent grad. in Park Nat’l Bank. She said she is in office of Egerton + Clarke doing legalwork. I suggested she get authorization to use our Lib. from members of her firm entitled todo so. Took back list of Metcalfe books to Dean saying I thought we ought not to buy thebooks for $100 to $150 as the money was needed more for other things. Called up Main Lib.to ask if shop had made any statement about chairs, tell her they are here and ask what todo with them. Asked students not to study at dictionary table but to take vol wanted tosome other table. Only a few in Lib. Miss B. answered about chairs at 5:32. ELO will see tothem tomorrow.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Sept. 27, 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerA young woman from T.V.A. needed help in consulting about 20 bound legal periodicals. Mr.Arnold, recent grad. used Libr. Dean gave consent if you he comes only for a while, but notindefinitely. Room nearly full, 9 - 11. Mr. Miller, recent grad, and now out of town lawyer,(Lebanon) used Library with permission.12:45 - 1:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Same T.V.A. lady afternoon (Mrs. Bayless). Very few students – a freshman football gamegoing on. As to chairs, Miss Baker said yesterday that in the first place she had asked theLib. Bur. agent about them and he had suggested tightening the screws of blocks that bracethe corners of the seats underneath + if screws cannot be tightened to hold, to take themout, put glue in the screw holes + put the screws back. Today I tried this on one or two,couldn’t turn screws one way or the other they are so tight and couldn’t see how any ofthese screws could affect the trouble. Called Mr. McClure to look + he agreed this wasn’t theremedy + suggested asking the opinion of the man in U.T. shops who used to work in afurniture factory what to do. Miss Baker had advised we try to follow instructions of theLibr. Bureau agent ourselves + then see what further was needed. Asked Mrs. Morris to getDean W. to look at them too to corroborate my + McClure’s opinion. Mr. Pugh, U.T. auditorused Lib. – about a doz. students. Had to get Restatement Torts from Mr. Larson’s desk foruse of students. Mrs. Morris lent her bunch of fac. office keys for Lib. to use while she isaway week end.
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Saturday, Sep. 28, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Dean W. looked at chairs – said better ask Miss Baker for a statement fromthe shop as to what method could be used to tighten them. Football today so close at 12:45.Couldn’t find 4 Tenn. App. cop.1 and last years U.T. Register. Discovered that the newregister under “Catalog of students” gives only names of “degrees conferred” and not thoseattending all classes. Visitor (G.I. Tour) from Mass. to see Mass. laws. Began sorting bookadvts. with a view to immediate purchase suggestions. Yesterday Mrs. Morris brought upregister for freshman libr attendance to be begun Monday. Still no heat, waiting for furnacerepairs to be finished. Mr. G.I. Tour came on personal business to see Mass. laws which hecouldn’t find elsewhere + took too long to write to his lawyer in Mass.
Monday, Sept. 30. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerBorrowed Frain from district attorney’s office just released from rental collection at MainLibrary. A grad. student from School of business administration to do research in publicutilities. Found greatest help from pamph. col. Large crowd of 1st year students needingmuch assistance. Mr. Morrell (contract) used Library. Miss Currell (agric. libr.) called up toenquire if Tenn. had law against hitch hiking. There is none, only warning pedestrians offhighways (see Tenn. Acts + Code).12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Sorted book advt. circulars. Mr. Smith from State Atty - Gen’l Off. Nashvilleused Lib. also N.B. Morrell (contract). Mr. Wicker brought back U.T. Reg. that was missing.(HHT found 4 Tenn. App. out of place.) Phoned Miss Baker to ask if HHT couldn’t close Lib.to night any time it gets too cold. With shades up + sun pouring in, reading room has beencomfortable this afternoon. Haven’t asked Miss Baker about chairs again. Wanted to getbook advts in some order before they are asked. Hope to return to normal duties tomorrow.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Carr, working for _______ Mr. Meares, Maryville lawyer with Dean’s permission. Anotherstudent working on Public Utilities.
Tuesday, Oct. 1. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. McNabb, for Mr. Kramer (fee basis). Mr. Morrell (contract).
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenBegan work on book advts but Dean W. came up in haste and after a few minutes workasked if I could help on looking up dates of appointment of trustees of U.T. – as stated inTenn. Acts. He had dates of confirmation by Senate but not of Governor’s appointment. Inour list of acts +c. affecting U.T. 1929 was last listed for resolutions containing resolutionsconcerning trustees, and a check up on subsequent vols. discovered nothing previouslyoverlooked so had to turn back his list with little done + afternoon gone! I understood itwas all for the purpose of checking up on expiration of terms for present trustees. Campusmail; heat on at noon.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds for catalog dept. Took care of vols received in Campus Mail.
Wednesday, Oct. 2, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMostly routine – some emergency mending and some work on book advts. Wrote a note toMiss Baker to ask what to do about the chairs.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Piper for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract member).7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenForgot to mention this a.m. that James Carr came to ask regulations about studying forfederal bar ass’n + stayed a while so doing.To night about 20 students + Mr. Wicker. Started on statement of extra-univ users of Lib.but made little headway. Mr. Headman (for Mr. Powers, contract) used Lib. Mr. Wicker willorder a number of cops of uniform citation pam. + give Lib. one. Mr. Edmund Gass, after 3yrs absence visited Lib – says he is “here” now – connected with U.T.? looked around to seewhat is new but did not ask to borrow anything.
Thursday, Oct. 3. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMet Mr. Gass going to University at 7.45. New janitor is being installed this a.m. butstudents are circulating a petition to Pres. Hoskins to retain Mr. McClure.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Looked over “review slips” for possible purchase. Mrs. Morris said booksordered selected in payment for TLR advts have come. I said Lib. hadn’t a list. She said shewould send me one when she finished her rush job.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerAbout 20 all the evening. 1 student from another dept. to use U.S. Repts. Mr. Headman for J.Pike Powers (contract).
Friday, Oct. 4, 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerStarted on my old job on biographical index from “Tennessee, the volunteer state” vol. 2.Mr. Rountree (contract member) used the Library. Mrs. Morris sent up the books selectedin payment for T.L.R. advertisements.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Made official list cards for books to be brought from TLR (selected for advt. credit). A grad.student from Hill – a lawyer but studying for Master’s degree (not law) wanted to write histhesis on hist. of legal ed. in Tenn. Showed him Mr. Blackard’s art in 14 TLR + suggested helook in TLR for others and in Tenn. Bar Ass’n Committee reports for more. Gave him a cop.(had 2) of typed refs to hist. of U.T. College of Law and said he could see all pubs. referred toin Main Lib., probably. He has a carrel there. He read some of the material here, + tooksome citations and said he’d prob. be back Monday. This would have been a “search”question if I hadn’t hunted out most of it years ago + put notes + lists of refs. +c in folders invertical file and if Mr. Blackard hadn’t made so many footnotes. At night about 12 students(fewer in afternoon) although the Tenn. Football game to morrow + a dance to night werecounter attractions.
Saturday, Oct. 5, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenCampus mail; mended. Told Dean W. about young man wanting to write hist. of legal ed. inTenn., who will probably want to ask Dean about it – later. Rec’d note from Miss Bakerabout chairs.
Monday, Oct. 7. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerJanitors mopped stacks + Library Office at 9 a.m. Very damp and messy. Gave library verysuperficial treatment at 7.50, concluding at 8, leaving chairs “every which way.” Mr.McClure doesn’t know when he will leave here. Later, ground floors are being waxed so noone allowed in for hour or so, then outer hall with entrance thro stacks. Collated vols. to bebought from T.L.R. Mrs. Morris says janitor won’t deliver mail but she will see that we getit. Miss Baker phoned that Mr. McNabb should pay fine only between date when book wasdue + date when reported lost.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenNeglected to note Sat. that Miss Walsh phoned a message had come to Miss Baker from Mr.Walker (or was it Mr. Hess?) that J. Harry Price (original) contract was being transferred byC.S. Badgett, jr. to J. Harry Price, jr. and Lib. was to act upon this information, droppingBadgett and adding Price to active list. Campus mail. Spent most of PM looking over newdealers cat + N.Y. Times book revs. – afraid that I do not limit myself to legal interest in thelatter. N.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. – Wanted names of Deans of other law schools inTenn. Got them from Mrs. Morris so it wasn’t ref.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCall from Miss Ringo who’s taking Miss Steven’s class.
Tuesday, Oct. 8. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Cowan back again. Man trying to repair windows back of desk. Dean has given HerbertL. Vesser permission to use Library for the next few days. At noon, when janitor wasabsent, Mr, Young, 1 yr. student, investigating disagreeable smell back of desk, discovered amouse in trap which “had evidently been there several days,” and kindly removed same tohall. Did various odd jobs, straightening vols. of sec. 5, 1, + S. + W. Told Mrs. Morris I wouldgo down for mail if she would notify when it arrived, as she oughtn’t to have it to do herself.Put cds. in vols. sent down from Main Lib. (i.e., selected by HHT at Main as of interest forcirculation in Law College).12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Frank Fowler (contract). Mr. R. Young (for City Dir. of Law) and Mr. Cowan used Lib.Mr. Bird brought list of cases for comment in TLR. to be kept at desk for circulation. WroteCatalog dept. to send book statistics for Aug. + Sep. + to Mrs. Clemens to ask if Main Lib.rec’d reports for admin. boards of U.S. Govt. + to send sample (if any) of State Law Index.Otherwise didn’t get past routine of looking over days receipts of periodicals + book listsand doing circulation, clearing table +c. About 20 to 25 readers. Packed books to be boughtfrom TLR + cat’d at Main.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Gass, U.T. instructor “to browse around;” Mr. Warren Miller, (out of town lawyer)(didn’t count him in statistics), for a few minutes. Room nearly full. Also Mr. Pearman forWilliston Mr. Kramer + Mr. O’Neil (contract fee OK).
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Wednesday, Oct. 9, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Herbert Vesser used Lib. – with note from Dean Witham authorizing his use “today +tomorrow.” Yesterday, driving me home, Mr. Cowan asked if there was any objection to hiscontinued use of the Library – that his case was coming up in a few weeks and he wanted toget information on a few more points – but if not OK he wouldn’t. I told him I would speakto Dean W. to make sure – had meant to do so before Dean but had thought it permissible.Dean said a chance it might establish an undesirable precedent but on the ground he is nota lawyer + working for personal interest, no tax on lib. service (I pointed that out) and needfor use will be over before long, all right to continue. Arthur Seymour brought address ofplace where Mr. Garthright roomed last. Phoned her – said book (Snyder – Great speeches)not there + gave G’s home address – 558 East Parkway, Louisville, Ky. McClure here at 8helping clean – but at 9 Mrs. M said he had gone + wouldn’t be back. Campus mail. W.E.Badgett, Dist. Atty. U.S.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerWrote to Mr. Garthright asking for information about book he failed to return Aug. 26.Accessioned + collated vols. received in Campus mail. Moot court quickly dismissed so largecrowd in Library. Had to call down a new student for having a chat over phone, also groupcongregating on and around Faculty table. I think there should be notice on telephone asnew students may not know rule. Helped two new students find State reports. Number ofstudents about 26.Helped another student find citation in U.S. Supreme Ct. Reports. Janitor works inafternoon, but not at night. Did Circulation. Straightened chairs, put away a great quantityof books. Straightened Tenn. Repts., and section 5. All routine, but take time. Advisedstudent about books on display.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenL.D. Word (for Roscoe Word, contract); Warren Miller (didn’t count him in statistics) (outof town? says he is leaving soon for West Tenn.) and Jesse Pearman used Lib. Mr. P says it isfor Taylor Cox he works – Poore Kramer + Cox. Told him to get a letter from Mr. Kramer ifhe was to continue. Two students from Hill wanted pubs. on public utilities. Showed thembooks in in RT. They seemed satisfied.
Thursday, Oct. 10. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerNew janitor lives in Lonsdale on 3 car lines, he says. Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith(contract); Mr. Frank Fowler (contract), Mr. Vesser (with Dean’s consent); Mr. Cowan, do.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenGot book statistics report for Aug. + Sep. ready as far as I could before learning Main Lib.count for Aug. Also made out report on circ. statistics and finished getting statement of“extra-Univ. Users of lib” for July - Sep. ready to copy. Mr. Cowan, Mr. Frank Fowler(contract) used Lib. Phoned Mr. McNabb that Kramer’s fee would be paid tomorrow bycheck – $6.50. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Cowan only, outside visitor, + very few students.
Friday, Oct. 11. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerDusted + straightened Display + current periodicals. Helped first yr. students select readingmatter for week end. Assisted a future Constitutional law student from “to look around” + afirst year student, law, to hunt up a case relating to trial of Murderer of Lincoln, in 93 U.S.__Miss Walsh called up that Miss Baker said that Libraries would not be closed nextWednesday for registration day.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30John Baugh used Lib. either for business law teaching (U.T.) or for Donaldson (contract).Campus mail. Yesterday a.m. found chairs that had been brought back from shop had beenplaced at table. Today janitor said he was keeping separate the one that was broken. I hopeto remove from tables the noisiest chairs as they are detected by use and store themsomewhere. Not all in Reading room now are needed. Room more orderly when chairsspaced further apart so it won’t be inconvenient to have them out of use for a while + RRwill be quieter. Mr. Wicker brought a 1939 ed. of Uniform system of citations. Mr. Birdbrought a “schedule of student activities” for posting.
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Saturday, Oct. 12. 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenJanitor was on 2d floor cleaning offices when I came at 7 P.M. last nights, + lights on forstairways + halls. He came to Lib. to close promptly at 9:30 and this A.M. came up with mailso it appears restrictions about his duties are not as previously stated. This A.M. I selected9 chairs which seemed most squeaky and asked him to put them in B. which he didpromptly and asked if that was all. Good records so far. I did not succeed in getting deskslocked before he came up last night as the top drawer in main desk stuck + could not closeit far enough for key to catch before it was time to go. Will try to manage better next time.Mr. Wicker says the Pres. of Tenn. State bar ass’n (I forget his name) is to be in K. beforelong to give an address and while he is here will be interested to see what presidents ofother state bars do for their official pubs. I gave Mr. Wicker half a dozen samples of statebar pubs. having president’s page or the like.
Monday, Oct. 14. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerWhen I reached here 7.55 found floors beautifully polished – but all chairs, step ladder +cpiled on desk + tables. Waited until 8.10 and then went hunting (no students here) foundMr. Davis cleaning Mr. Blackard’s office. When I asked him about Library he seemedconfused + said he had entirely forgotten it!12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Looked over book advt. circs. Mrs. Morris confirmed statement in yesterdaysnewspaper that Law college will be open for inspection tomorrow 3 - 6 p.m but doesn’tanticipate any visitors after the usual hour for closing – as the dinner for Law Rev. + for Bar– (speaker Pres. State bar ass’n) is at 6:30.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Headman for J. Pike Powers, (contract). Very few students – 2 visitors from MissStevens’ class.
Tuesday, Oct. 15. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerDid some slight tidying up, in case visitors should “inspect” this afternoon. Assisted LegalDiv. in T.V.A. in hunting for a citation in Penna. repts. (search?) A young woman hunting forOld Age Pension law in Ky. Mr. Cowan.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden3 Univ. students (girls) to see U.S. reports. Said they did one case today – have 23 to do.Spent some time getting data on subjects of etched portraits that have been kept in desknow turned over to Law College for framing. With aid of World almanac decipheredautographs + got dates of service in U.S. Sup. court for all but H Maynard. Got hisbiographical details from “Tenn. – volunteer state” Ref – general? Consisted mostly incopying data on back of portraits – could hardly call it search but took more than 15 min.Dean wanted prices on Can. repts because he is making an estimate of needs of Lib. inbooks – he set it down as about $9000.00 in all – would include some gen. ref. as newdictionaries, encycl. +c. Made some notes on sets of Canada repts – complicated! No visitors– maybe it was rain prevented? (Dean did bring in an important-looking one but did notintroduce him). Wrote Mrs. Clemens to send a vol of state law index for inspection.6.40 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCame early to pay 25 minutes which I took off this noon. Took care of vols. rec’d fromCampus Mail. Mr. Banker (T.V.A.) + student ass’t Main Lib. only visitors. Mr. Banker to useN.C. Codes + girl to read article on mythology in Ency. Britanica [sic].
Wednesday, Oct. 16, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Frank Fowler (contract), R Young (for City director of Law) and Mr. Horton (for FrantzR.M. McConnell, contract) used Lib. – also a T.V.A. man – think he said his name was Fisher,and a number of students. Pretty good record for a holiday, being draft nationalregistration day for men 21-35 declared holiday by Gov. of Tenn.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Cowan, Mr. Fowler. Room nearly ½ full. Student from another dept. wanted to findUniform Warehouse receipt Act. Located it in Uniform Laws Annotated. Did someinvestigation in Beale’s Conflict of laws with idea of making an index.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenAbout half a doz. students all evening – one saw a mouse in N.E. stack near hat rack.
Thursday, Oct. 17. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerBrought trap + cheese for janitor to catch mouse. Mr. Cowan; Mr. Seales (?) Henderson(T.V.A.) to use S.C. Code. Mr. Rountree, contract.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan used Lib. Worked on lists to be considered for purchase.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerRoom almost full. 2 girls to U.S. Repts. Assisted student to find a case in N.Y. Appelate [sic]Div.
Friday, Oct. 18. 19408 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30In afternoon Lib. used by Mrs. Philip Smith – personal use (she is Lebanon grad. notpracticing – wife of a Knoxville doctor) + at night by Andrew Pugh U.T. auditor to see bookson bankruptcy and fed. practice – asked if he was preparing for fed. bar exam + he said yes.Spent quite a little time locating text of U.S. judicial code and “Orders in bankruptcy,” bothup to date + briefer than U.S.C.A. (4 v. for code) – but hardly think it justifies calling “ref” –maybe ought to have known. Recorded death of Henry Hudson (Oct. 18) holder of Lib.contract. Grad student working on hist. of legal ed. in Tenn. again (has been here severaltimes – not noted) + wanted names of grads of U.T. Law School who have been outstandingin prof. as judges +c. Made some progress with preparation for work meeting next Tuesday.
Saturday, Oct. 19, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Steinmetz + members of Legal bib. class, also Judge Jones came up stairs with me 7:52and all wanted things before I could take off coat + rubbers. N.B. Mr. S. told class to meet inLib. next Sat. A.M. Worked on notes for Tuesday’s meeting.12 45 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerTotal: 6. 4 students (law). 2 girls, one getting material for a debate (from Tenn. Law Rev. 5)on County Court. Took care of vols. rec’d in Campus mail yesterday + current periodicalsbrought up this afternoon by janitor. Put away vols. in sec. 6. Straightened vols. in sec. 1, 5 +current periodicals. Examined back nos. of Law Lib. Jour. for suggestions for Law LibrarySelections.
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Monday, Oct. 21. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Fowler, Attorney of Loudon, used Library. Mr. Frank Fowler (contract). Room crowdedwith almost every chair occupied for a while. Mr. Seales Henderson (T.V.A.) using S.C. Code.Someone phoned that a grad. student (woman) was coming here to do some research workin connection with Married Woman Acts (Tenn.) from beginning and would we help herfind her material in Private Acts? I said that was one of our occupations. “Miss Walsh”called up to enquire if Mr. Carr were still working down here, and if so, what were his howmany hours?12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Dean Witham wants to get TLR paid by Lib. for subscriptions as soon aspossible so that Law Inst. can borrow from TLR if cash runs short. Told him I’d see about itas soon as meeting was over. He said might have to change date of meeting to Wed. – 3:30as soon as Moot court is over. Asked him to let me know as soon as possible so HHT + Icould change our schedules (already changed). He said he would. The grad. student lookingfor earliest Tenn. divorce laws proved to be a neighbor of Mr. Wickers. He happened in +gave her a cop. of TLR with an article by Mr. Warner that I didn’t know about. Man workingon Tenn. legal ed. hist. here again.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Oct. 22. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerLeft Mr. Larson here last night and when he went away he turned off wrong lights, andclock had stopped. Janitor said he had spent some time putting them back. Can’t he beshown how? (Later. I did!) Mrs. Morris telephoned that Fac. Meeting had been changedfrom today to tomorrow at 3.30, at close of Moot court. Room crowded for an hour or so.Robt. Young Jr. for Mr. W.W. Kennerly (City legal Dir.) used Library. Mr. Cowan also.1:00 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail; Mr. Cowan. Worked on new book lists.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, Oct. 23. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerClasses dismissed, 9.30 - 10:30 for “Assembly” at Univ. Main Library to be closed duringthis time. Asked Dean what I should do about closing + he replied that if I wanted to hear it,I could shut up, but otherwise keep open. Decided in favor of latter, as he seemed to favorit, and it would have meant hurrying back. Mr. Frank Fowler, (contract) used Library. Theusual large numbers in Library during time supposed to be closed, proved wisdom ofdecision.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMostly at fac. meeting to decide on books + preparing for it. So little money to spend, hadn’ta chance to use a tenth of material prepared.2.50 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerBack at this time because schedule today is changed to permit E.L.O. to attend Facultymeeting. Before it started, straightened shelves in stacks, especially N.Y., Tenn., Penna, N.C.Campus mail. Collated and added to accessions vols. received on it. Just at closing time an
elderly gentleman came to see Dean who said he was one of first law grads. class ‛91. 
Thursday, Oct. 24. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Cowan used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Lindsay Young for father Robert Young (contract) used Lib. Also Mr. Cowan +a young Knoxville lawyer James R. Witt who asked if he could use Ga. laws. Dean wasn’there when he came, so said he could but should see Dean if he wanted to come again. Hestayed all afternoon + could have seen him but I did not disturb him to say so. Restored tofile some of advt. +c. taken out for yesterdays meeting + checked subscription prices ofsubscriptions periodicals paid by Lib. to Tenn. L Rev. last year. Several have raised prices.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Oct. 25, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenFinished noting changes to be made in subscription list for 1940 to be paid by Lib. to T.L.R.Sent a cop. to Miss Baker, one to Mrs. Morris, put one rough cop. in vertical file “Exchange”folder + talked to Dean W. + Mr. Wicker about N.Y. Law Rev. + Georgetown L.J. nos.subscribed for last year and not rec’d. Mr. Cowan used Lib.
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12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerE.L.O. kindly exchanged schedules to oblige. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenLarger attendance than usual for Fri night – usually very few readers. Mr. Cowan in Lib.also Earl Bradley to study for Fed. bar exam. Attention called by student to Law Col. EasterHolidays listed for Apr. 9 - 15 on “Student activity” chart. Found it also in Calendar in frontof 1940-41 U.T.Register! so it must be true. Another student said next Friday is announcedon bulletin board as a holiday on acct. of E. Tenn Ed’l Ass’n. meeting. At last finished up Aug.+ Sep. Circ, book + ref. statistics report + sent to Main Lib.P.
Saturday, Oct. 26, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Cowan used Lib. also Mr. McNabb for Kramer. Asked him about Mr. Kramer’s check forfine. He phoned to office, to ask why it wasn’t sent when he told them to and the girl saidshe had “forgot” so he asked her to put it in mail at once. I let him take a book + a pam. onChandler act. He said Mr. Baker is preparing for fed bar exam. General orders inbankruptcy, Judicial Code and Chandler Act much in demand – also Canon of ethics. Mr.Steinmetz had class in Lib. this A.M. He called attention of class to Fed. Register which hesaid was very important. For next lesson they are to make a sketch of the Lib RR showinggeneral arrangement of books. Sent Miss Baker the Sanford list – thought she might beinterested in some items + could do as Dean did – send a list and ask prices of those shewould be interested in. Campus mail. Looked over some cat cards but got no cleaning done.Dean W. decided to ask to have set of State Law index ordered for Law Lib. + I ret’d the vol.to Main Lib. Sent Miss Baker a note calling attention of Miss Baker to article running in“Taxes” since Apr. + not finished on State tax commissions + their reports by Lewis Morse.
Monday, Oct. 28, 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerDusted Display and Current period. Straight[en]ed Tenn. Repts + Sec. 5. Took care of vols.rec’d in Campus Mail Saturday. Mr. Bishop (Kramer, fee)came in after Fed. Bar Exam for afew minutes.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett (for C. H. Smith, contract) used Lib. Mr. Chas. Rader came. Mrs. Morris phonedhe had asked to see Dean about contract (Baxter Lee’s I suppose) + Dean was busy so shetold him to come up to use Lib. until Dean could see him. He went to Dean’s off. later whennotified but did not tell me the result. I worked on cat cards.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Headman, for Mr. Powers, (contract) used Lib. assisted by a man who has been herebefore but whose name I don’t recall. They used many books and stayed nearly all the eve.Miss Ringo came from Staff meeting + from Miss Stevens class for a short call. A good manywanted assistance. Two girls from other depts.
Tuesday, Oct. 29. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerA good deal of time spent at phone in connection with Mrs. Hoskins’ serious illness whichhas just been reported. Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C. H. Smith, contract, + Mr. McNabb for Mr.Kramer (fee) used Library. Mr. McNabb brought check for $7.50 for fine on Pomeroy Codepleading instead of $6.50 due. He doesn’t want to have another check substituted so asks to
have dollar credited on next fee due on Dec. 31. ‛40. (ELO gave him $1.00 in change) 12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Baker phoned about the periodical subscriptions for to be paid TLR and said I musthave had list of year before last as some of the changes I suggested had already been made.So I do not know that my work helped any nor that the total stayed at $100.00 which I triedespecially to accomplish. Mrs. M. gave the list from her files – dated 1939 + I did notquestion it. Said I supposed no change would be made in hours for Friday’s holiday + shesaid OK – none. Mended. W.W. Wilson (for J. Fowler) used Lib. Addressed a jar (½ pt.) toMiss Bergen for glue.6.40 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Headman + associate again.
Wednesday, Oct. 30, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMended. Most of what is waiting can’t be done until glue comes. Filed cat. cards.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerFound telephone receiver down + connections cut off temporarily, all right later. Filed I.S.C.adv. sheets. A young woman who said she had been here all day at Lawyer’s Table. Campusmail. Judge Templeton came in for a minute only.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenForgot to note that one of the PWA workers who was here earlier this yr. to list booksbefore 1872 came back to get additional data requested – such as name of pub. + printer ofeach vol. of Del. + Fla. reports that were listed! I suppose that means their revision hasprogressed to “F.” She had a few slips to fill out – the wonder is there were not more. Filedshelf + Off. list cards.
Thursday, Oct. 31. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerCollated + tried to remove ink from Williston’s Selections Contracts prior to rebinding.Campus mail. Collated + added to accessions vols. brought.12 45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMostly mended. Helped Dean Witham find a Dept. Agr. regulation in Fed. Register relatingto state + Fed. coop. in soil conservation. Took some time + several trips to B., but moremuscle than mind – couldn’t call it ref.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Oliver + Mr. Meares, Maryville lawyers, used Library. About a dozen students and onedoing research in Public Utilities repts. Helped 1st year get his information for Mr.Steinmetz tomorrow.
Friday, Nov. 1 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerBuilding almost deserted as there are no classes on account of E. Tenn. Ed. Assn meetings.Mr. Baugh, instructor in Business Law, used Library. Labelled [sic] ICC boxes in ConferenceRoom, did some dusting and straightening shelves. Mr. Wilson in Conf. Room withtypewriter. Mr. Ellison formerly law stu. now commerce, used Library. Law Instituteprogram is posted downstairs. Dean Witham said public is welcome to attend meetings “ifthey can get in” but Library must be kept open, in case visitors should wish to visit it, sothere won’t be much opportunity. Added up Oct. circulation statistics. About a doz. studentsand all very studious and apparently planning to spend day here. 3 girls from Mr. Gilson’sclass to make a study for Public Utility repts. I let them use conf. room with understandingthat if needed for typewriter they move out.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. J. Harry Price (contract) to see books on aviation. More students came to usePub. Util. reports until the conf. room was full – about 8. A few making chart of RR for Mr.Steinmetz class in Legal bib tomorrow – attendance + studiousness good especiallyconsidering this is a holiday from classes. HHT. took cash to Main Lib.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenF. Headman (for J.P. Powers – contract) used Lib. Also Mr. Seaks for TVA.P.S. At closing Mr. Seaks said he had been called out of town so couldn’t get back before towork with S.C. Laws. Will be back for three or four days next week.
Saturday, Nov. 2, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Steinmetz class met in Lib. I get a good deal of information form his lectures aboutinsides of books. Washed up linoleums and varnished the big one for desk + the one forshelves under Lib. Off. window. Declined to lend a P.U.R. vol to Mr. Vanden Brugge overweek end – chiefly because if I did, could not refuse all the members of Pub. Util. class (notlaw) the same + it is a bad precedent. Judge Jones wanted an 1868 US. Law – couldn’t findwe had one.After hours varnished linoleum on desks.
Monday, Nov. 4. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerDesk +c look beautifully and I hope they will stay that way until Law Institute convenes!Dean sent up a Mr. Mills (not a lawyer) who has lately moved here from Ga. + has been toldhe will be arrested for back rent which he has just pd. Dean, Mr. Blackard + I assisted him ingetting information from Ga. Code. Usual Monday routine. Mr. Myron Ely for father L.C. Ely,contract. Mr. Gass, Faculty to use Tenn. Acts.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Asked Dean Witham if it would have a good effect to post notices one everyday or two about the speakers coming to Law Institute and refer to things they had written– either on subjects they will speak on or on others – that we have in Lib. He approved.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner2 more students to use Pub. Util. Repts. Helped Emily Anderson, whose brother is huntingup cases in Public Utilites (Pond). She seemed to be doing his work for him. He is in classstudying this subject so I suppose it was OK for sister to help him.
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Tuesday, Nov. 5. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMade a notice for bulletin board calling attention to first speaker of Law Institute program– Prof. Karl Llewallen [sic] of Columbia Law School. Made slips for pamphlets.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenDid some shelving in B. Answered F.A’s note about what nos Lib. has of U.S. Atty’s Ctte[Committee] on admin. prac. of Govt. boards – + asked if a printed Doc. (U.S.) hadanything to to do with them. It was listed in a July “weekly list.” Students reserve very busy.Mr. Blackard gave several papers about the Law Inst. Nov. 15 – program + other.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerHunted for magazine articles by Llewellyn.
Wednesday, Nov. 6, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenNeglected other things to look up more refs. to subjects for Law Institute next week. Morefun! Asked Mr. Wicker for suggestions. Had asked Mr. Blackard last week already.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. McAfee, contract, assisted by Mr. James Lee Clark used Library. Campus mail. Collated +added to inventory and list of accessions.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMended – RR filled with coal smoke. A. Seymour investigated. Said furnace had back-fired +whole building was full but nothing dangerous.
Thursday, Nov. 7. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerReporter to collect material about ancient history of Law col. + Turner family. Sent up byDean.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Seaks (TVA) used Lib. A.G. Seymour brought 7 fat vols. of Transcript of record of Tenn.Elec. Power Co. v. TVA. Listed as “gift” + packed to send Main Lib. to be cat’d. Found oldcover for Law Week file + took off Scot. L.J. current nos to move other things along to makeroom for it. Took scrapbook of U.S. Sup. Ct. clippings off display case to put elsewhere.Campus mail.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerStudent consulting U.S. Repts. Reporter finished job, mostly of personal nature this time (iechanges, develop. +c of law school in last years, comparing old + new arrangements.)
Friday, Nov. 8. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Stairs says that, at Mr. Smith’s lecture last night, the only author in Mr. Wicker’s list,praised by speaker, was Francis Wellman whose books they were urged to read, as almostperfect. Probably there will be a rush for them and we had better not renew?OK - ELO12:30 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenC McNabb and (for Kramer, fee) and Lindsay (?) Young used Lib. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenLooked up some material on Law Inst. subjects and speakers. More students than usual Fri.nights.
Saturday, Nov. 9. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerNotice posted on bulletin board that building will be closed 10-12 Armistice Day. Didvarious jobs connected with L. Inst. A lawyer man (who has been here before but whosename escapes me) to use U.S. Repts. Robert Young for Warren Kennerly (City law director).Dusted Display + Current periodicals. Students seem much interested in notice of speakersfor L.I. on bulletin board, + article on display – also pleased that library is open this p.m.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Meares (Maryville) used Lib. Mended + shelved some books in B.
Monday, Nov. 11. 1940Armistice Day8 - 10 H. H. Turner12 - 1Found Library cold + no cleaning done. Maybe janitor is celebrating? He hasn’t appeared,but some one has turned on heat. Bulb in Lib. office burned out. Mr. Armistead for Egerton+ McAfee (contract) used Library.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Students numerous. Janitor was heard cleaning stairs + came in at once toreplace burned out light in Lib. Off. Worked on highlights of hist. of U.T. Law College butdidn’t get far with it.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Nov. 12. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. J. Pike Powers (Jr.) (contract) used Library and took up some of his valuable timetalking about his college days +c. A great many students.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Powers again. Spoke again to students leaving note books in Lib. – about half a dozenscattered on tables unused half the afternoon. Mended + looked a little for portrait ofIngersoll. He is in framed picture over lawyer’s table – 4th row, 4th from lef left end ofrow – found none in the U.T. records here.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMouse caught in trap caused considerable mild excitement.
Wednesday, Nov. 13, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenA visitor wanted federal estate income tax law as of 1927. After considerable search founda superseded vol. of U.S.C.A. 1928 which seemed to answer his questions. Said he was aneighbor of Dr. Dabney in Fla. Tried to get some more data + pictures for Tenn. Law Col.50th Anniversary display.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Gass, U.T. instructor, used Lib.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWrote note to Miss Apperson as to vols. discarded upon receipt of Descriptive word indexvols 3d + 4th decennial digests.[Note clipped into journal]Wm. A Taylor, friend of Dr. Dabney, Winter Park, Fla. Visitor in Law Lib. Nov. 13, 1940.
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Thursday, Nov. 14. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerA student to consult authority on Water rights. Mr. Rountree (contract). A Univ. instructorMr. Gass to use Tenn. Pub. Acts.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail brought slips, rubber bands, small scratch paper and hand blotters in additionto new books. Told Mr. Ron Williams to bring a letter from JB. Wright next time he came.Display of Law college pictures attracting attention. Mr. Ellison to find statistics of cost ofcourts in Tenn. Found something in pams – to be ret’d in a week + anything we come acrosssaved for him.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Nov. 15. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerLaw Institute so no classes.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenThe grad student working on thesis legal ed. in Tenn. working with Martindale to calculateno. of lawyers in Tenn. by counties. Edith Cockrill paid brief call. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden2 students most of evening. Quiet time to look over cat cds + get bindery records in order.In afternoon asked grad student if he would have a copy of his thesis to give Lib. He said hewas intending to have several cops made + would count us in. I suggested that if he hadpublication in mind he might communicate with Tenn. Law Rev.
Saturday, Nov. 16 19408 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Gass at 11:30 also Earl Bradley – who wanted to see Va. code. Told him After severalevasive answers to my questions said he was here for Kramer + Cox – I said we had noletter of authority for him to use Lib. for Mr. Kramer. He said well, he’d see the Dean. I saidit was not a matter for the Dean, it was written authority from Mr. Kramer. I would showhim Va. code which he had asked for and let him stay this time but not to come againwithout written authority. Joe Wagner of Chatta– used Lib. Campus mail. Took list ofstudents using Lib. to Mrs. Morris. No names taken after 11:30. Mr. Rountree (contract)used Lib.
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Monday, Nov. 18. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 54 + no cleaning done. Fear janitor is slipping up. Students unusually restless + had tobe called down once for laughing. Ther. only 60 in middle of a.m. Did various odd jobs in theway of putting away + tidying up, collating +c. Glad to move about to keep warm! Mr.Robert Young Jr. for Warren W. Kennerly, City law director used Library, also Mr. Wm.Wilson for Mr. James Fowler.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMyron Ely for father L.C. Ely (contract). Near 1:30 had phone call from Mrs. Davis (janitor’swife). Told her he did not answer his bell so prob. wasn’t here. She said he was in furnaceroom + wouldn’t I ask a student to take message. I said I wcouldn’t do that – but would takemessage (she wanted him to meet her at Straud instead of Bijou) and would ring later +deliver it (didn’t find him). Went to Dean’s Off. to try bell there. He came in + said when wefailed to get him (jan.), let Dean know. I told him Lib. had been 54 at opening + cold allmorning – waste baskets not emptied. Then Mr[s]. Morris came in – Said he was due to behere 1 to 3, off 3 - 5. So she rang – same result. Tried to put some sort of order in notes ofthing[s] done for Law Institute Subj. Economics of legal profess. + Tenn. Law College Hist.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Ben McCauley for Mr. Kramer (contract). Had to chide Mr. Mason for laughing in Conf.room.
Tuesday, Nov. 19, 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerTemperature much improved and everything tidy. Dean’s office called up that there wouldbe no classes Saturday on account of Homecoming and would Library be open? I said wehad no instructions to close until noon. Large crowd. Had to call down Mr. Byrd who wastrying to cut up and be funny with Mr. Babcock.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenJ.L. Clarke and J.A. Armistead used Library for M.W. Egerton (contract). Mended withoutmaking much headway – nothing special, just a little more of the same old things. Campusmail.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, Nov. 20, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenDiscovered that yesterday’s two-weeks stamp was set Dec. 21 instead of Dec. 3. Can’tremember what charges were made. We can keep it in mind when looking over charges.Phoned Lib. as to question of keeping open Sat. A.M. OK’d keeping open till 12:45 usualhour. Mrs. Morris asked again as to Xmas holidays. I said a good deal depends on how muchtime janitor’s get. She says she has to get up exam questions + Dean leaves Dec. 26 so sheis obliged to be here then + was wanting to be sure building would be open and heated. Shewould like to count on being here Dec. 23 till noon, + Dec. 26. I said I thought we would beopen at that time, short hours unless other hours arranged for janitors. Law holidays beginnoon Sat. Dec. 21 and classes resume Jan. 6 (Monday). She says everybody is to be off Jan. 1.Did a little straightening of shelves, rearranged Display case and checked inventory list forRR – Gen’l law + display.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Collated + added to accessions. Dean brought Mr. Walker (Treas.) up +seemed annoyed at all lights being out, but I think it showed inclination to economize whenroom was empty! Mrs. Morris said Mr. Walker was “being shown around the building.” Mr.Hodge (contract) accompanied by a lawyer named Cooper assisting him, used Minn. Repts.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, Nov. 21 19408 - 12 E. L. OgdenHHT changing to P.M. for my convenience. Borrowed from Dean’s office a program of localgovt. institute for bulletin board.11.45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner7 - 9:30Lindsay Young for father Robert Young (contract). Had to interrupt social chat betweenMiss Kerbye and Mr. Blankenship. Helped Mr. Young find N.Y. case. Campus mail. Collated +added to accessions.
Friday, Nov. 22. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Bruce Foster for Seymour + McConnell (contract) used Library. Took telephone calls inDean’s office as Mrs. Morris is away.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. N.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. Phoned TVA Legal Dept. that they could sendfor their cop. of S.E. Reporter citations if they needed it. Mr. Seaks was using TVA cop. herebut we now have a cop. of our own. Person who answered phone said he would tell Mr.Seaks. Mr. Henderson whom I had asked for not there.7 - 9:30 [E. L. Ogden]Half a dozen studious students in spite of “homecoming” festivities in full swing. Mended.Saturday, Nov. 23, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenExpecting a quiet day, began dusting periodical shelved, tying up files not to be bound +c.About 10 students came to work + others to take books out – questions occasional – gotnearly through with periodicals when B. Foster brought 3 piles of books to be charged–each pile to be kept separate from others – then a hectic half hour. Phone rang about 6times while making out charges, students came to ask for books for week end +c. (Phonecalls were mostly for Foster). With it all am not sure I got charge cards made for all thebooks he took. When I counted after he left only 26 25 were charged + the pile had lookedmore than that!
Monday, Nov. 25. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerBrought brown charge cards from Main Library. Assisted an elderly gentleman whomistook me for E.L.O. to hunt up in Code the amount of executor’s fees in settling up an
estate. Then came Mr. Holtsinger grad. class ‛40, Mr. LaRue and a young woman who are all in T.V.A. to use Public Acts in Tenn. Mr. Gass, U.T. instructor, used Library working on caseabout Ark. + Tenn. changing boundaries when course of Mississippi river was altered byT.V.A. activities. I found what he wanted in pamphlets “Waterways” and he foundsomething in current legal periodicals. Mr. Foster for R.M. McConnell (contr.).12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Winslow, of Harriman (I think it was he) to look for an analysis of Tenn.income tax law. Also one of the Youngs – Robert, I think.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Arnold for Mr. Steinmetz (contract) used Library.
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Tuesday, Nov. 26. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Seaks T.V.A. finished his work in Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCopied statements of extra-Univ. users of Lib. July - Sep.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerInitiation going on so few visitors in first part of eve. More later.
Wednesday, Nov. 27, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenShelved in Balcony. Last night at staff meeting the question of Xmas meeting came up and ithad been noticed that Law holidays did not begin as soon as Main. I was asked whether wecould not begin to close at night on Wed. 18th as Main will do. I said it might be possible ifevery one notified in time. That just before holidays some students were always trying tomake up work at the last minute and we ought to let them know in time if Lib. wasn’t goingto be open. Besides daily classes would be going on. It might be possible to close Fri.night if fac. were not counting on full class work Sat. 21st. I think this wouldn’t help as Lib.staff members going home for holidays would be gone before Friday. Mr. Wicker said thatat a Lib. committee meeting yesterday Miss B. said something about a Lib. symposium she +TVA tech. libr’n were planning to show what technical literature was available in the state,to include resources of law libraries. Dean Smith had approved the plan if it could be donewithout cost to Univ.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerRobert Young Jr. for Warren Kennerly (City law director) used Library. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWrote Miss Ringo about change of title of Nat’l lawyer’s guild Quar. as it was subscribed for+ asked her to tell Miss Mounger. Wrote Miss Baker that HHT + I think it would be better tokeep Lib. open evenings until classes stop – + OK with us if date of next staff meeting is setwhen only one of us is free.
Thursday Nov. 28. 1940Thanksgiving Day
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Friday, Nov. 29. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 58 at 8 A.M. Only 60° two hours later. Nearly every one fled to lower regions. Amiddle aged man (grad. student named Richardson) came from Main library with a caseU.S. vs. typesetters unions. Our Fed. trade com’n dec. are not late enough. Dean assisted butwith no result. Mr. Rountree (contract).Janitor says he let the fire go out as he can’t be expected to stay around + keep it up + thathe told the Dean “All right! he would leave it full blast tonight and let the whole thing blowup!” Evidently the Dean had spoken to him after having been informed of situation. Heseemed very angry.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Gave Mr. Thomson a note to Miss Goehring asking whether charge for Hart - Admin. lawcould be transferred to Law Lib (now charged to Frank Wilson) until end of term. Mr.Wilson has the book, due Dec. 3. Mr. B. Foster in Lib. for RM. McConnell (contract) inafternoon. Mr. Arnold (recent grad) now in Mr. Steinmetz office “working together.” Toldhim OK this time but should bring letter from Mr. Steinmetz if he comes again. Campusmail.
Saturday, Nov. 30, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenJ. W. Arnold again. He asked to use phone and talked to “Williams” about the things he waslooking in. I told him afterwards that the only grounds for his use of the Lib. was that hewas working for or with Mr. Steinmetz + didn’t entitle him to do work for others whohadn’t contracts with U.T. He said he would get a letter from Mr. S. before coming again. Idid not ask but wonder whether it was H.K. Williams jr. he talked to whom we foundunsatisfactory in the Guy Webb matter and have no reason to trust nor wish to serve. Havean idea Arnold would do most anything he could to his own advantage.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerOnly 5 users and all but one left before 5. Did various odd jobs around Library.
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Monday, Dec. 2. 19408 - 1 [H. H. Turner]Ther. 60° and atmosphere quite comfortable tho Mr. Blackard + a few students complained.Later – Mrs. Morris investigated. Put up notice calling attention to marking in ink in articleon Display. Posting account of first Tenn. Constitution printed in yesterday’s Journal. Mr.Foster for R.M. McConnell (contract) used Library. Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract)used Library. Added up Nov. Circ. statistics.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Users of Lib: Herbert Davis for Ben Winick (contract), David Pope for B.C.Ogle (contract), McCampbell of Green, Webb, Bass,+ McCampbell. Asked him to get letterfrom Bass or Webb or both. He said he would. Foster + Burnett also here as above.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Dec. 3, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenTherm. 66° at 8, 68° at 9, 70° at 10. Worked at binding to go off this week.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner7 - 9:30E.L.O. kindly changed schedule to oblige. Campus mail. Mr. McNab[b], for Mr. Kramer (fee).Mr. Pope, for Mr. Ogle, (contract).
Wednesday, Dec. 4, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenDiscovered Law classes begin after holidays on Dec. Jan. 6 + exams a week later. Hectic daysahead for reserving books! Worked on binding. Temp. at 8 AM 78° – had to cool it off alittle.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Took care of vols. received by it. Collated + added to inventories. Large crowdnearly every chair occupied. Messrs. Bird, Wilson, Byrne, and Matherne are going toChicago as delegates to Bd. of Editorial Law Reviews Convention tomorrow. Will returnnext Monday. Two students needing help in finding cases in U.S. Rept. wrong citations.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenPacked and revised slips for most of binding.
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Thursday, Dec. 5. 19408 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished packing binding + making list. Miss Baker phoned that Lib. meeting will be Wed.18th and would it be all right for Mr. Thomson to take charge that night. I said yes. SentMrs. Walker my contribution for Lib. family. Campus mail. Asked Mrs. Morris abouttypewriter being brought from Law Rev. room. She said she could do nothing to control itthat it was being carried all around the building. I said I was going to prevent its being usedin Lib. + being left there for any student’s use. We couldn’t help permitting typewritingbeing done there some times on personally owned machines but do not want it (Conf.room) equipped + ready for every one. Wrote Mr. Wicker asking him to tell TLR boardtypewriter isn’t to be brought here and I would try to tell individual members.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Templeton (memb. Law Rev. Bd.) said type writer in Conference Room did not belongto Law Rev. but was used by students preparing Moot Court cases and that it was verynecessary to keep it in Conf. Room for that purpose – + that he would speak to Miss Ogdentomorrow.
Friday, Dec. 6. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerIn Mr. Wicker’s absence all three classes used Library for a while.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30At closing 5:30 found confusion in books + cards for Harper on Torts – one book + one cardmissing + the card + book for cop. 3 not a match. Mr. Templeton said the typewriter hadbeen sometimes in Moot Court room + sometimes in Law Rev. room + did not really belongto Law Rev. I explained that it really did not do to have it in conference room to be used byanyone who chose. He said papers for moot court were required to be typewritten – thatmany books were needed when they were being done. Nevertheless I asked the janitor atnight to take typewriter down to Law Rev. room and leave it there. In putting U.S.C.A. pams.sup. in their respective vols, did not find the ones numbered 45 + 46. The only bd volskipped was Title 35 – Patents. Wonder if this will be replaced with 2 bd vols. to [sic] newto need sups? If not rec’d soon, will inquire.
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Saturday, Dec. 7. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerSent for copy of California Bar Jour. to replace defective no. just rec’d (Nov. ‘40) Took noteto Mr. Blackard asking him to speak to class about possibility of one of them having Harperon Torts in his locker by mistake. Usual Saturday morning chores, dusting display, currentperiodicals +c. Campus mail. Collated + added to accessions.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenShifted in Lib. Off. to make room for new ed. of Wigmore, Evidence, 10 fat vols. A youngwoman to find what laws have been passed in northern states about reading Bible inschools. Couldn’t find a list. Lent her a vol. on school law – pretty old. Sent report ofstatistics for Nov. to Miss Baker. Counted work of preparing material for Law Institute ontwo days as “search.” Presume if those were justified as such, others might be too – couldn’tdecide so left them out. A man using Pub. Util. Rpts. Mr. Babcock in Conf. room working oncase note.
Monday, Dec. 9, 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 64° at 8A.M. quite an improvement. Law College has been officially informed by Mr.Hess that all Univ. buildings are to be closed Dec. 23, 24, 25, and Jan.1. Mr. Frank Fowlercontract, Mr. J. Pike Powers, do. used Library. Mr. Bruce Foster for RM. McConnell(contract). Mr. Gass (U.T. instructor) used library. He is doing research in regard to LoudonCo.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenReferred to Miss Baker for reply, a questionnaire on titles + no. cops of state pub. assignedU.T. for use or exchange, SIGNED Marian Gould, Law Libr’n, Univ. Utah, Salt Lake City –dated Dec. 3, 1940. Didn’t shelve any books in RR-5 until 2:45 – then in putting equitybooks away, noticed the misssing cop. of Harper on Torts lying on its side near equitybooks on top shelf. Reported to Dean Witham, Mr. Blackard wasn’t here. Yesterday, MissBaker said Univ. was giving every body Dec. 23 + 24 off. She was giving besides to eachmember of Lib. staff 2½ days more – so that whether taken before or after Xmas eachwould have 1 week free, including a Sunday. Law Staff is authorized to arrange forequivalent time for each member. Jan. 1 is to be a holiday too. David Pope used Lib. for B.C.Ogle (contract) and B. Foster (for RM McConnell) (contract).7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerStudent to use Public Utilities Repts.
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Tuesday, Dec. 10, 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerA T.V.A. man to use Tenn. Repts. Dean said he would lend cop. in his office, but man onlywished to use in Library, it turns out. Dean came up to find hunt janitor as building is cold.He also asked if “Cardozo” by Hillman had come, and when it does, he wants to see it rightaway.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. Gass used Lib. – also R. Young (for WW Kennerly) City Atty Director oflaw. Wrote Mrs. Clemens to send U.S. Sen. Docs. corresponding to mimeographedmonographs of Atty Gen’l’s Ctte on Admin. Procedure so we could see if all available inprinted form. Wrote Miss Ringo as to Pocket sup. to U.S.C.A. Patents, pam. 45-46 (see Dec. 6entry). Also gave Dean W. a note of proposed holiday schedule for his OK. Mr. Wicker sayshe is agreeing with Marquette LR to exchange. He is just back from a meeting of law rev.boards of law school where he went with 4 students (Wilson, Bird, Matherne, Byrne).7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Dec. 11, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Miss Walsh phoned apropos of a long deferred inquiry of mine as to 1933 entries of Actsrelating to U.T. It seems we have one more entry than she has so it is being sent for copying(?). Most of morning spent in receiving requests for reserving books for holidays not muchheadway in sorting + deciding. Mr. Burnett used Lib. for C.H. Smith (contract). Askedmembers of fac. what they would let us have in Lib. Dec. 21 - 26. Mr. Larson will want to useall books on admin. law for an article that has to be in Jan. 1 so none can be promised.Safest to ask town students to call up Jan. 2 or later + find whether he has turned any in +what.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Boswell, former student but now city attorney in Oakdale, paid us a visit. Wrote + putup notices of holiday openings of Library. Mr. Gass again. Helped a U.T. student to hunt upan Ala. Case in A.L.R. Dean asked if Cardozo had come today as he is in a great hurry for it –wants to review for Irving Club. Campus mail. Collated + accession vol. rec’d. Large crowdmore or less restless.
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Thursday, Dec. 12, 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on R.M. McConnell charge cards. Mr. Gass, working on his county lines, RobertYoung Jr. for W.W. Kennerly, City Director of Law.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAnother day of scramble! All yesterdays left overs still left over and reserve requests not infull order either – worked on practically nothing else. Mr. Blackard said members of hisclass are saying not enough copies of Atkinson (though one said it was possible to get atthem at night). I asked no. in his class (he said about 30) + asked if use in Lib. could belimited to 1 hr. at a time, would it help? He said not to start doing it now – he would seewhat other fac. members thought about that + about buying extra cops. – the complaint didnot refer to Xmas holidays but to the reg. work + he said they really ought to buy their own.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Gass tried to visit the Law College at 9.35!
Friday, Dec. 13, 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerRobt. Young Jr. for W.W. Kennerly City law director, used Library. Mr. Rountree (contract).Read National Reporters + straightened vols. Didn’t quite finish as volumes are scatteredabout + when people are working at tables it is hard to locate. Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H.Smith (contract) used Library. Helped student get material on Statute of limitations in thisstate.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail brought 1941 desk cal., some slips + a small scratch pad. Learned examschedule was posted down stairs so made a copy on the back of a card for Lib. desk.Southern, leaning back in chair, broke back clean off. Don’t see why he didn’t fall – savedhimself by holding on to table I suppose. Many students in the room I took occasion topublicly ask all of them to remember that chairs are perishable + made to sit in, not to lie in+ to use them gently for the purpose for which they were made. Had several consultationswith students about changes in requests for reserves – settled a few.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenSent to Utah Univ. Law Lib. Miss Baker’s replies to questionnaire on state pubs. assigned bystatute to Law College – I had referred letter to Miss B. for reply. She filled in questionnaire+ returned it with letter to me with note that I might like to answer. Sent also pocket sups.to Huddy which came addressed to Law College – + sent to Miss Walsh Heiskell list of Tenn.Acts +c. relating to U.T. in answer to a phone question about them some days ago.
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Saturday, Dec. 14, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Phone call from Mrs. Stafford of Tenn. League of women voters to askwhether N.C. has a literacy law for voting. Didn’t have time to look it up. Conferred withseveral students on their reserves for holidays. Rec’d letter from mother of JamesGarthright that book we asked about Oct. 9 was found + mailed + that he had joined thearmy. Dean Witham brought up a letter from Mr. Laurent (formerly of TVA) offering a set ofLaw + contemporary problems to Lib. I said we could use for exchange – if not otherpurposes. Mr. L. is in wrote from Alexandria Va.
12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerNot a very large attendance, (mostly 1st yr.s) but quantity of books used, especially Tenn.Public Acts. More or less noisy but good tempered. Missed Madden’s Dom. Rel. cop. 3, at1.30.
Monday, Dec. 16. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerTook in +d put up 41 vols. checked out for weekend. Straight[en]ed shelves, + put finishedNat’l Reporters. Irwin Saxton (contr. + fac.), Mr. Gass (instr.), Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H. Smith(contract) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mr. David Pope used Lib. for B.C. Ogle (contract). Phoned Mrs. Stafford what Ifound about N.C. Law of literacy for voters. She asked to have the citation kept as she maysend some one to copy it. Told Mr. Warner of disappearance of Madden.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Dec. 17. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerSpent much time hunting for a case which was wanted by 2 U.T. students. It was onlybriefly reported in U.S. Repts and they wanted more details. Found in A.L.R. Mr. Gass, again.Straightened shelves.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenA student reported some one was plotting to “borrow” Brown as Madden was “borrowed” +offered to take it out himself for use in Lib. every afternoon + evening + hand it over to anyone who wanted it + watch them while it was in use. I suggested as a substitute keeping itat desk and giving it out only on request. Lindsay (?) Young came to see if 107 Fed (2) hadbeen ret’d here instead of Green Webb + Bass where it belonged. I promised to report tohim if it should turn up here. Got Judge Jones cop. of Underhill and McClintock to keep inLib. for holidays.*7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner* 12:45 - 5:30 (cont.) E. L. O.Showed Mr. Larson an announcement of a 1940 pam. on bankruptcy, (Bender-Collier – ofwhich we have the 1940 ed.) he thinks it should be ordered for class to begin next term.Also got Judge Jones’ expression of approval of ordering Antus Law Office sec. manual. Mr.Jameson will write for a review cop. + we might wait to see this before requesting Antus.Mr. Larson approves its purchase judging from reviews. Mr. Thomson came to askinstructions for taking my place tomorrow night.[Note clipped to this page in the journal]“Voters in N.C. must be able to read + write any section of the constitution. . . .in order toregister”N.C. Code 1931 sec. 5939. Also N.C. Constitution Art V sec. 4 (p. 2333 of code). ELO couldn’tfind this changed in sess laws through 1939.Reported to Mrs. Stafford, Tenn. League of women voters, Dec. 16. She says keep this ref asshe may want to copy whole section.P.S. There are other sections relating to registration and to (over) marking ballots forilliterates that might be of interest.
Wednesday, Dec. 18, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenLast Yesterday almost home, on Bridge St. about 6:20 a jerk from behind snatched my bag.Not much in it but keys – Law Lib. key + home front + back door keys. Did it so neatly +noiselessly that for a minute did not realize what had happened. Campus mail about 12.Miss Ringo phoned about Dean’s request for inquiry about supplements to Michie’s 1938Code. Said the Co. replied we were entitled to 1939 + 1940 free – but the latter not quiteready for distribution. Mr. Boaz asked if he did not finish before holidays could he leavethem out till after. He was notified so late to do a case note that he hadn’t had time. I said Iwouldn’t if it meant giving same permission to anyone else – otherwise maybe – might wait+ see. Mr. Stair remarked how hard it was to find a Tenn. Report – so many on tables. Ithink we will have to insist on use of S.W. or else get out vols when wanted and not leavethem out.
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12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerTook care of books received in Campus mail. Collated +c. 13 vols. Mr. Gass.7 - 9:30 Thomson – for E. L. O.Assigned by Miss Baker to duty here so both ELO + HHT could attend Christmas staffmeeting.
Thursday, Dec. 19. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Gass, (fac.) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenReported to Miss Baker last night loss of key. She said she would notify Mr. Hess. BorrowedDean Witham’s key for time being. Put State Law Index on RR-2 after state codes. Got rid ofpart of accumulation on my desk especially pocket sups. Mr. Babcock thinks he will finishwith his books.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerOnly excitement caused by a bat. Janitor + Mr. Krieger, under eye of Mr. Acuff, removed hiscorpse.
Friday, Dec. 20. 19408 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Gass again. Campus mail. Mr. W.E. Badgett, Ass’t Atty, E.T. Div. U.S. Dept. of Justice.Mr. Pugh, Auditor, U.T.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenGass, Badgett, + Robt (?) Young for Warren Kennerly. Got more books from fac. – putmarkers in cops not to be lent +c. Gave a note of Lib. hours till Jan. 6 to TVA messenger togive Mr. Henderson and told W.E. Badgett + Arthur Seymour.7 - 9:30 [E. L. Ogden]Badgett again. Gave first aid mending to cops reserved for tomorrow. Mr. Wicker will beaway most of holidays. Told him workers on case notes have so many books out it createsconfusion – other students wandering around room and hunting esp. for Tenn. Reports.Could we except Tenn. reports, CJ (2) + Tenn Digest from the vols to be kept on tables –these to be left on shelves when not actually in use. He said it would be a good idea – thathaving 2 nos. of T.L.R. pub. without case notes, the students this time had too long a time toprepare them + so put it off – thought hereafter books will not be needed so long.
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Saturday, Dec. 21. 19408 - 12 H. H. TurnerMr. Galyon for Kramer (fee). Lindsay Young for father Robert Young (contract).8 - 12 E. L. OgdenRather hectic filling requests for books for the holidays.University granted holidays to all employees from noon Dec. 21 through Dec. 25.
Thursday, Dec. 269 - 12 [E. L. Ogden]1:30 - 4:30By 9:30 4 students, very busy, and a little later Mr. E. Gass. All stayed rest of morning.Temp. 66 at 10 A.M. Sent to Main Lib. for cataloging the vol. of copyright essays givingprizes in the 3d annual competition, Burkan Memorial. Sent Miss Baker Miles O. Price paperon catalog for small law lib. rec’d from Dean Witham’s Office Dec. 21. Mr. Warner broughthis own cop. of Brown making three on hand – Dean Witham’s, Mr. Wicker’s (I think wemight lend this if wanted) + Mr. Warner’s. Miss Kupfer got through with about half thebooks on her table. Think we might leave the rest till next week. Mr. Babcock didn’t finish –nor did Mr. Boaz + Van der Brughe said nothing – but left work in his. Making up a little ofThanksgiving dinner time.
Friday, Dec. 27. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Mr. Gass; Mr. Bird, Miss Kupfer, Mr. Bozeman, Matherne, Powell, Venable, Mr. McCampbell,bringing written authorization from Mr. Leslie Bass, (contract).
Sat. Dec. 28, 19409 - 12 E. L. OgdenMr. Gass, as usual. Several very studious students.
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Monday, Dec. 30. 19409 - 12 H. H. Turner1.30 - 4A grad. student from Tulaine [sic] to use Pub. Acts. Ther. 62 at opening, gradually warmingup. Mr. Gass.9 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 4Apparently a cold library is to be expected regularly after a day’s closing. About 6 or 8students as quiet + busy as though classes were being carried on. Shifted reporters to makeroom for growth till July.
Tuesday, Dec. 31, 19409 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 4Counted fines + ink. Saw in mornings paper that R. Young has resigned as ass’t KnoxvilleCity Atty and James Rountree takes his place. Young joins firm of J. Allen Smith. Learnedlater, good job – not legal. Finished comparing + sent Miss Baker list of extra-Univ users ofLib. July, Aug., Sep. 1940.
Wednesday, Jan 1.Holiday for all University.
Thursday Jan. 28:40 - 12 E. L. OgdenMr. Baker (for RR Kramer, fee) used Lib. Reminded him to attend to Kramer fee expiredDec. 31 and send new list of those qualified to sign for Mr. Kramer. Made up book statistics,Ref. stat, +c. for Dec.9 - 12 H. H. Turner1.30 - 4Mr. McAuley for R.R. Kramer fee. Helped him find material on occupational disease.
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Friday, Jan. 3. 19419 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Mr. Fowler, Loudon attorney, and Mr. Davis for Mr. Ben Winick (contract) used Library.Dusted and straightened current period’s, display, straightened Tenn. Repts. + C.J. Mr. Gass(fac.)9 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 4 [H. H. Turner]Campus mail. Accessioned, collated +c vols rec’d. Mr. Morrell (contract) used Library. Mr.Baker brought check for $12.00 fee for Mr. Kramer. Mr. Ely for father L.C. Ely (contract). Mr.Gass.
Saturday, Jan. 4. 19418:30 - 12 H. H. TurnerCame early to straighten out R.R. left in more or less confusion when janitor locked up at 4yesterday. Campus mail. Mr. Herschel Jones, Ky. TVA lawyer, used Library. Mr. Ely again.Dusted, assembled, and rearranged Duplicate periodicals.9 - 12 E. L. OgdenMiscellaneous – compiled + sent Miss Baker statistics report + looked up record ofextra-univ users of Lib. preparatory to making report Oct - Dec. Sent Main Lib. Pocket sup.to Moore Fed prac. – addr. to E.C. Morris, Tenn. Law Rev.
Monday, Jan. 6. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 51° at opening + janitor couldn’t be reached. Reported fact to Dean who said closeLib. + go down stairs, but too many books coming in so kept moving about. Janitor came uplater to remark that he was afraid of getting it too hot down stairs and students openingwindows. Mr. Frank Fowler (contract) used Lib. Mrs. Morris absent so took calls.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenE. Cottrell came to borrow Osborn. Questioned docs. and ask if she might borrow. Told heras a Univ. employee she ranked as fac. + time limits were not insisted on – she mightborrow and return by means of campus mail if she chose. Rec’d letter from Kramer givingnew list of employees to use Lib.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. W.E. Badgett, Ass’t Att’y U.S. Dept. of Justice, used Library.
Tuesday, Jan. 78 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenExchanged hours with H.H.T. Returned to Judge Jones books lent for holiday use in Lib.Ret’d some of Dean Witham’s. Kept some to ask if these might stay until exams in theirsubjects – or at least until after Sat. P.M. Took most of morning to put loose leafsupplements in Vol. of “Neutrality laws.” Adrian Fisher (TVA) sent list of books to beborrowed – including 3 v. of legal periodicals – ret’d his note with other books requestedsaying legal periodical vols. not lent – could he use them here?12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Rountree (ass’t city legal director) + Mr. Herbert Davis for Mr. BenWyinick (contract) used Library.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Jan. 8, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenLights in Lib off about 10:40 - 11:40. Didn’t realize that all power wasn’t off until a studentreported downstairs lights OK. Investigated third floor rooms – some were + some weren’t+ rang for janitor who reported to headquarters for an electrician. Mr. Wicker said plate forU.S. Sup. Ct. Bldg – Wash. (on cover ABA Journ.) was available for an illus. in Tenn. L. Rev. –+ if any other desirable illus. in Law journals came to notice, he’d be glad to have themcalled to attention. Showed him our picture collection + some Chic. Bar record nos. He alsosaid he wanted to have his case book punched for loose leafing + what types of binders didwe have. Exhibited all. T. Dunlap used Lib. for Frantz McConnell +c contr. + a man I didnot know. F Wilson helped him find things – + prob. does. (Says it was one of our students!)12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. I hear that 25 students are ill with the flu. Mr. Wilson questions nos. Mr. Gass(fac. WPA) used Library.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenDid some emergency mending Michie’s 1938 Tenn. Code. Mr. Gass again – using Ark. laws –a man with him.
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Thursday, Jan. 9. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Baugh (Bus. law Fac.) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett used Lib (for C. H. Smith, contract). Campus mail. Rec’d from Mr. Laurent Law +Contemp. Probs. v. 1 - 5 which he offered in a letter to Dean Witham some time ago. Mr.Wicker had an inquiry as to acts establishing judicial councils with a view to getting one inTenn. Spent quite a little while getting some together and finding statements about them.Gave Mr. Wicker the old B CCH binder for loose leaf bankruptcy reports. Think we shall notneed it again. Mr. Warner leaves Sunday.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner3 Chattanooga lawyers came at 9.[0]5 to consult Tenn. Code, stayed until closing time. One,Sec. of Chatt Bar ass’n wanted to be shown Library (while others were working) and greatlyadmired our collection of books tho agreeing that we needed new Bldg. All told names but Ididn’t catch them. They were here attending court tomorrow.
Friday, Jan. 10. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerA Greenville lawyer, whose name Mr. Warner couldn’t recall, with Dean’s consent usedLibrary on way to Court of Appeals. Mr. Warner assisted him.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith contract) used Lib. Campus mail. Saw a beautiful portable radiogiven Mr. Warner by Law Fac. + students. Spent most of afternoon getting together articles+ acts on judicial councils and most of the evening on note of titles of vols of U.S.C.A. whichhave superseded original eds. Mr. Frank Creekmore phoned to ask if we had Ga. Code + saidhe would phone Dean Witham about coming to use it but he did not come.
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Saturday, Jan. 11, 19408 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Dye used Lib. for Roscoe Word (contract). Learned from Mrs. Morris that only change innext term schedule is that the course on future interests will not be given. Also said (maybenot yet announced, so confidential) that substitutes for Mr. Warner will be James Meek,Insurance, John Armistead + Ivan Privette for other subjects. Asked Dean Witham if OK tosend Mr. Laurents “Law + contemp. problems” to Main for exchange. Or if Main Lib. wantsto keep, to ask Dean Witham about compensation, if any. Mr. Wicker says Duke Univ. toldhim that last year 2300 copies of single numbers had been sold at $1.00 a piece because ofwide interest in the subjects – each no being a symposium. Dean said OK so wrote A.Mounger to that effect and sent packages to Main Lib.12.45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMiss Ada Fanz, custodian of Blount Mansion, to hunt up material on Col. William A.Henderson. She read looked at articles in Tenn. Bar Ass’n Proc. but found biog. material inMain Library.
Monday, Jan. 13. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerTemp. in Library greatly improved as it was 61° at 8 a.m. Mr. Broome for Judge Hicks, Mr.Gass (faculty). Had unpleasantness with Mr. Freeman (senior) in connection with talking,laughing, and using telephone. Students complaining more about cold than last Mondaywhen 51°. Mr. Rountree (Ass’t City law director, also contract) used Library. Worked oncurrent legal periodicals. Rec’d 1940 American Bar, gift from Seymour a+ McConnell,thro’ Arthur Seymour.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenNote from Miss Baker that Wash. Law Rev. v. 1 no. 1 Seattle could be had from Univ. ofWash Law School – no connection with present Wash Law Review. Answered OK to have itif free. Not listed as indexed in Ind to Legal Period. + not worth to us anything valuablein exchange. Sent Dean letter + sample cop. of Bill of rights rev – asked if we shouldsubscribe. Sent Miss Baker bill for Banks-Baldwin Ohio statute service 1941 saying Jan.1941 rec’d.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday Jan. 14. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerFinished making current period. list. Mr. Gass again.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAsked Mr. Wicker about periodical exchanges for TLR that have stopped coming + askedDean about asking Main Lib. to subscribe for Geo’town Law Jour. + Main Lib whether anynos of Rev. jurid. Mex. are there. Asked Dean W. to call attention of Dom. Rel. class to loss ofMadden – last chance to get them together. Campus mail. Let Crane on Partnership go at5:30 as King, Irwin + some others want it together– better than their trying to worktogether in RR. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerCollated + accessioned vols. rec’d in Campus Mail.
Wednesday, Jan. 15, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. John Baugh used Lib. for Donaldson or self as part time fac. – counted him in circ. as“Lawyer” not fac. Looked up last years’ schedule between terms + made a memo for thisyear suggesting closing in evening Thurs. + Fri. Jan 23 - 24 + at 12:30 Sat. Mr. Wilson calledattention to noisy radiator in conf. room – not level so that water collects at one end+gurgles. Investigated pubs for binding – to go Feb. 1.12.45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Harry Price (contract) used Library, also Mr. Gass with a stenographer.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, Jan. 16. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerGen. James Fowler, U.T. trustee & contract, used Library. Mr. Burnett, for C. H. Smith,contract, used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMended – Campus mail. Took fac. cops of Brown back to Dean Witham + Mr. Wicker. Deanasked if Madden had come back. Called Swafford back from down stairs to get a note bookon legal bibliog. he had clapped down in RR-6 + told him we did not want personalproperty so disposed of.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerSaw Miss Bergen this afternoon + gave her E.L.O.’s message about using my hours nextweek, (Saturday 5) assuming that we close during that period. She said catalog dept. wouldgreatly appreciate my services as all their W.P.A. assistance had left them. Mr. Arnold withwritten authorization to work here for Mr. Steinmetz. Janitor threatened wih flu + withdifficulty persuaded to keep building open until usual hour as students had all left.
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Friday, Jan. 17. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerJanitor sick with flu but building warm as a substitute will be here until noon. No cleaning.Dusted + straightened current period. + Display.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden.7 - 9:30Mr. Wicker brought another letter from Mr. Coffey of Chatta this time wanting material onjudicial councils – not a model act wanted this time but a descriptive of their work. Lookedup some. He has sent the Handbook of the Nat’l Conf. of Judicial Councils to the first writer– hope we will get it back. He also is looking for suggestions of subjects for this year’sInstitute – had thought of taxation or labor or military service. Would like attention calledto outstanding articles if we see any. Is taken with the idea of having symposia for T.L.R.nos – would like to see samples if we notice any.
Saturday, Jan. 18. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Gass, (fac.) again. Someone from T.V.A. unknown to me, but evidently has been herebefore as he seems perfectly at home.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenContinued work on table of articles reprinted in 4 Selected essays on Const’l law. Rec’dDean Witham’s OK for short hours next week + sent it to Miss Baker. Mr. Warner goes tomorrow – stopped in to look at a book or two and to say goodby.
Monday, Jan. 20. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerFirst Monday A.M. in some time when library temp. has been comfortable. Temporaryjanitor said he worked over here last night removing “klinkers” +c. Later, Mrs. Morriscame to say he was going home sick with a cold!! Mr. Armistead, for Mr. Egerton (contract)used Library – but he came in capacity of fac. member getting ready for some of Mr.Warner’s classes. Worked on table of articles reprinted in 4 Selected Essays, but had manyinterruptions as room was crowded almost all A.M.
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12:45-1:30 [sic] E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Mrs. Morris showed me a big pile of big packages in the office containing 5cops Williams Code + 2 cops Michie’s Digest. Asked if they could be cat’d here so theywouldn’t be away so long. I said I’d ask. Sent note to Miss Baker to ask + to say we couldcollate + paste + mark – if necessary. Borrowed from Judge Jones Child on Suretyship forV.O. Powell who has to be away to day + to morrow. He wants to study for bar exam. Mr.Wicker called home by illness of his father – 82. Judge A.E. Mitchell, Mr. Lloyd, pres. ofMaryville College + Mr. Gamble, Maryville lawyer, used Lib. Mr. Warner’s books were left inMr. Blackard’s office.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerAt opening time a small group, led by Mr. Raymond Reed tried cutting up, tho others weretrying to study. Had to use rather drastic measures which were highly successful. Anotherjanitor. Collated + accessioned vols. rec’d in Campus Mail.
Tuesday, Jan. 21. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Davis back and temp. down to 63°. Last night’s janitor turned off wrong lights so clockhad stopped. John Baugh for W.J. Donaldson (contract).12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenUniv Utah Law Lib. sent tabulation of no cops. state pubs. allotted by statute to law schoolsfor use or exchange. Sent it on to Main Lib. for their files if desired. N.B. Morrell (contract)used Lib. Campus mail. Students restless preparing for legal bibliog. Mr. Gass.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Jan. 22, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenJ. Armistead used Library for Egerton (contract). Miss Baker phoned to ask whetherShepard’s U.S. Citations gave any notice of increase in price of supplements. Found noticein Jan 1941 no.– to be $17.00 instead of $15.00 + to include advance sheets of supplements bring up todate “every 4-5 days.” Got out sample cops of U.S. Law Week and wrapped to put in B.Began to rearrange RR5 taking out vols for courses not to be given this year. Miss Bakersaid schedule proposed Jan 15 OK. Asked F. Wilson whether students bar ass’n still existed.I would like it to undertake to watch odd corners where the missing cop. of Madden mightturn up. He said he would speak to Mr. Worley, pres., about it.
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12:45 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerPut up notice about closing Law Library Thurs. and Fri. eves (23 + 24 Jan.) + Sat. after., Jan25, also called up Seymour; Henderson (T.V.A.), Privette, Headman, Kramer, Roundtree,C.H. Smith, Judge Hicks (Broome). Told Winick. Campus mail. Mr. Winick (contract) withanother lawyer Mr. Layman. Also Mr. Gass. Straightened Tenn. Repts. + C.J.S.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenN.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. Shelved a few things in B.
Thursday, Jan. 23. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Mason to say goodbye. Helped Dean Witham find material for a speech, he has to makesoon on “Representing your client” made to claim agents in automobile liability. Later, hesaid it was for someone else. As I spent most of this forenoon in this manner, I marked“Search” instead of General. Mrs. Morris reports 5 of students gone – Priest (aviation),Christenberry, Templeton, Seymour, and Jackson.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Miss Ringo phoned that Main Lib. would like one cop. of Williams Code to catbut the other vols noted Daily Record Jan. 20 could be done here. Looked over some ofbooks to go to B – mended some, shelved some. Ret’d to Mrs. Clemens the Sen. Doc. whichreprinted monographs of Atty’s Gen’l’s Ctte on procedure of Admin. agencies of U.S. govt.7 - 9:30 Closed.
Friday, Jan. 24. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenA.G. Seymour used Lib. – brought as gift from Frantz McConnell + Seymour 1940Martindale + 1940 Corp. manual (3v. in all). Sent them to Main Lib. for cataloging. Rec’dfrom Main 3 cops of pam sups to Michie’s Tenn. Dig. v. 1 - 18. Mrs. Morris said she had gotthe extra sets of William’s Code and Michie’s digest unwrapped – 1 cop. of Williams sentMain Lib as requested + others put in Law Rev. Room next her office. Miss Baker phonedthat to get the allowance on price of new Williams Code, 5 cops of Michie’s 1932 Code areto be marked “credit allowance has been allowed against purchase of new code by theMichie Co.” and asked me to locate them and verify vol accession nos of those so marked +see whether the vols are to be kept where they are. Got data for all except whether Witham,Wicker, or Warner want to keep theirs. Didn’t mark them because wasn’t sure Miss Bakerpreferred the ones with Lib. book plates or those without to be marked. Miss Baker alsowants a list of periodicals (exclusive of newspapers) rec’d by gift or exchange. Barelytouched the work planned for interim between sessions!7 - 9:30 not open
Sat. Jan. 25, 19418 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenA few students studying for bar exam. At last got started on work RR-5. Think till bar examsis over, we’d better keep on RR6 extra cops. of books for courses not given 2d term insteadof taking them to B right away. Mr. Powell got Child on Suretyship to return himself toJudge Jones. A. Seymour telephoned to ask whether the Minn L. Rev. vol he wantedyesterday could be borrowed if they keep it only a few hours. As we close at 12:30 todaytold him they could have it till Monday A.M. Got mending done only from Agency partlythrough Contracts. Campus mail.
Monday, Jan. 27. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on list of current periodicals rec’d by gift desired by Miss Baker. Introduced a newwoman student Mrs? Crockett to Law Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenTook Judge Jones cop. of Child – Suretyship to Dean’s Office – labeled for Judge. He had justgone into Dean’s off. and a crowd of students clamoring for grades filled hall + doorway. Astudent says Mr. Fowler is to teach real prop. – Is it true? Campus mail brought booksrebound.
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7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerCalls from an alumnus Dr. McCulloch, also Mr. + Mrs. Fowler + Miss Ringo all pupils of MissStephens. Dr. McCulloch had studied contracts in Law College – later went to Harvard + hadnever been in Law Library, so I took him all around.
Tuesday, Jan. 28. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Privette, accmp by Mr. Tapp (fee), but is also an instructor, used Library in connectionwith preparing for his class in Real Property. Arthur Seymour to say that 3 vols. which hadbeen presented to Law Library Friday (p. 156 [Friday, Jan. 24]) were intended for LawsonMcGhee Lib. Notified Miss Ringo (Main) who said she feared book plates had already beenpasted in them, but she would have them sent down here to be returned to him. Mr. Gass.Finished Miss Baker’s list of current periodicals. Collated vols. re-bound.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Miss Baker came. Will report on her visit later.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerCollated and added to accessions.
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Wednesday, Jan. 29, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenYesterday Miss Baker went over data on various cops. of Michie’s 1932 Code. Will sendword which ones are to be marked “credit allowed” +c. She also discussed with Dean W.who happened in a difference in calculation of discounts on original offer by Michie andsubsequent statement, the allowance being greater on last than on first. Dean advisedcalling Michie’s attention to difference. As to shelves for current periodicals, she will ask forsix – thinks 3 on each side can be fitted in. Says they probably will be very slow in fillingorder – same for keys. Mr. Kirkman is carrying on since Mr. Nunally was taken into militaryservice but there is now a foreman of janitors. As to statistics of loans to new fac. members,asked if really fac. as not all teachers are counted as fac. I said I thought they were and hadto have loans anyway for the subjects they teach. She said then count all loans to them as“fac.” After she left I phoned to ask about data wanted on periodicals – she said give her thenumber now – and make up list later. A man (TVA?) to ask about tax law in Oregon +another state on pub. utilities. Suggested Tax Mog [?]. He asked for ind. to legal period. Asto closing hour we may hear from her again as to close Lib. at 9:20 + building at 9:30.Phoned A.G. Seymour about Corp. manual 1940 and Martindale 1940 brought by mistake +learned Mr. Seymour (sr) wants Lawson-McGhee to have the cop with his firm’s name in itbeing a trustee, so phoned Main Lib to bring it back. Also told A.G. Seymour that in futureUniv. would send truck to collect bulky gifts – (no prompt service guaranteed, however) ifnotified they were ready for us. Campus mail brought one cop (cop. 2) of Williams Code – togo from Main Lib, cat’d. This is one of five cops bought from Law College funds. Miss Bakerphoned about the other cops + asked if they could be pasted where they are or brought toLib. I said I thought we could manage to get them done there – maybe Mrs. Morris’ N.Y.A.helper? – but would need paste. I put in campus mail a glass asking for enough, but not toomuch, as it dries out and wastes, and said we had enough plates. Finished examiningdoubtful titles of serials to see whether they are to be counted as “magazines” or not forMiss Baker’s purposes. A.M. Fowler, Loudon(?) used Lib. A man phoned asking wherestudents bought their “white legal pads.” On further inquiry said he was from Nashville +wanted pad for tomorrow’s bar exam. Mr. Powell says, no definite kind required but hecould get legal cap at Newman’s a School supply. Mr. Gass used Lib. Forgot to say that someone will come to mark Codes + Michie’s Dig. + stamp accession nos. when pasting is done. Iam listing them as “accessions” but presume they are not to be counted in statistics ofbooks added to Law Lib.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCollated Williams Code. Capt. Powell said goodbye as this is his last day here. Dean Withamcame up to say that starting tonight Library will close 9:20 – building, 9:30. Mr. Roundtree(cont) [continuation not found]7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
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Thursday, Jan. 30, 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerAsked Miss Baker at Staff meeting whether we should collate the fac. cops. of Williams Codeand she said it wasn’t necessary. She enquired whether we had proper place to do thepasting? Mrs. Blakely P.T.A. came to hunt material for school cafeteria controversy. Mr.Gass used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenAlthough Lib. closes at 9:20, the extra 10 min. is allowed for Lib. staff to finish shelvingbooks + leave Lib in order so I think it is accurate to state our evening hours in this recordas 7 - 9:30 as heretofore. Campus mail brought letter from Miss Baker with regard torecently purchased sets of Williams’ Code + allowance made for them on Michie’s 1932Code. Also brought the Frantz McConnell + Seymour cops of Martindale (2 v) + Corp.manual (1 v.) for return to the firm. Mr. Gass used Lib. also Mr. White (contract). Markedsome of the cops of Michie’s Code on which allowance is to be made given. Mr. Wilsonasked if he could take from B to Law Rev. Room – 1st floor – the set of Patent. . . + Copyrightcases 11 v. to keep while he prepares for essay competition. I said yes – for the present if hecould assure the door being kept locked. He wants to use typewriter with them. I put othercopyright material on top shelf of RR-6.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerHelped Mr. Boaz yrne get up assemble material on effects of Draft for T.L.R.
Friday, Jan. 31, 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerHelped Mr. Boaz gather material for a legal periodical article for T.L.R. Mr. White (contract)used Lib. Also Dr. White (fac.).12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenChecked articles in Nathan Burkan competition prospectus to show what items in itsbibliog. the Law Lib. has. Wrote in parallel citations for English cases cited from pubs wehaven’t and wrote Mrs. Clemens to ask if U.S. Copyright Office Buls. 14 (ed. 1939), 18, 21+22 could be lent us till essays are done. Marked Mr. Larson’s cop. of Michie’s 1932 Code toshow allowance given for Michie’s purchase of new code + phoned Miss Baker this hadbeen done so she could write Michie + pay his bill in time to get discount. Wrote LucileElliott, Libr’n U. of N.C. Law school Chapel Hill that we haven’t SW digest she wants toborrow for Mr. Mangum author of book on negroes. Mr. Wicker brought free + exch. mailinglist of TLR for comments on whether or not pubs. of valued rec’d.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
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Saturday, Feb. 1, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenA young girl (freshman, she said) came to make a “survey of the Lib” – assigned work. Shemade notes from “Guide to Law Lib” and I showed her around afterwards. Hope she got itright. The “Guide” isn’t up to date. Mr. Gass here. I asked his status “for statisticalpurposes.” He said WPA Historical Research project. No connection with U.T. but had MissBaker’s permission to use Lib. Counted cash + book statistics and extra Univ users + Ref.statistics. Mrs. Blakely used Lib. Campus mail just before 12 – Mrs. M. gone, Dean just going,janitor out, so couldn’t get books from down stairs to start pasting. Rang for janitor 3 timesbetween 12 (when Dean said he was due) and 12:30. No response.12.45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerPasted book plates. Students say that Janitor has locked front door but side door isavailable. A woman telephoned for him but I couldn’t furnish information. If he doesn’tcome at 5.30 I suppose I shall leave keys in desk drawer, lock up + go out. Mr. Gass has lefthis materials in L.R. rooms + had to wait for Muss Kupfer to admit him. Took fine + inkmoney to Main Library on way home.
Monday, Feb. 3. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerPasted Williams’ Code book plates. Janitor “fetched + carried” vols. back and forth. Youngman who is evidently a graduate student to use Federal Reporter. Mr. Cyril Smith,Rockwood Attorney + alumnus, to collect material for article in T.L.R.12:45 - 5:30 [E. L. Ogden]Finished last few vols to be pasted and phoned Miss Baker they were ready for cataloging.Talked to Dean Witham about Mr. Gass using Lib. – Dean said he had noticed him around +wondered what he is doing. He made no objection to Mr. G’s use of Lib. when I told him.Made final revision of notes on TLR exchange list.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Herbert Davis + another lawyer for Mr. Wynick (contract) used Library.
Tuesday, Feb. 4. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. A. Seymour came for legal directories which had been presented to us by mistake. Healso said that “The American Bar” 1940, which has been cataloged and accessioned was notintended for us, but we could keep it until we were given another cop. as it wasn’t soimportant. A Miss Dyer Univ. student, has been assigned paper on Early lawyers in Tenn.Gave her Caldwell’s Bench + Bar.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Pope (for B.C. Ogle, contract) used Lib. Campus mail. Began to copy notes on exchangeT.L.R. Another freshman English student came to get information on Law Lib. as anassignment, said he’d be back. He looked over Guide to Law Lib.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Feb. 5, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenFinished notes on TLR List of 1940 complimentary copies mailing list + gave it to Mr.Wicker. Made report on Law Lib statistics for Jan. + sent Miss Baker. Told Mr. W. it wouldhelp Lib. in knowing when to send for shipped nos. +c. if we could be notified when nameswere added + when dropped and called attention to various forms of address – so therewas a chance the pubs. were not delivered to Lib. directly but to some other office in LawCollege. Ruled a few current serial cards. Sent Main Lib pocket suppl. to Winslow’s Formsaddr. to TLR.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWP O’Neil (contract) used Lib. Wanted something on Wages + Hours Act (passed 1938). Isaid best source was periodicals + while he was looking up others got N.A.M. Digest whichhas a survey of wages decisions from time to time + Current legal thought – Labor no. for1940. He found Law + Contemp. problems especially useful.
Thursday, Feb. 6. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenThe grad. student doing thesis on Hist. of legal ed. in Tenn. used Lib. to get more specificdates + facts. A Freshman English student wanted an account of the Scopes trial. Didn’t findone but gave what annotated reports + case comments we had (counted it general ref.) Mr.Headman used Lib. for J.P. Powers (contract) and Mr. Key for W.J. Kennerly (contract). Heasked how the a contract could be transferred to himself. I said ask Dean Witham. He saysMartindale 1940 is set aside for us – I said we’d notify Univ. truck to call for it. His firmhasn’t Amer. bar. Campus mail.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards for Catalog Dept.
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Friday, Feb. 7. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerI am quite certain that there is an account of Scopes trial in Autobiography of Darrow.Dusted current periodicals. Dean Witham wanted to know when some one from Cat. Dept.would come down to stamp book plates +c in Williams Codes +c as he is tired of havingthem in his office. I think he finally telephoned to hurry them up.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Mr. Gass in afternoon. Made a start on mending. Miss Baker phoned to see if she had full listof vols sent to bindery for Law Dec. 5. Checked OK with mine.
Saturday, Feb. 8. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 64° in Library at 8 a.m. Miss Bergen telephoned that she hoped to send a student ass’tdown Tuesday either forenoon or afternoon, depending on student assembly in morning, tostamp and accession Williams’ Codes in Dean’s Office. Mr. Dunlap and another lawyer fromSeymour, Franz, McConnell’s (Kramer contract). Mr. Bishop aker from Mr. Kramer. Campusmail.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenIs Mr. Bishop still again? with Kramer? A recent list from Kramer said he was not there +his name to be dropped. Some one told me he was in army now. Mr. Gass used Lib. – alsothe grad. student working on legal ed. thesis came to verify a few facts + citations. We didnot have all the data he wanted. I “searched” notes I had on Law College hist. – but hardlythink it comes under “reference” so did not count it.
Monday, Feb. 10. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Bishop aker paid a very hurried trip when Mr. Dunlap and stranger were here. Heasked to see N.Y. Supp. citator. I didn’t look him up. How about Mr. Bradley? I met him intown + he said Miss Ogden would let him use Lib. Is his name dropped? Mr. Fowler, Loudonatt’y, used Library.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenDid not note that Fri night the janitor asked if he could wash venetian blinds while studentswere here. Said “he” wanted them done + there was no place in building he could do it if hetook them down. I said he might try + if it proved too disturbing it could be stopped + donesome other way. He thinks it will take a good while to do each one. After noons, I think hesaid, beginning Tuesday (that would be tomorrow).7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Pearman for Kramer + Cox, fee. Mr. Headman for J. Pike Powers, contract came at 9.10.Janitor went to basketball game and didn’t appear until 9.30. A girl from Mrs. Hamer’sConstitutional history needed help in finding U.S. Repts. This afternoon took list of booksthat the Law Library would like temporarily from Main.
Tuesday, Feb. 11. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract) used Library. Janitor started cleaning blinds at9.45 when room was nearly full. Students complained as there was a great deal of noise. Mr.Blackard “didn’t wish to be quoted” but he kept looking over at desk and then at stepladder, + advised consulting Dean, but I took responsibility of requesting a conclusion. Mr.Davis then cleaned tops of Secs. 2, + 3 which was a splendid idea, also north side shelfabove clock, 4a, b + 5, and wiped off one window frame. Miss Bergen’s secretary came tostamp + accession.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenHerbert Davis (for B. Winick, contract) used Lib. Dean Witham came to ask whether Mr.Baxter Lee’s name was listed as having a contract. Mr. Key is getting it transferred to him.Spent most of P.M. reading new no of T.L.R. Campus mail. Told Mr. Perrin to call for books(Martindale) at Kennerly + Key.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenDavid Pope (for B.C. Ogle, contract) used Lib. Started some mending, looked over some ofsets acc’d by Main Lib. yesterday + got Mrs. Morris’ OK on who is to have them; got fromMr. Jameson, TLR book rev. editor notes of books rec’d for rev. Mr. Privette used Lib andafter asking for Workmen’s Comp. vols of 2d + 3d decennials, discovered whole subject wascovered in 4th. In the meantime I had found that this subject was entirely lacking in the 2d +3d Decennials.
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12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Privette used Library. Spent most of P.M. with Hellman’s Cardozo.
Thursday, Feb. 13. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. J.M. Baker for R.R. Kramer (contract). Assisted Miss Margaret Mitchell, T.V.A. to findinformation on statute of limitations in S.C. Another T.V.A. representative legal divisionasked help in locating a Nebraska case.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Joe Thomason used Lib (contract). Mr. Gass, as usual.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerW.P. O’Neil (contract) used Library, also Arthur Seymour for father Charles M. Seymour(contract). Mr. Pearman for Mr. Kramer, contract.
Friday, Feb. 14. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Mr. Thomason used Lib. in afternoon and Mr. O’Neil at night. Mr. Wicker cleaning up hisoffice brought down several vols of S.C. code supplements and session laws + a few smallbooks + pamphlets as gifts as well as a number of pubs. that were charged to him. I got hiscop. of Michie’s 1932 Code + 1937 suppl. as he doesn’t want it now that a cop. of Williams isin his office. Selected + addressed to Miss Baker 2 cops of this code + sup., one of which shewill keep at Main Lib + the other to go to Mr. Hess. I gave Mr. Wicker’s cop to one of Tenn. LRev. Bd to put in TLR room as Dean Witham directed. Mr. Larson + Mr. Warner’s office eachkept a cop of this code + its 1937 sup. Lib. has 2 cops of code + 3 cops of sup. (one of whichhas lost the insides of its pocket part). Students very restless – one said they couldn’t makeout just what Mr. Steinmetz expected them to do. Missed suppl. to Shepard’s Tenn.Citations. Some students say it couldn’t be found yesterday, also missed pam. table of keynos. General digest. Did a little more mending. [arrow to “key nos.” above] covered by bdvol. Pam not kept.
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Saturday, Feb. 15 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Thomason again. Dexter Christenberry phoned to ask price of Michie’s code +whereabouts of Raleigh Harrison’s books. For latter referred him to Dean Witham. Tried tostraighten out cards for new eds of U.S.C.A. – sent some of the cards back to Miss Bergenwith questions. Hunted some for Tenn. Shepard’s citations – asked janitor + some studentsto look out for it down stairs. Mr. Larson is using Mr. Warner’s office for the present – oldtrouble with back makes stairs difficult for him. Campus mail.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, Feb. 17. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerJanitor had overslept and only just arrived (tooth ache + sick baby) ther. 56 as he had just
started up furnace. Tel. Mr. Seymour for 200 S.E. which has been out since Nov. ‛40 as Mr. Matherne needs it for his case notes.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenJanitor spoke about temperature. He remarked Miss Turner had to sit in the hall thismorning. He didn’t see why it didn’t warm up faster – or words to that effect – but said(about 2 PM) it was “warming up now.” I pointed out that in building so looselyconstructed, a windy day was bound to need much earlier attention than on other days +he’d have to watch the weather + consider that. Also pointed out that the Lib. staff +students had work to do and ought to be able had a right to do it in the Lib. where thebooks are and that the time when they couldn’t, was a waste of their time. Doubt if mywords made any impression. Wm. Wilson used Lib. for J. Fowler (contract) RichardDouglass came but to see Mr. Garland, not us. E. Bradley came to get two books for Kramer.Took them + left without unnecessary words. Campus mail. I sent Main Lib. a list of 2handbooks quoting Law Q. Rev. v. 1 - 54 at $400.00 also a Toledo Univ. Exchange List – saw noitems we wanted. Mr. Wm Kreis used Lib for Leslie Bass (contract).6.50 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, Feb. 18. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerEarl Bradley (for R.R. Kramer, fee).
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12:30-5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Gass. Earl Bradley. Campus mail. Mr. Perrin asked again whether it was Kennerly + KeyOffice he was to get Martindale from, so it may arrive in time. Came later with 1939 + 1940Corporation manual. Wrote up Oct. report of Extra Univ. users of Law Lib.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Feb. 19, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenFound set of Michie’s Dig. in Dean Witham’s room was marked only on reverse of t.p. of v. 1.Marked v. 2 - 18 to correspond. Continued statements of extra-Univ. users of Law Lib.Thermom. 65° at 8 AM. 72 at 12 M. A. Seymour used Lib. for C. M. Seymour (contract).12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Baker for Mr. Kramer (fee). Campus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenNot very many students + most of them quiet but took occasion to reprove several (Nigro-Hokman especially) for visiting around before they settled down to work + Swafford beforehe left – told him to “go along outside + wait for any body else he wanted to talk to.” Wasmending so better able to watch their ways. Also told Mr. Bird + Miss Lowry they weresetting a bad example, steady talking or studying together all evening.
Thursday, Feb. 20. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Flyn for Mr. Thomasson. Judge Jones at home with sore throat so I had 3 hours of 1st yr.students and had to do a lot of supervising. What has started things up so suddenly? Springfever a little early?12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. J. Thomasson used Lib. (contract). Campus mail. Sent Miss Baker statement ofextra-Univ. users of Law Lib. for Oct - Dec. 1940. Students studious + fairly quiet – allbusiness – no repression needed. Sent F. Apperson a note to let us know how many vols. ofL.Q. Rev. have are coming +about when, so space can be made for them.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. for Catalog dept. Only 9 students used Library.
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Friday, Feb. 21. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenM. Ely used Lib. for his father L.C. Ely (contract). A 2d hand book man came to look the Lib.over. Went to see Dean Witham about a set of Tenn. Reports he wanted to sell. Said someone had inquired at his store here, in his absence, about a set of Encycl. Brit. I said wewould want a Modern Amer. cycl. if any, + had too hard a time getting law books to bebuying one now. Students making hectic efforts to work with Amer. dig. ten or so at a time,getting Mr. Steinmetz assignment for his brief writing class to morrow. I sent some tolawyers’ table as a partial relief + suggested they begin on his next assignment on Monday.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenDavid Pope used Lib. for B.C. Ogle (contract). A rather disturbed session of Mr. Steinmetzstudents.
Saturday, Feb. 22. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerJanitor improving! Therm. in Libr. 68. Dusted and straightened current periods. +c. Mr.Wicker’s cop. of Llewelyn’s poems is making quite a sensation, numerous cops. of sep.poems are being copied and Mr. Byrne has obtained permission from owner to keep it overweek end. Mr. Wicker says “let it circulate as long as wanted.” Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H.Smith contract. Mr. Delius, who is with T.V.A. in Morristown, paid a call.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Irvin Saxton (fac.) used Lib a few minutes, also Mr. Gass – 3 or four students. Workedon bringing cat. + shelf cds. to date for serials +mended a little. Wrote Miss Goetz to sendink.
Monday, Feb. 24. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 68 great improvement! Mr. Larson + Judge Jones both ill. Mr. Davis (I think) who is togive a series of lectures here this week, used Library. Large crowd but very quiet. MessrsCarson + Ladd (alumni) came from Clinton to get a copy of last Tenn. Law Rev. but everyone had gone home. Campus mail 12.30. Janitor had to bring it up.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWest Pub. Co. Rep. who is to lecture here this week used Lib. Mr. Steinmetz here also at thesame time. W.E. Badgett – Asst. Dist. Atty Gen. Miss Ada Fanz for material by W.A.Henderson.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Kreiger + girl used Conf. Room with typewriter. In spite of concert had quite a largecrowd.
Tuesday, Feb. 25. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail brought Law Quar. Rev. 1 v.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenInspected shelves for changes to be made in making room for vols. of L.Q. Rev. just rec’d.Miss Baker phoned to ask if we really want Fed. Reg. – subscription price has gone up $2.00a year. I said as far as I know the Reg. is the only place where exec. orders regardingadministrative boards are pub. + as they have the effect of Fed. law we ought to have themavailable. Spent (wasted) considerable time looking for W.A. Henderson’s record asappointed to committees participating in discussion +c about the time he was elected pres.of Tenn. Bar Ass’n. Found nothing of importance.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, Feb. 26, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Davis (of W. Pub. Co.) asked who decided what court opinions in Tenn. should be pub. Idid not know where to find it – and suggested some fac. member. He found out himself it isin court rules. Lib. staff might try to remember for future use. I suggested to Mr. Wicker thelist of ref. material in his instructions for case notes need revision. He said he’d probablyrevise the whole by Fall. I said I’d ask HHT to look over the old one + add or take out whatshe thought best + I would look it over afterward + try to be ready when his revision was.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Gass, Mr. Davis (lecturer) + helper?. Large crowd and many calls for service. Dusted +changed labels of current periodicals RR. 4b. but too many interruptions from Mr. Davis +various students.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenThis morning campus mail came with ink +c. Began to shift books in RR 4b to make roomfor L.Q. Rev. vols. Slow work as shelf adjustment is slow and sometimes painful to fingers inthat section. At night did more shifting.
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Thursday, Feb. 27. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerE.L.O. ill at home so Miss Baker telephoned that Miss Apperson would take her place thisafternoon. Campus mail. Finished marking boxes for current periodicals.1 - 5:30 F. AppersonFinished indexing Greene’s chapters from Greene judge and jury, reprinted fromperiodicals. Miss Turner had begun. Added few accessions to shelf list. One student fromU.T. wanted material on Poll tax. Found nothing except magazine article. Called Mr.Babcock, as he was leaving today, about overdue book (McCarty: Law office management).He found it on R.R.5 shelf, saying he had not ret had it out. Someone returned book (alsoMcCarty)for Miss Lowery.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, Feb. 28. 19418 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 5:30Graduate student working on her thesis on Family Laws. Mr. Davis (lecturer), Mr. Gass.Campus mail. Collated, added to accessions +c. Helped several students. Worked on Mr.Wicker’s list of Ref. material for Law Rev.7 - 9:30 Mr. Thomson took Miss Ogden’s place.
Saturday, March 1. 19418 - 12 H. H. Turner1.30 - 5:30Janitor evidently slipped up. No cleaning and little heat. Mr. Blackard asked to have studenttake exam. in Library. Mr. White, contract; Mr. Gass; Mr. Privette; grad. student, MissDooley. Dusted and straightened and generally tidied up shelves. Janitor absent, samesubstitute as before. A lawyer belonging to K.B.A. whose name escapes me but I think Mr.DeVault (contract). Mr. Gass again in afternoon. Worked on Mr. Wicker’s list of referencesfor T.L.R. finished examining it. Grad. student, Miss Dooley, again. A larger number thanusual on Saturday aft., mostly working on Law Rev. and very industrious. Several studentsfrom other depts. including Mr. Fort formerly studying law but now in some other, as hewas referred to us by Main Library on “insanity jurisprudence.” Mr. Herbert Davisemployed by Mr. Winick (contract), but assisting in some Law Review activity conducted byMessrs Bird and Matherne. Mr. Young brought a girl who seemed to be helping him witha case. Every one very quiet and industrious. Took fine and ink money to Main Lib.
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Monday, March 3. 19418 - 12 H. H. Turner1.10 - 5:30Graduate student, Miss Dooley. Mr. Gass. 2; Mr. Morrell (contract) used Library. Miss Baker,with Dean Witham’s consent, agreed to let Mr. Bird assisted by Mr. Babcock, take chargetonight as Mr. Thomason has been called to Asheville by sickness. Added up Circulationstatistics for Feb. Campus mail. Started for my own pleasure finding biographical materialin bound vols. of Law Quar. Rev. Found delightful article on Coke. Assisted student withU.S. Repts.7 - 9:30 Bird + BabcockFormer reports that he didn’t do any thing but “put up a few books,” evidently Mr. Babcocktook charge.
Tuesday, March 4. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerFiled Advance Sheets I.C.C. Mr. Morrell (contract).12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenLaura Luttrell – As Sec. East Tenn. Historical Soc. to get material for 1940 Tenn.bibliography. Campus mail. Asked Mr. Wicker if he had heard anything about the Nat’lConf. of judicial councils papers he borrowed + sent away some time ago. He said afterpassing from one to another they are now in Mr. Coffey’s hands in Chatta. + he had justbeen granted an extension of time on the article he wanted them for. Mr. W. thinks they arequite safe. L. Luttrell thinks A. Fanz isn’t sufficiently critical of the accuracy of W.A.Henderson’s statements about Farragut + the Dardis Spring – that dates +c. should bechecked more carefully than W.A.H. had habit of doing.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerLecture by Mr. Ray Jenkins downstairs 7 - 8. Accessioned + collated vols. in Campus Mail.
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Wednesday, March 5, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden62° at 8 AM. Told janitor he had still a good deal to learn about managing heat. He said hedidn’t know what happened to stoker last night but it “didn’t work” Told him temp. was 10°below what it should be and ought to be hurried up – too cold for readers to use. 66 at 9AM. Spoke to him at 9:30 as he was washing windows. Asked “Can’t you hurry up the heat?It is 9:30 and still below 70°.” It was just 70° at 10:30. Got Hart “Admin law” from Mrs.Morris to send Main as requested yesterday by phone for loan to TVA. It was charged to Mr.Larson who (Mr. Wicker said) “has moved all his things to Mr. Larson’s Warner’s Office.”But she Mrs. M. had some of his books lock in cupboards in her office + found this there +gave it to me. I did not ask Main Lib. to return it to Law + Mr. L. doesn’t know it is gone. P.S.Said later that he has a cop of his own. Sent Feb. statistics reports – circ., books, ref. to Main.Am still puzzled to find Main Lib count of books rec’d sent Law is always a little larger thanLaw Lib count of books rec’d. I think we list all that come – so what causes the difference? ASeymour used Lib. for C.M. Seymour (contract).12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Collated and accessioned vols. rec’d.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, March 6. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 66 at 8 A.M.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenRec’d from Miss Ringo yesterday a card of inquiry as to receipt of 129 ALR. to be signed andret’d to P.O. Took it in person and suggested they inquire of Tenn. State Law Lib. CourtHouse whether it was sent there by mistake. Windows have been washed – noticeabledifference in light. Rec’d notice from Miss Baker that W. Baxter Lee’s contract had beentransferred to McAfee Lee (Dean says he’s W.B.’s son now in Law College). I hope nocomplications will arise from his double status. Miss Ada Fanz again.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday Mar 7 19418 - 1:00 H. H. Turner
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenJames Carr, last year’s grad. now with Social Security Com’n made a short visit – likesWashington + the work + hopes he is there to stay. Left message of Regards to Miss Turner,had hoped he would see her too – is here on brief visit. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenN.B. Morrell (contract) + David Pope (for B. C. Ogle (contract)) used Lib. Recorded contractsof Clyde W. Key (from James Maynard) and McAfee Lee + filed copies of Dean Witham’sletters to each. Mrs. Morris said Maynard’s contract couldn’t be found in 1931 but hasturned up since.
Saturday, March 8. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerUsual Saturday A.M. chores. Asbury Wright Jr. (contract) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenRec’d Amer. Ass’n Law Lib. questionnaire + sent it to Main Lib. Did not find a dup. of lastyears, or a memo of answers. Sent to Miss Baker (Took it back to get no of students +c.).
Monday, March 10. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 66 at 8 A.M. Found Libr. Office door open (janitor thro’ cleaning) and Miss Kirbye andMr. Blackard inside. Mr. Ely for father L.C. Ely (contract).12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Sent Miss Baker forms of statistics to be filled out with items not available atLaw Lib. Mr. Larson in Lib – started two “Leave for future use” collections for two separatepieces of work.7 - 9.20 H. H. TurnerOnly 4 students present on account of bad weather.
Tuesday, March 11. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 64 at 8 A.M.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail brought Encycl. Brit Ed. 14 24 v. It has copyright dates variously from 1929 to1940 but examining statistical tables in Agr. + latest dates in Bibliographies in Air craft anda few other subjects saw none more recent than 1928 so suspect the earliest copyright dateis the true date of revision. Expressed to Dean my disappointment that it wasn’t an Amer.encycl. instead. Cost $139.00. Didn’t find “Norris” on Tenn. map – though other small placesgiven. Maps are in index vol. Didn’t look at them carefully.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerStudents delighted with Encyclopedia Brit. Mr. Boaz says Sears Roebuck have taken it over.
Wednesday, March 12 1942 [sic]8 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenShifted + made room for Encycl Brit. Ed. 14 + packed Ed 11-12 to go to Main Lib. as nolonger needed. Shifted periodicals to shelve Law Quar. Rev. Have still to shift in B to makeroom for Nebr. Law Bul. + Rocky Mt. L. Rev. removed from RR-3. At present they are inRR-6. Thermom. 66° at 8 A.M. Mr. Piper used Lib. for C.H. Smith (contract). Asked Mrs.Morris about Martindale – whether it couldn’t be left in Lib. when not actually in use. Shesaid it was “all marked up.” I said wouldn’t Dean Witham be willing to ask some alumnusfor another cop as it is inconvenient to have a directory not accessible. She said she wouldask him. Later brought the Lib. cop. back asking that no marks be erased + saying “the girlwill need it every afternoon.”12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Flynn for J.C. Thomason (cont.) used Libr. Mrs. Morris sent “the girl” forMartindale. She says that they are sending out summer school circulars and need to getaddresses as “it’s important.” She said students had been interviewed by agent and theyhad asked Dean to order Britanica [sic]. Spent a lot of time helping students find cases.More service required than usual.7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, March 13. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 66 at 8 a.m. Mr. Piper for C.H. Smith (cont.)12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Friday, March 14. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 64 at 8 a.m. Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C. H. Smith (contract) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Mr. Rountree (contract) used Lib. also W.W. Piper (for C.H. Smith contract). Campus mail.Looked up material on SS Prentiss for Mr. Babcock. He wanted especially text of speech atWilkinson trial. Found it in Ky. trials. He says they want to get up a moot court caseduplicating the facts in this case. Counted it as ref. though took very little time. Did somemending + some collating.
Saturday, March 15, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden64° at 8 AM. Asked Mr. Garland if class rooms comfortable at 8. He said yes + got too hot by10. So probably “they” will not think it necessary to put on more heat earlier. HarveyBroome (for Judge Hicks) used Lib. Miss Bolin phoned to ask when binding would be ready.I said Tues. A.M. – probably not more than half a dozen vols. Looked up some advts ofbooks on labor and trade regulation. Spoke to Dean Witham about “Words + Phrases.” Hesaid money all gone but he has noted it for purchase July 1941.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cds. for catalog dept. Looked up periodicals for binding. No one in Library after4.15.
Monday, March 17. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerTemp. 60 at 8 A.M. Sat in Dean’s office until students began coming, tho not to linger! Madelists of Subjects in Law + Cont. Problems.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Broome used Lib. for Judge Hicks. Worked on binding. Ref. question – Where is there atable of Tenn. Statutes repealed? Didn’t find one.(None pub’d – ELO)7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Tuesday, Mar. 18, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenPacked binding for S.L.B. Miss Bolin said would she be sure of it this P.M. I said yes – if Mr.Perrin comes.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerE.L.O. changed schedules to oblige. Campus mail took binding. Mr. Burnett for Mr. C.H.Smith, (contract) and Mr. O.L. White (contract) used Lib. Dean Witham came up + asked for5 vol. set Williston contracts, located in balcony, to keep in his office.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Headman, for J. Pike Powers, (cont.) used Library.
Wednesday, Mar. 19, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenTemp 70° at 8:30. N.B. Morrell (contract) used Lib. Asked him about table of statutesrepealed. He thought Judge S.C. Williams had pub. one in a pam. about when he stoppedbeing judge. We haven’t it.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenReferred to Dean Mr. Wicker for reply a letter from Libr’n Kans. Univ. Law School in regardto exchange with Jour. Bar Ass’n of Kans. Mr. Headman used Lib. for J.P. Powers (contract).
Thursday, March 20. 19418 - 12:50 H. H. TurnerTook off 10 min.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Dean Witham brought up a questionnaire from Ass’n Amer. law schoolsasking some questions about pay, qualifications of librarian, equipment, +c. Mr. Headmanused Lib. for J.P. Powers (contract) + Mr. David Pope (for B.C. Ogle (contract)). Judge Jonessays definitely no table of Tenn. statutes repealed has ever been pub.7 - 9:20 H. H. TurnerCollated and added to accessions vols. rec’d in campus mail.
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Friday, March 21. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerOn unlocking door at 7:55 found Mr. Fowler of Loudon, comfortably settled in Law Office.He said janitor had left door open so he slipped in. Mr. Mason, recently graduated, nowemployed by Poore, Kramer, + Cox. I explained to him about presenting written credentialsand he said he would bring authorization next time.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Campus mail. In the afternoon L.C. Morton used Lib. I suspect for personal interest + not asinstructor in business law. W. Miller from Camden(?) West Tenn. to get names + prices ofhornbooks he wanted for his office. Spent some time looking for articles on simplifiedprocedure helpful to Mr. Wicker in writing an article wanted next week.
Saturday, March 22. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerUsual chores. Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract) used Library. Returned Jessup’s Lifeof Elihu Root to Main Library, temp. loan, on request.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMostly looking up articles on simplified practice. Phoned Dean Witham – wasn’t there, +asked to have him call me when he came in. Martindale not in Lib + did he know how wecould get it when Mrs. M. + janitor + he all away. Told him I had expressly stated to bothMrs. M. + her typist that the vol. must be here when typing not actually going on and noattention was paid to it. He said if wanted he’d come down + get it.
Monday, March 24 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMrs. Morris said she told janitor to return Martindale before leaving Saturday noon. Janitorreports that on coming this morning found Library door unlocked, tho it was fastenedSaturday night. Don’t think anything had been taken out. Dean lent his review of Hellman’sCardozo which he prepared for Irving Club. He agrees that book of slight value except for“popular interest.”
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail brought reply to Amer. Ass’n Law Lib. questionnaire – filled out at Main.Signed + mailed one cop. and filed dup – as Miss Baker noted she had made a copy for Main.L.C. Morton used Lib – I suspect for personal interest but no cop questions asked. 7 N.Y.Jud. Counc. Rept. sent Main Lib. for Cat. Dean W. brought list of sets offered Lib. by F.Andrews. The “Trinity set,” L.R.A., Ann[?] Cas. All but the last of these 2 cops already in Lib.Asked if we had a place to store. Don’t know his final decision. He “hated to turn down anygift.”7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, March 25. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Flynn for Mr. J.C. Thomason, contract, used Library + told about case they werepreparing to try. A T.V.A. legal Div. librarian phoned and in course of conversationintroduced herself as Miss King and said she wanted to visit our Law Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Worked with cat. cards. Janitor said he had to be “at a trial” at 1. When I toldMrs. Morris she said he was there this AM too + no cleaning done. Details of trial apparentlynot known to Law College.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Headman, for J. Pike Powers (contract) used Library. Mr. Bradley, for Mr. Kramer(fee) used Library. Spoke to him about Mr. Mason’s getting written authorization to useLibrary and he said he would attend to it.
Wednesday, March 26, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Piper (for Cates, Smith + Long, contracts, used Lib). Filed cat. cards.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Gass. Mr. Headman, for J. Pike Powers Jr. (contract) used Library. Campus mail. Addedto accessions + collated. Mr. Freeman refused to pay fine saying he was “broke” so sentnotice to Main Library, according to instructions.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Headman (for J.P. Powers, contract) used Lib.
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Thursday, March 27. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract) used Library. Assisted 2 students from U.T. to finda wrong reference and also get material from Williams Code but, as it didn’t take more than5 minutes, didn’t count it. Should I have done so? [E.L.O. handwriting ]No – I think not.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, March 28. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Davis, for Mr. Ben R. Winick, contract. Arthur Seymour for father C.M. Seymour contractused Library. Mr. Morrell (contract). Someone I think U.T. instructor using Iowa Law Rev.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Campus mail. Mr. Davis again. Mr. Wicker brought the M.S. of an article on procedurewritten for laymen for me to read + comment on things that would not be clear to thelayman would not.
Saturday, March 29. 19418 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Bradley, for Mr. Kramer, fee, used Library. Did various odd jobs.
Monday, March 31. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerTher. 64° at 8 a.m. and continued chilly. Think fire is out. Mr. Ely for father L.C. Ely, contract.Mr. Wicker requested my criticism also of article on procedure written for Laymen, so Iread it carefully. Arthur Seymour for father, C.M. Seymour (contract) Dusted currentperiodicals, and brought a West Virginia lawyer from West Va. to use Ga. Code. Mr. Morrell(contract). Numerous telephone calls. Dusted current periodicals.
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Morrell again, H. Strauss, and Earl Bradley + Ben McAulay, both for RR. Kramer. AlsoDavid Pope for B.C. Ogle contract.7 - 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. James Lee Clark, for M.W. Egerton (contract) used Library. Also Mr. Gass.
Tuesday, April 1. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerExamined set of bound volumes of Law Quar. Review for biographical material and articlesof general interest, and discovered that some of them were quite extensively marked up inpencil. Found interesting material on American, English copyright law. Mr. Earl Bradley forMr. Kramer (fee) used Library. Added March circulation statistics. Mr. Pope, for Mr. Ogle,(contract). Campus mail.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on monthly statistics – surprised to see how few extra-Univ. visitors we had inMarch! Not many readers – only students, very busy and very quiet.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerA large number of students.
Wednesday, April 2, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Burnett used Lib. for C.H. Smith – contract.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Myron Ely, for father L.C. Ely, contract, used Library; an out of town lawyer,who has been here before but whose name I don’t know to consult Ky. repts. (I believe hewas here last fall in connection with Jehovah’s Witnesses case). J. R. Simmons, Johnson City.The much discussed Moot Court case was over at last. Heard some of the speeches bystanding outside Library door, as oratory was quite loud and very eloquent. Mr. Babcockand Mr. Child were especially eloquent. Many in Library afterward. Mr. Gass only for ashort time.
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7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenLawyer from Johnson C Bristol, Clayton Scyphers, wanted help in finding cases in Amer.Dig. system. He had citation to a case in point, so I found the key no + opened put markersin 3d, 4th + Gen’l Digests + adv. sheets + looked up his case in S.E. citator. Took more than15 min. but only mechanical knowledge – so marked it ref. Earl Bradley also used Lib. forRR Kramer, fee.
Thursday, April 3, 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerBristol lawyer again. Found Mr. Privette a great source of comfort, to whom to give historyof his case, (after an attempt to confide it to Library in R.R.) and spent long time in LibraryOffice with him talking in loud tones even when door was closed. Mrs. Morris said Deanwas in Memphis but before he left he received instructions from President Hoskins toclasses +c. 10 - 11 for lecture on Norway today. Phoned Miss Baker and she said “All right.Close Library and go to lecture.”12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenF. Apperson came with questions about Restitution restatements J.D. +c. for cataloging. Notmany students – all very busy. Mr. Burnett used Lib. for C.H. Smith (contract).7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Headman for J. Pike Powers (contract). Arthur Seymour for his father C.M. Seymour,contract.
Friday, April 4. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenL.C. Morton (fac.?) and Herbert Davis (for Winick, contract) but the two seemed to beworking together. Mr. Privette (fac.) and Mr. Burnett (for C.H. Smith, contract). Campusmail. Ret’d to Mr. Simmonds, Johnson City, the bank deposit slips he left in Lib. Apr. 3 andanswered J.M. Dobbs, who wrote Mar. 28 offering a Conn. Blue Laws vol – 1830 + askinginformation as to its value.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on final copy of March statistics. Took some ink marks out of a vol. of Williams’Code.
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Saturday. April 5. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerPut up notices of Easter vacation Library schedule. Wrote requests for Federal ProbationQuar. and Law Lib. Reporter; Iowa St. bar Ass’n News Bull. Campus mail.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenFinished Jan - Mar “extra-Univ use of Lib” statement + sent to Miss Baker.
Monday, April 7. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Mason, for Mr. Kramer, fee, came to use Lib. again without written authorization.Consulted Mrs. Morris about his being allowed to stay and she said let him this time but notagain unless he has Mr. Kramer’s signature.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Spent much time assembling biogs + portraits of 4 Tenn. Sup. Ct Justices atMr. Wicker’s request – wanted in a hurry for Judge Green who is getting up the informationfor Tenn. Law Rev. Mr. Wicker left a student (Wunderlich) in Lib. to take an exam.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, April 8. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMostly busy hunting titles of labor + trade regulation vols. with citations of reviews.Campus mail. Very quiet afternoon – few students. Mr. Burnett used Lib for C.H. Smith(contract). A teacher in Maryville College came to use U.S. Reports. Didn’t give name. Hesaid he had been here before.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, April 9. 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenA. Seymour used Lib. for father C.M. Seymour (contract). Law College holidays begin todayat 5 P.M. Lib. closes at 5:30 – not open tonight. Through Mon. hours are 9 - 12; 1:30 - 4; Sat.9 - 12., schedule approved by Dean Witham + Miss Baker. Filed book advts.
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12.45 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Davis for Mr. Winick cont. used Library. also Mr. Thomason, (contract). Campus mail.Collated + added to Accessions vols. rec’d. Arthur Seymour again.
Thursday, April 10. 19419 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Arthur Seymour for father. Mr. Ross Williams for Mr. James Wright, contract. Mrs. Morrissays he only comes occasionally + son works for him? P.M. Campus mail. Mr. Gass andPol. Science instructor.9 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 4Shifted in B to make room for periodicals + in stacks for new vols of Ariz., Ga. + Miss.
April 11, 12, 14 [these entries on one page]Friday, April 11, 19419 - 12 H. H. TurnerMr. Rountree, for Mr. W.W. Kennerly, City Law Director, used Library.1:30 - 4 E. L. OgdenCampus mail – sent on to Miss Baker a letter from Lester Hargrett, 1509 16th St. N.W. WashD.C. asking what laws of Indian tribes we have is nearly ready to pub. a bibliog. + wantslocations noted on letter – “Law Lib. has none – Any in Main Lib?” Students few butstudious. No others.
Saturday April 129 - 12 E. L. OgdenA. Seymour used Lib for C.M. Seymour (contract); also a man I am not sure of but thinkhe is the Maryville College teacher; about half a dozen busy students, mostlyworking on TL.R assignments.
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[Monday April 14, 1941]9 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 4Phone call from Miss Winstead, former archives custodian, Knox Co., asking possibility ofjob. Referred her to Miss Baker. Phone from a 2d hand dealer wanting to sell “1st 3 Tenn.Acts.” Referred him to Miss Baker. Dean W. wants humorous items suitable for speeches –such as Speaker’s Lib. Gave him all we have of this + suggested Green bag – also at hisrequest phoned Lib. + asked to have sent any book of such nature. Campus mail. Cleared afew miscellaneous items from my basket. N.B. Morrell (contract) and Mr. Burnett for C.H.Smith (contract) used Lib.
April 15. 19421. Tuesday8 - 1 H. H. Turner2 young women working on government project to consult Martindale legal directory. Ihave been putting in 14 hrs. in Main Library to complete last week’s schedule. A. Seymour,for father C.M. Seymour (contract).12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Did not note that Sat. A.M. a student came with 4 call slips for books on corp.– wanting particularly proxies. Gave him two books asked for from RT group, suggested theothers were too old to help him and suggested Ballantine, Stevens, + Fletcher. He may comeagain.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, April 16, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 - 5.30 H. H. Turner7 - 9:30 E. L. Ogden
Thursday, April 17 - 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. E.C. Gass used Lib. Attacked a bunch of notes of changes to be made on cards. Slightprogress.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner[arrow from this paragraph to E.L. Ogden’s entry above]Should have noted a visit from a Nashville 2d hand book dealer who phoned a few daysbefore asking if Law Lib wanted to buy the first three (I think he said) vols. of Tenn. Acts. Ireferred him to Miss Baker at the time and when he came asked what she said. He said shewasn’t interested at the price – $600.00!! and he wouldn’t take less. One other dealer hadoffered $500.00 but that didn’t suit. I think his name is Neal.
Friday, April 18. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerRead Judge Williams’ article on Hugh Lawson White written for Tennessee Law Rev. andverified citation from Caldwell’s Bench + Bar. Arthur Seymour for father Charles M.Seymour (contract).12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Last night attended a supper staff meeting – to which members of the Faculty LibraryCommittee had been invited to speak + lead a discussion of the “Library and the Univ.” Ofthe 4 invited speakers Dean Smith (Univ.), Mr. Glocker (Business) Mr. Fitzgerald(Agriculture) couldn’t come so Mr. Tarboux (engineering) started with what he hadprepared + the other faculty members present were asked to comment + add othersuggestions. Dr. Thaler, Miss Essary, Miss Day, + Mr. Wicker were there. One of the thingsdiscussed was “orientation courses” + some thought it ought to be spread over more time.Mr. Wicker was asked his opinion. He said the Law College faculty was agreed in wantingno orientation; that law being a professional school, they thought it ought to start on ahigher plane of instruction method than ordinary undergraduate work + the object being toteach students to think (emphasis his) they fac. plunged students at the start into water toodeep where they were forced to think their way found the only way out of the maze was tothink it out. The fac. purposely did not try to make things easy. Miss B. asked if there wasn’tan introductory course in legal bib. He said it wasn’t introductory – students were set toworking on cases from the first day + no textbooks were used by fac.
Saturday April 19. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerRequest thro’ Main Library (Miss Goehring) that Meyer Law of Stockbrokers be loanedProf. Pol. Science Paul Wendt of Maryville College, as inter-library loan. Mr. Gillespie istaking it to him this p.m.
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12:45 - 1:30 E. L. OgdenWorked on bringing cards (cat + shelf) for accessions up to date. Exam schedule May 19 -28 is filed under blotter desk linoleum.
Monday, April 21. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden
Campus mail. Friendly visit from C. Lowry (class ‛95 [?]) (not law) – hopes to see Miss Turner – left regards.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerLights out for nearly ½ hr. Had trouble quieting down users after all excitement over!
Tuesday, April 22. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Bradley for Mr. Kramer, (fee) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Sent back to Main Lib some of the books borrowed from Main for circulationin Law Lib.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Apr. 23 - 24 [these entries on one page]Wednesday, April 23, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenWorked on cat. cards.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMended. Sent Miss Baker March statistics statement.
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Thursday, April 24. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerArthur Seymour, for father C.M. Seymour (contr) used Libr.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Privette (for Mr. Tapp, contract), Mr. Goodman (contract) and Mr. Flynn (for J.C.Thomason, contract) used Lib. Rec’d, + looked up information for, a blank form askingabout F.H. Stewart’s abilities for a TVA position. O.L. White (contract) for 5 min at closingtime.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Headman (for J. Pike Powers Jr. contract) and a girl from Lawson McGhee used Library.Dean gave him permission to take out Texas statutes for overnight.
Apr. 25 - 26 [these entries on one page]Friday, April 25. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Pettway brought letter from Mr. Guy Webb to use Lib while working on a case for Webb(contract). Filed book advt. circulars.7 - 9:30 [E. L. Ogden]Filled out TVA question blank on employment of FH. Stewart.
Saturday, April 26, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenRec’d notice that v. 2 - 5 of Muller’s U.S. treaties available for distribution at State Dept. –but binding damaged. Free on request as long as supply lasts. Forwarded to Miss Bakerasking if it wouldn’t be well to have them.12.45 - 5.30 H. H. Turner
April 28 - 29 [these entries on one page]Monday, April 28. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenWeeded files of old advt circulars – much more of same work needed. Student asked to takea book to night + return it Wed. On inquiry it developed that Law College rec’d a requestfrom Dean Smith to excuse all seniors from classes tomorrow for their annual picnic. LawFac. had a meeting and decided that so many 1st yr Law are B.A. seniors that it meantdisrupting all 1st yr. law and 3 yr law classes so announced only 2d yr. classes would meet +Fac. + other students would hie themselves to Big Ridge Park to morrow. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, April 29. 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMore + busier students than I expected. Got rid of a few “snags” in cat. cards + binderyrecords.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner7 - 9:30 [H. H. Turner]E.L.O. changed schedules to oblige H.H.T. Campus mail. About 10 students. Miss Appersonto pay a friendly call, no special business, she said. Cat. Room called up that it wouldappreciate help in filing cards so I took them down at night.
[Wednesday] April 30 - [1941]8 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenPhoned Main Lib to tell Miss Baker the proposed arrangement for Thu Friday would be OK.– that is E.L.O. here morning + afternoon while HHT is at Tenn. Lib. Ass’n meeting and HHThere at night – close for lunch hour. Didn’t tell Main, but had asked Dean + told him that if Icould get a student to stay here for noon hour I would. He said OK – to arrange in any waywe thought best. Got from Mr. Jamieson a list of books recently rec’d for rev. in TLR. Mr.Privette (for H.A. Tapp, fee) used Lib.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Accessioned + collated. Added month’s circ. statistics. Mr. Baugh for W. J.Donaldson (also fac.) used Library.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Gass used Lib. Counted cash + book statistics.
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Thursday. May 1 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner12:30 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Friday, May 2, 19418 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 5:30Change of schedule for HHT to go to meeting of Tenn. State Lib. Ass’n at Gatlinburg. A TVAman (didn’t give name) to see Tenn. Acts. Mr. Steinmetz briefing a class very active withdigests, reporters, + Tenn. repts. as usual on Friday. Mended + worked on slips for reviewsof books on labor and on trade regulation. Campus mail. So many books on tables began tocount after a few had been shelved – result 76 + 58 + 13 = 147.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Saturday, May 3. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Gass (WPA) used Lib.
Monday, May 5. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Privette, for Mr. Tapp, Mr. Seymour for father Mr. Charles M. Seymour, contract.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Phoned J.G. Johnson’s office that Univ. carrier would be notified to call forrestatements – + anything else they are disposing of. Told the tel. girl we accepted almostanything if given with the understanding we could dispose of it if a dup. or not wanted.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Tuesday, May 6, 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Labor book reviews.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Told Mr. Perrin there were books in J.G. Johnson’s office for us – he said he’dcall. A young girl wanted material for a paper on what happens to a firm that mis brandsgoods. Found material on law for food + drugs – not much on penalty. Garland, King, andFreeman all gave advice + some of them helped. She will be back. She has citation to Tenn.Code + Fed. Code and to some articles in Index of Legal Period. 1937 - date. A new fed lawwas passed in 1938.7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMain Library asked me to take down L.C. cards to file.
Wednesday, May 7, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Larson said he couldn’t work on his article until after summer school so his books couldbe shelved. I meant to count them for curiosity but forgot at the time. I guessed at about100 but maybe that is overestimated (75 when I counted last wk. – HT). Showed him ourcollection of advts. of books on labor and slips noting reviews. He took some of these last.Said he had rec’d from Univ. of Mich. a list of their books on labor + asked if Main Lib wouldbe likely to furnish a list – or check up his + report which of them were in Main. I said theymight do that. He asked whether Main Lib permitted a group of books to be brought herefor use during the course. I said it had been done but might depend on the need for samebooks in other courses. He asked whether I had seen the list he had given Dean Witham.Hadn’t. Mrs. Morris says the list he spoke of had items marked for “preference” and MissBaker advised to “use her discretion” in ordering so it was all indefinite. Mr. Blackardbrought up mimeographed outline of lectures given by Judge Jones at U.T. Police trainingschool. Lib. already had a cop. of Mr. Blackard’s outline. Man from TVA to see Tenn. Acts.Mr Heighman[?], N.Y. lawyer, used Library. Later journal called up for.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMrs. Goldman ? nee Gourse, San Francisco, U.T. Law grad calls. Posted notice thatreservations for Exams. could be made Friday My. 9 at 8.30. Dusted current period. +Display.
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Thursday, May 8. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerFound receiver down + phone dead. Corrected later. Wrote to Nat’l Lawyers’ Guild to ask ifan index to vol. 2 Quar. had been, or would be, published. Continued putting location marksin vols. in sec. 5.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenDean Witham said a man he brought up yesterday to see the Lib. + introduced (I couldn’tcatch his name) was Mr. Warden, author of Life of Blackstone. He is from Columbus Ohio, +was passing through K on way from Fla. – stopped to inquire about possible job. KnoxvilleJour. today says Mr. Hyman of N.Y., U.T. Law grad. is in town in the interests of LawInstitute to be held here in the Fall. Campus mail. Sent Miss Goetz 10¢ as she phoned LawLib. cash was short. Presume that was the dime found on the floor. Asked Mr. Wicker foroutline of his lecture given at U.T. Police training school.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerFound library Reading Room lights on, but no one here + nothing disturbed. Had quite alarge crowd in spite of dance.
Friday, May 9. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerJudge Boswell (city attorney Oakdale + former student) called. Took reservations forExamination period. Very few knew about the time so had a light job. Mr. Burnett, for Mr.C.H. Smith contract used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Mr. Privette came at night. Campus mail brought Restatement TD, various subjects from J.G.Johnson’s Office. Began on binding.
Saturday, May 10. 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Some more binding.12.45 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerOnly about 10 in Library but some of them stayed until 5.30.
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Monday, May 12. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMain Library notified us that Mr. Freeman has paid his fine, 35¢, due March 19. Mr. N. B.Morrell (contract) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenW. Kries (for R. Leslie Bass, contract) used Lib. A little binding, a little mending. Studentsrather restless but good natured. Had to subdue groups in hall several times. Campus mail.7 - 9:20 H. H. TurnerJames Lee Clark, for M.W. Egerton (contract) used Library. Mr. Gass, W.P.A. worker. Mr.Headman for J. Pike Power Jr. (contract).
Tuesday, May 13. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner1. Mr. John Baugh for W.J. Donaldson (contract) + 2. Mr. Fowler (Loudon attorney); usedLibrary. Also, 3. Mr. O.L. White (contract) 4. Mr. Herbert Davis (4.) for Mr. Winick(contract). 5. Mr. Dunlap for Frantz, McConnell & Seymour (contract).12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenNellie Gourse (San Fran. bar). Mr. Allred of U.T. Agr. Exper. Sta. used Lib. Worked onbinding.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
Wednesday, May 14 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMiss Baker phoned to ask to borrow, if still here, an extension light (bulb enclosed in metalframe with long cord) that came to us with Bar Lib. She said she had one but thought sheremembered another – it might be around on top of stacks somewhere. I asked Mr. Davis(jan.) + Mrs. Morris + neither remembered seeing any. Neither did I. Didn’t examine top ofstacks thoroughly but reported none here.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Dean Witham looked over cop. 2 American State Repts. with idea of sellingthem.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenThis A.M. talked with Dean W. about need for more shelving in R.R. N.B. Morrell used Lib.
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Thursday, May 15. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerArthur Seymour, for father C.M. Seymour (contract) used Library. Someone I think is Pol.Sci. fac. and who was seen here before spent much time here.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenA.M. Fowler of Loudon Bar. Also W E Badgett of U.S. Dist. Atty. used Lib. Campus mail.Dean Witham said Mr. Neal, Nashville 2d hand dealer would take our Amer. state reports +give us something in exchange. What do we want? + what else could we exchange? I toldhim of some + wasn’t sure about wants. Mr. Neal doesn’t handle periodical sets but Dean Wsaid he probably would state reports. I asked what Dean thought of completing Statutes atLarge. Finally Dean asked for a list of all dups we would be willing to get rid of and all of ourwants! or at least a list of wants. Dean would like to exchange Amer. state repts. for a set ofTenn. Repts. to keep in office but Miss Baker will not agree.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerHad occasion to speak to Messrs. Freeman and King about their conversational output. Thelatter apologized!! said they were planning jokes on Mr. Bird.
Friday, May 16, 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerQuite an excitement last night. At closing time janitor hadn’t appeared, but assuming hewas downstairs I left Library for him to close up. Not finding him anywhere I should haveretraced my steps but instead stayed down there until about 9.35. Messrs Babcock +c. wereoutside and promised to stay around until janitor showed up. As soon as I reached homecalled up Mr. Witham who had gone to bed, but went down to investigate and by that timefound everything OK. This A.M. Mr. Davis was late with cleaning. Said he asked a friend toshut up building for him and thought he had done so at usual time, but if he wasn’t here atclosing time hereafter he wished we would close library ourselves!! He is quite upset byDean’s being informed. I told him that I had no way of knowing that he wasn’t some wherein building, (and I don’t think we should have to hunt him up,) and if he felt at liberty to geta friend to take his job, I thought he should notify us. I admit I should have locked library,and maybe closed windows, but until I was actually out of the building and didn’t see himon sidewalk, it didn’t really occur to me that he was absent wouldn’t be back until this a.m.Mr. Babcock said someone came at 9:50. He stayed until then.W.E. Badgett, U.S. District Attorney used Lib. Mr. Sam Epps Young, contract, used Lib.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Mr. W.E. Badgett in afternoon, W. P. O’Neal + F. Headman at night. Campus mail.
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Saturday, May 17. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerCampus mail.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenNot many students. All very quiet + orderly.
Monday, May 19. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerExams started.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenA.M. Fowler of Loudon bar used Lib. Also Frank Fowler (contract). Left on Dean Witham’sdesk a proposed schedule of Lib. hours May 28 - June 10 – + ruled sheets for arrangementof hours for E.L.O. + H.H.T. when these are decided. Ballantine Problems in law cop. 1 notfound at 4:30.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerVery warm and only 5 users.
Tuesday, May 20. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerRead and straightened vols. in R.R.-5. Spent some time searching for Ballantine Problems,cop.1 + put up 2 notices. Mr. Thomason told me last night that Miss Baker had asked him“to take Miss Turner’s place in Law Lib. July - August.” Started reading U.S. Repts., Nat’l Rep.+c. Mr. Burnett, for Mr. C.H. Smith (contract) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Dean Witham returned note about Lib. hours, giving his OK. Worked on list ofreports needed up to reporters. Verifying certain items + making copies on slips with notesas to sources of information. At 5:15 Miss Baker phoned to ask if I would find it convenientto take some of my vacation now – as it was hard to get all in at end of summer. I told heryes – and agreed that Miss Turner could take care of Lib. Told her I might want time after28th + why + she said she would try to arrange for me to be off when guests are here. I saidshe might schedule me for leave June 3 - 9 anyway.7 - 9:30 H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, May 21, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. Ogden12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMyron Ely, for father L.C. Ely (contract) used lib. Gave him copy of library sch. May 28 - June10. I also informed Mr. Burnett yesterday. Mr. McAuley for Mr. Kramer, (fee). Copied andposted schedule on both bul. bds. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenA.G. Seymour used Lib. (for C.M. Seymour, contract).
Thursday, May 22. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Macauly [sic] working on a workman’s comp. case for Mr. R.R. Kramer, fee. Mr. Burnettfor Mr. C.H. Smith (cont.).12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenContinued listing Fed. pubs. the Lib. may want – especially those of “Administrativeagencies.” Too hot to do anything with shelves. 90° by desk thermom – wall thermom. alittle higher. Mr. McAuley again.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Friday, May 23. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30In afternoon, A.G. Seymour, for CM. Seymour (contract) used Lib. Mr. Mason came in to askif he owed any “fees” to settle before graduation. I asked fines? he said yes – I said no. MissBaker phoned to ask about bills for Ky statutes service– said she couldn’t find Lib. had everpaid any + now bill comes for 1940 and 1941. She asked if a list could be sent her of allpubs. having supplement service so she could know what to expect. I said I could give a listof all we had recorded 1940 - 41 but wasn’t sure it was complete. Spent rest of afternoon +evening working on this list.
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Saturday, May 24 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenWorked on list of supplements for Miss Baker. Mr. Wicker asked if I could get started onpreparing 2 cops of TLR v. 16 for binding so no. 8 (now in page proof) could be added assoon as rec’d + binding rushed so he could have cops to take to Nashville (to Tenn. BarAss’n meeting I suppose?) He also brought lists of books to be ordered on TLR advertisingcredit for Lib. to check. Mr. Burnett used Lib (for C.H. Smith, contract).12:45 - 5:30 H. H. Turner
Monday, May 26. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on book lists for T.L.R. advertising credit, to check vols. already in Law Library.Also removed marks from books needed in Summer School. Mrs. Dooley, grad. student usedLibrary.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenDid some more work on the lists. Ben Winick (contract) used Libary.7 - 9.30 H. H. Turner
Tuesday, May 27. 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Read7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerRead shelves Sec. 5, R.R.
Wednesday, May 28, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenTurned in lists of books offered TLR on advertising credit. Made only a few suggestions ofmy own. One student reader. Kyle King brought a “personnel” rating sheet to be filled out +sent to U.T. Personnel service. Worked some on the pocket sup. list for Miss Baker.
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12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Herbert Davis & helper from Mr. Ben Winick (contract). Mr. Byrne for only a fewminutes.
Thursday, May 289, 19419 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 4In A.M. Mr. Prescott Taylor of Kingsport bar, recent U.T. Law School Grad. visited Lib.,wishing especially to give his regards to Miss Turner – is much pleased with his work andprospects; 2 students preparing for bar exam. at end of June. In P.M. R. Stair came with notefrom Roscoe Word for Va. Code. Lent it for 1 day. Mr. Stair expects to be with Word + Dyeregularly but note only authorized the one loan. Mr. Venable wanted to borrow Gore RealProp. for some work he is doing for RR Kramer on draft board. Told him technically theright of a student to have a book out ceased with commencement but allowed him to takethis for 1 week counted it as a student loan. Mr. Larson said Main Lib has answered verynicely his inquiry about books on labor + that some could be sent here for use in hiscourses. Finished listing pocket supplements for Miss Baker. Mr. Wicker said he would liketo have a cop. of the list to illustrate the need of Law Lib for spending so much on bookswhen there are so few students.
Friday, May 30. 19419 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Copied part of list of pocket supplements for Miss Baker’s information. Mr. Arthur Fowler(Loudon Atty.) used Library.9 - 12 E. L. Ogden1:30 - 4 Saturday, May 31, 19419 - 12 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Venable.9 - 12 E. L. Ogden
Monday, June 2, 1941Commencement Day.
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Tuesday, June 3. 19419 - 12 H. H. Turner1:30 - 4Miss Kupfer, Mr. Parker, Mr. Wicker, Mr. Wilson. Campus mail while Lib. was closed. Tookfine + ink money to Main Lib.
Wednesday, June 4. 19419 - 12 [H. H. Turner]1:30 - 4Mr. William Wilson for Fowler + Fowler (contr.). Miss Kupfer, Mr. Parker, a young man whoI think is going to Summer School. Mr. Bird, Mr. Babcock (for a brief visit). Added up Circ.Statistics. Mr. Bird is temporarily doing work out of town for next few weeks. Mr. Babcockworking for Bar Exam, also Mr. Wilson.
Thursday, June 5. 19419 - 12 H. H. Turner1.30 - 4Campus mail. Mr. Ailor, Wilson, Stewart, Babcock, Gass. Miss Baker called up to ask us tosend her any communications circular +c. we may get from Banks + Baldwin, as she ishaving difficulty with them. Sent Miss Baker + Dean Witham lists of pocket suppls.
Friday, June 6. 19419 - 12 H. H. Turner1.30 - 4Mr. Stewart, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Gass. Mr. Byrne to say “good bye” + be congratulated on his ap.as Editor in Chief of Tenn. Law Rev. for next year. Mr. Ely for father, L.C. Ely (contract). Mr.White (fac.)
Saturday 9 - 12 [June 7, 1941]9 - 12 [H. H. Turner]Dr. White (fac.). Mr. Parker, Mr. Gass, started reading R.R. shelves.
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Monday, June 9. 19419 - 12 H. H. Turner1.30 - 4Campus mail. Babcock, Kupfer (back from Law Rev. up at State Bar Ass’n in Nashville),Parker, Wilson. Mr. Gass. Arthur Seymour (for father, C.M. Seymour, contract).
Tuesday, June 10. 19419 - 12 H. H. Turner1.30 - 4Continued reading R.R. shelves. Users: Mr. Privette, Southern, Wilson, Babcock, Mr. A.Seymour for father. Mr. Wm. Wilson for Gen. James Fowler (contract), Mr. Parker, Mr.Swafford.9 - 12 E. L. Ogden (on leave June 3 - 10)1:30 - 4Not due today but last chance to get marks put in cops of Williams’ Code + Michie’s digestwhich were put in faculty offices.
Wednesday, June 11, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenAn early call from Mr. Baskett, Libr’n. Univ. of Ky Law Libr’n – spent more time than he hadintended, because of rain. Said he had stopped at Main Lib. – was interested in material forexchange. Went up to B to see what we had there. His wife (bride) who was with him saidhe had practiced 8 yrs. in Nashville, had a remarkable private Lib, especially on differentforms of government everywhere – in fact his home was about all library. He said books notcirculated in his Lib. – treatises arranged by author. Most books not on open shelves. ThatKy law reporter v.1 - 11 as well as Ky opinions were needed to complete Ky up to reporter– that when books were kept on tables for writing case notes two days was the limit – thatthere was a (locked) typing room with one typewriter where a book could be taken butbrought back as soon as copying finished. While I was busy with him M.L. Kupfer brought ina group of new students + showed them about. Fay Poore was one of them.12.45 - 5.30 H. H. TurnerCampus mail. Mr. Gass.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenThis A.M. Herbert Davis for B. Winick (contract) + Mr. O.L. White (contract). At night F.Headman for J.P. Powers (contract). Students mostly studying for state bar exam.tomorrow.
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Thursday, June 12. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerFinished reading R.R. shelves. Dean says summer school smaller than last year. Only 2taking contracts.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenDean Witham asked about books offered on Michie’s list for advt. credit TLR. I suggestedVa. Code 1936 with 1940 sup. + to ask for reduction for the 1930 code with 1932 + 34 sups.– also inquired about possibility of arranging for paying for the new v. 4 of William’s Code,combining old text and subsequent pocket supplements. He said Miss B. had phoned himabout it + he had misunderstood + thought it was a vol. of Michie’s digest replaced becauseof error which should not be charged for. He asked me to phone Miss B. I did + told her 5cops. of the vol. were here. She said hold them until we rec’d from her a cop. of Michie’sletter which said something about all material in this volume to be included in a sup. –which made her wonder why it need be bought now. She said anyhow the Lib. would payfor only 1 cop. + couldn’t pay anything till July 1 – more bills waiting than could be paid as itis. Main Lib. said Mr. Larson hadn’t asked for any books to be sent over for his labor class. Iwrote him a note to ask Main or tell me what would be needed. Mr. Ely used Lib. for father,(L.C. Ely contract).7 - 9.30 H. H. TurnerMr. Matherne came to talk about substituting other books offered by Little Brown for hisprize which war conditions prevent their bestowing. He borrowed 2 offered, for inspection.
Friday, June 13. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerStarted reading and straightening shelves in stacks when R.R. didn’t require supervision.Mr. Larson brought list of books on Labor requested from Main Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenInstead of preparing vols for binding as I had intended, made out reports on circulation +ref. statistics + sent Miss Baker. Checked over bindery records for vols. not to be sent tillLabor course is finished. Got list of registered students from Mrs. Morris. Looked upmaterial for Mr. Harris – Public Relations Dept. who wanted a “transcript of record – short– of some case that a student in journalism could read + get a story from. Found somesamples in a few books on trial practice + cross examination + phoned him to come + lookat them (counted general reference). Campus mail brought one of the books Mr. Larson’sclass wants. I cleared out some books after Insurance in RR-5 to put labor books in. Mr. R.Meares (of Maryville bar) used Lib.
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7 - 9:30 [E. L. Ogden]Mr. Headman used Lib. (for J.P. Powers contract). This P.M. rec’d from Dean Witham’sOffice a notice of transfer of contract from J.C. Wilburn to James Carr. Mr. Matherne ret’dbooks borrowed Thurs. Still regrets he couldn’t have the vols. originally offered as a prizeby Baker Voorhis + Co. instead of substitutes offered because the others “not in stock.”
Saturday, June 14, 19418 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenMrs. Morris brought schedule of classes. Campus mail brought all but two of the booksasked by Mr. Larson. Sent note to Miss Baker asking whether set of Decisions of N.L.R.B.could be sent here for use in 1st term of summer school + set of Fed. trade com’n decisionsfor 2d term. Talked to Mr. Fischer about student help in Law Lib. July + Aug. He said he wasinterested. Told Wrote Miss Baker this.
Monday, June 16. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerMr. Pope for Mr. B.C. Ogle (contract) used Lib.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenStudents – few. Showed Shirley Baumgartner around Lib. Her father is a Bristol lawyer. Shehopes to get some “old” law books he bought from another lawyer’s estate if “she getsthrough this summer’s course. Continued work on binding.7 - 9:20 H. H. TurnerFiled L.C. cards for catalog dept. Book reviews etc. As no one came I did some reading ofshelves in stacks. Building absolutely deserted except for janitor + myself, entire evening.Mr. Thomson came for book but didn’t tarry.
Tuesday, June 17. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerWorked on Book Reviews and read shelves in stacks. Scarcely anyone in Libr. Campus mail.Added vols. rec’d to accessions. Dean sent up Williams’ Code + Michie’s Tenn. Digests. Mr.Scott Southern came to hunt up his Scott on Trusts, and Mr. Garland wanted to borrow it asit had been promised him (for loan). Amusing situation!
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12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenMiss Baker phoned she couldn’t do anything much with William’s Code v. 4 till after July 1so it might stay here. Asked if we could put book plates in Judge Jones set of Michie’s Dig. +Williams Code brought by Dean Witham this A.M. She said when that was done she wouldask Miss Bergen whether cataloging was to be done here or whether the books should besent to Main Lib. Dean Witham brought a copy of Mrs. Hamer’s “Cameos of the South” –author’s gift to Law Lib.7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerContinued reading shelves in stacks in my solitude after finishing book reviews. No onecame even for a minute.
Wednesday, June 18, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenA. G. Seymour used Lib. for C. M. Seymour (contract). Saw Mr. Larson about books for traderegulation courses and gave him slips on which notes for on review had been made. MissBaker phoned to make up schedule for Mr. Thomson 20 hrs + Miss Adams 15 hrs. Workedon binding. Miss B. said she would need Mr. Fischer only in case “anything happened to Mr.Thomson” or in case Mr. T. couldn’t continue after 1st term. Mr. T. says he can’t come anyday 12 - 1:30. Wrote Miss Adams to ask her preference for free time + tell if I got datacorrect for her busy hours at Main Lib. Wrote note for Mr. Fischer to tell what Miss Bakersaid.12:45 - 5:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Wayne Parkey (contract) used Library. Pasted book plates in Judge Jones’ Michie’sDigest + Williams’ Code. In between times continued reading shelves in stacks. A Univ.student used U.S. repts. Mr. Brown (civil eng. fac.) who is teaching engineering contracts insummer school, borrowed Anson on Contracts cop. 2, 4th ed. Campus mail.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenWorked some on schedule July 1– + some on binding. Mr. Baker used Lib for RR Kramer(fee) asked him to remind Mr. K that present fee expires June 30. 2 students. Bat got in atabout 8 P.M. – rang for janitor – no response – looked in hall + found whole building pitchdark – no lights hall or stairways. Went down + turned them on. Jan. came to bldg. at 9:35 –bat still there.
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Thursday, June 19. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerFinished collating vols. rec’d yesterday near closing time. Continued reading shelves instacks.12:45 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenHave finished all periodicals vols. for binding that can be prepared to date, straightened outsome unverified items of price +c on bindery records. Dean stopped at desk to ask howthings were going. I said difficult to arrange summer schedule for 3 when one couldn’t behere at noon + the other two ought to overlap. He said why not close Lib 12 - 1:30. I saidthat would help, but it seemed rather long, students whose classes stop at 12 might find itinconvenient to wait so long – but maybe it would do. Asked him about janitor’s absence atnight. He said he would ask Mrs. Morris. She phoned his hours as 7:30 - 11, 12 - 2, 5:30 -9:30 but seemed to think he wasn’t required to be here if he could do the work in less. Sheseemed to think it did not matter + janitor not responsible to Law College anyhow. A.G.Seymour brought back a lot of books. E. Bradley brought one. N.B. Morrell (contract) usedLib. J.P. Powers F. Headman will be away for a week – his stenog. knows where to get themif needed. B. McAulay is using one for Mr. H. If Mr. H. doesn’t “get back in time pleaserenew.”7 - 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Morrell (contract) only visitor so continued reading shelves in stacks.
Friday, June 20. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerContinued reading + straightening vols. in stacks. Dusted and cleaned top of desk. A U.T.student to use U.S. reports. Mr. Bird, recent grad. now with T.V.A. legal div land acquisition.12:45 - 5 E. L. Ogden7 - 9:30Worked on schedule on basis of closing 12 to 1. Sent tentative sketch to Miss Baker. Alsoasked whether the it was all right for me to get a new record book + take a receipt on theUniv. form – which I have. Mr. Strauss (contract) used Lib. 3 students in PM – one at night.Mr. Wicker said Justice Green wrote him that he would resume articles on Tenn. SupremeCt justices in the fall. Mr. W. thinks any information Lib can collect will be welcome.
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Saturday, June 21, 19418 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenLooked over RR-5 to see what needs rebinding. Allowed R. Stair + S. Davis to put a casebook on vertical file under protest. They seemed inclined to leave it in some odd cornerotherwise. Campus mail brought by mistake a very small package ready for mailing (exceptstamps). From E.J. Day to Miss Ann Pattingale, Belmont Mass. I am taking it to P.O. + willmail. Didn’t mail it – Gave it to Perrin (campus mail carrier) on Monday.
Monday, June 23, 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerCollated vols. rec’d by Saturday’s Campus Mail. Marked Judge Jones’ Michie’s Tenn. Digest +Williams’ Code.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenCampus mail took Miss Day’s package. Note from J. Adams as to schedule – had to makechanges. Not sure yet till Mr. Thomson + Miss Baker agree on it.7 - 9.20 H. H. Turner2 students to find a U.S. case, one left soon and one stayed about ½ hour. Mr. Thomson tolook at schedule. Will return tomorrow afternoon.
Tuesday, June 24. 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerContinued reading shelves in Stacks. Went over + verified changes. Mrs. Morris says LawCollege is to be closed July 4, 5; opening July 7 a.m. Arthur Seymour for father Charles M.Seymour, (contract) used Library.12:45 - 5:30 E. L. OgdenT. Thomson agreed to schedule – so made 2 cops one for Law, one for Main, which to savetime I sent to Miss Adams for suggestions which she was to report to me + send on theschedule to Miss Baker with the note I attached to it. In my note I reminded Miss Bakerthree keys would be needed as no one would be here to lock up or unlock at some of thehours when it would be necessary. Mr. George Montgomery came to look up something forhis father? of Montgomery + Donaldson. Told him he would have to bring Mr. Donaldson’swritten authorization when he came again. He did not want to take things out this time. Mr.McAfee Lee asked if he could take things out for Mr. Goodman. He will take them under hisown signature. Hasn’t taken any yet. A pre-med student came to see our books on medicaljurisprudence – told him I would lend for 2 weeks but he decided not to take any just now.
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7 - 9.20 H. H. TurnerOnly one (Mr. Garland) visitor to stay. Mr. Badgett for a minute.
Wednesday, June 24 25, 19418 - 12:45 E. L. OgdenMr. Herbert Davis used Lib. for B. Winick (contract). Worked on binding. Told Mr. Davis Lib.would be closed night of July 3 and all day July 4 and July 5.12:45 - 5 H. H. TurnerCollated vols. to be rebound. Filed L.C. cds for cat. dept. Helped Mr. Flynn hunt a case(General Ref). Mr. John Baugh for W. J. Donaldson (contract) used Library. Told him Libr.would be closed as above. Campus mail – which took schedules to Miss Baker + Adams.Examined Helpful Hints for up to date changes.7 - 9:30 E. L. OgdenMr. Gass + Mr. Garland for a little while.
Thursday, June 25, 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerHave read stacks Ala-Maine; Penna-Fed but haven’t touched wall space or examinedcontents of boxes cont. Repts. Adm. Councils. Campus mail. Arthur Seymour for father C.M.Seymour (contract) used Lib. Resumed activities connected with biog. material in “Tenn.the Volunteer State” relating to lawyers. looking for material on Tenn. Judges for T.L.R.12:45 - 5 E. L. OgdenFinished bindery list + packing boxes. Mr. L. Broughton jr. came for a short while –apparently for his own purposes not for his father. By phone Miss Baker authorizedschedule, also purchase of record book, receipt to be dated July 1 so can be repaid afterthat.7 - 9:20 H. H. TurnerMr. Morrell (contract) used Library. No one else.
Friday, June 267, 19418 - 1 H. H. Turner
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12:45 - 5 [E. L. Ogden]7 - 9:30Began revision of helpful hints. Mrs. Morris brought from Dean Witham’s office – gift of aMr. Alloway – a vol. bd as Tenn. reports 3A (2 books) saying something about 158 Tenn –penciled in cover. I remembered 158 Tenn. had an “appendix” + compared this with it.Discovered it was a reprint, apparently from original plates of the “Appendix” to 158 Tenn.– the only changes being addition of a table of cases (2 p.) and a note at foot of p. 2 1,explaining why it was called 3A (2 books) and change in t.p. by leaving off the word“Appendix” and adding words to the effect that it was sold exclusively by Smoky ValleyBook Co., Knoxville, Tenn., pub. by Stephens, Columbia, Mo. – not a word about its beingever printed before! Showed it to some of the students + to N.B. Morrell who said CharlesB.(?) Morse has it for sale at $4.00 but N.B.M. hadn’t bought it – didn’t know it was areprint. I sent book to Miss Baker with a note of explanation + said I was contemplatingsending a note of warning to Law Lib. J. In evening resumed revision of Helpful hints butN.B.M. wanted help in locating material for an unusual case. Suggested periodical indexafter other sources proved fruitless. Result was unpacking a vol – ready for bindery – so hecould copy parts needed! N.B. Morrell (contract) + McAfee Lee (contract) – the latter, still astudent – got books for use of T. Goodman (contract)!! + Mr. Gass also here + Mr. McAulayat 9:20.
Saturday, June 28, 19418 - 12:30 E. L. OgdenContinued work on Helpful hints. A. Seymour used Lib for CM Seymour (contract). Told himabout Tenn. 3A. He say [sic] Smoky Valley Book Co is a Mrs. McKinney, who furnishedlawyers with 176 Tenn. recently. Mr. Wicker says he has been told that 176 contains shortbiogs. of all Tenn. sup. ct. justices. A. Seymour wanted a La. App. report prior to beginningin Nat’l Reporters – not in Amer. Dig. – so had to say we hadn’t it. His citation came fromA.L.R.8 - 12:30 H. H. TurnerCopied corrected sheets of Helpful hints.
Monday, June 30, 19418 - 1 H. H. TurnerA student of Dr. Rapp took a vol. Tenn. Law Rev. relating to duties of Justice of the Peacewith Dean’s permission + he may return for 2 more vols.12:45 - 5:00 E. L. OgdenCampus mail. Irvin S Saxton (special lecturer, Law College). Miss Baker phoned forpamphlet statistics for June.
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7 - 9:30 H. H. TurnerMr. Morrell (contract) used Library.[E. L. Ogden]H.H. Turner not on duty again until Sep. 2. T. Thomson (student) 20 hrs. and Jean Adamsfrom Main Lib. Circ. dept. (15 hours) take her place.
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Date Author, title acc’n no.(for serials) Volsadded Withdrawn PamsaddedSep 3 1940 Shepards N.W. [rept. cit. Suppl.] v. 37 no. 3 ok 1 °Sep 12 1940 194 Lousiana Repts 167514 1 ✓Sep 12 1940 186 Miss. [Repts] 167513 1 ✓Sep 12 1940 23 Tenn App [Repts] 167507 1 ✓Sep 12 1940 138 Texas Crim [Repts] 167508 1 ✓Sep 12 1940 127 A.L.R. 167515 1 ✓Sep 12 1940 195 So 167509 1 ✓Sep 12 1940 31 Fed. Supp 167516 1 ✓Sep 12 1940 Col. Session Laws 1939 1 ex. 1 ✓Sep 16 1940 101 Pac. 2d 167522 1 ✓Sep 16 1940 139 S.W. 2d 167521 1 ✓Sep 16 1940 8 S.E. 2d 167523 1 ✓Sep 16 1940 2 Collier on Bankruptcy 167525 1 ✓Sep 18 1940 US Census Bur Digest of state laws +income taxes ‘38 cop. 21939 Digest of state laws relating to netincome taxes cop. 2 2 ✓Sep 23 1940 N.E. 2d 167599 1 ✓Sep 23 1940 110 Fed. 2d 167600 1 ✓Sep 23 1940 New York Sup see Aug 3 167037 1 ✓Sep 23 1940 69 N. Dakota 167598 1 ✓Sep 23 1940 272 Mass. 167588 1 ✓Sep 23 1940 Baldwin’s Ky Statutes Serv. May 1940 ok 1 °Sep 26 1940 140 S.W. 2d 167723 1 ✓Sep 26 1940 102 Pac. 2d 167722 1 ✓Sep 26 1940 Code of Federal Reg. Title 47-48 v. 13 167726 1 ✓Sep 26 1940 29 Am. Jurisprudence 167718 1 ✓
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Sep 26 1940 34 Halsbury’s Laws of Eng. 167724 1 ✓Sep 28 1940 Code of fed. regulations v. 1 353C669 167725 1 ✓Sep 28 1940 N.E. Reporter Citations Oct. 1940 ok 1 °Sep 30 1940 see also Jan 14 1941Sep 30 1940 Shepard’s So. Reporter Citation Oct.1940 ok 1 °Law Library book statistics Aug - Sep. 1940Books added in Law Lib. Aug 1 Law Lib countMain Lib count 1996819998[Books] added (none withdrawn) in Aug 4740 “ in Law Lib Sep. 1 2001520038 “ added in Sep.23 29“ in Law Lib Oct. 120038 20067Pamphlets in Law Lib Oct 1479(none added, none withdrawn in Aug - Sep.)
Date Author, title acc’n no.(for serials) Volsadded Withdrawn PamsaddedOct 1 1940 National lawyer’s guild quarterly 162473 1 ✓Oct 1 1940 4 Univ. of Pittsburg Law Rev. 161512 1 ✓Oct 1 1940 1 La. Law Rev. 167472 1 ✓Oct 1 1940 Code of fed. reg. v. 15, title 49, 50 pts101-203 167835 1 ✓Oct 1 1940 Code of fed. reg. v. 14, title 49, pts 1-91 167822 1 ✓Oct 5 1940 Williams Code 1940 pock sup 8 ° ✓Oct 5 1940 N.W. Citations, Shepard cop. 2, Ed. 2+ 1932 sup 167845167866 2 ✓
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Oct 5 1940 Shepards U.S. Citations Sup. Oct. 1940 ok 1 °Oct 9 1940 Williston Contracts rev ed Sup. v. 1-8,1940 8 ° ✓Oct 9 1940 Walker Patents Sup. 1940 v. 1-4 4 ° ✓Oct 9 1940 Thompson on Wills 1940 pocket sup. ✓ 1 °Oct 9 1940 Shepard’s N.Y. sup. citations June ‘40 ok 1 °Oct 9 1940 “ ” “” Adv. July ‘40 ok 1 °Oct 9 1940 292 N.W. 167899 1 ✓Oct 9 1940 13 Atl 2d 167902 1 ✓Oct 9 1940 18 N.Y. Suppl. 2d 167900 1 ✓Oct 9 1940 1 Shepard’s N.Y. Statute cit. (1940) 167969 1 ✓Oct 9 1940 Shepard’s Atl Rep. annotated Citat. 167963 1 ✓Oct 9 1940 Shepard’s Atl Rep + Cit Suppl annotated1915-1934 167964 1+Oct 9 1940 1 Shepard’s N.Y. Suppl. citations (1940) 167968 1 ✓
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Oct 151940 2 Shepard’s N.E. Rep. Cit. suppl. 168048 1 ✓Oct 151940 3 Shepard’s N.E. Rep. Cit. Annot. 1925-35 168055 1 ✓Oct 181940 141 S.W. 2d 168156 1 ✓Oct 181940 103 Pac 2d 168163 1 ✓Oct 181940 196 So. 168157 1 ✓Oct 181940 Fed. 2d v. 111 168164 1 ✓Oct 211940 Warden - Life of Blackstone 168247 1 ✓Oct 211940 Suppl. Laws of Eng. 1940 ✓1 °Oct 231940 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Reids’ Branson Instr. to juries 5 ✓Oct 241940 13 So. Cal. Law Rev. 168200 1 ✓Oct 241940 7 Univ. of Chic. 168181 1 ✓Oct 241940 Nebraska Law Bul. 168193 1 ✓Oct 251940 9 S.E. 2d 168293 1 ✓Oct 281940 Abbotts Criminal Trial Practice 1 ✓Oct 281940 33 Wis. Law Rev. 1940 168406 1 ✓Oct 281940 49 Yale Law Jour. 1939/40 168400 1 ✓Oct 281940 25 Wash. Univ. Law Quar. 168409 1 ✓Oct 281940 126-128 ALR index ok 1 °
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Date Author, title acc’n no.(for serials) Volsadded Withdrawn PamsaddedNov 1 1940 Shepards Atl. Citations Nov. 1940 ok 1 °Nov 1 1940 Abbott on facts Ed. 5 1937 1 ✓Nov 2 1940 Shepard’s Pac. Citations Nov. ‘40 ok 1 °Nov 6 1940 19 N.Y. Suppl. 2d 168604 1 ✓Nov 6 1940 U.S. govt. manual 1939 – ret’d not new 12 °Nov 6 1940 Milburn Curious cases 1 ✓Nov 6 1940 14 Atl 2 168605 1 ✓Nov 7 1940 Gore T.P. Real prop. cop. 2 168627 1 ✓
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Nov 7 1940 Hughes Fed. proc. v. 17-19 1940 ed. 168621 -23 3 ✓Nov 8 1940 38 Mich. L. Rev. 1939-40 168637 - 8 2 ✓Nov 8 1940 3 Michie Banks + Banking (replacement) 168644 1 ✓Nov 11 1940 1, 2 Descriptive word ind. 3+4 Dec Dig 168649,168650 2 ✓Nov 13 1940 Descr. word ind 3d Dec. + Current dig. 2 ✓Nov 11 1940 Descrip. wd ind. Gen’l dig 1-10 1 °
✓Nov 14 1940 Tiffany Real prop abridged 1940 1 ✓Nov 14 1940 Freund Administrative powers 1928 1 ✓Nov 14 1940 32 Fed. Sup. 168727 1 ✓Nov 14 1940 Graske, Fed. ref manual + pocket pt.1940 1 ✓Nov 14 1940 Shepards SE. Reporter Citations v. 11921 1 ✓Nov 14 1940 “ ” “” 2, 1921-33 1 ✓Nov 14 1940 “ ” “” Sup. Ja. 1940 ✓ 1 °Nov 14 1940 Madden Dom Rel. cop. 3 347.6M 168700 1 ✓Nov 16 1940 227 Ia 168789 1 ✓Nov 16 1940 216-217 N.C. 168791-92 2 ✓Nov 16 1940 62 Ga App 168795 1 ✓Nov 16 1940 192 Ia S.C. 168793 1 ✓Nov 16 1940 SC Acts 1940 reg sess (v. 41 Stat. L. pt. 2) 168797 1 ✓Nov 16 1940 337 Penna 168794 1 ✓Nov 16 1940 282 N.Y. 168790 1 ✓Nov 19 1940 Oregon St. bar bul. 1-4 168815 1 ✓Nov 20 1940 1-2 NAM Law Dig. 1 ✓Nov 20 1940 1, 2 Mass. Judicial Council 168832 1 ✓
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Nov 20 1940 8-15 Mass. Judicial Council 168833 1 ✓Nov 21 1940 30 Am. Judicature Jurisprudence 168888 1 ✓Nov 21 1940 13 Cal. State bar ass’n proc. ‘40 not acc’d ✓ 1 °Nov 25 1940 Baldwin’s Ky statutes ser. Oct. 1940 ✓ 1 °Nov 27 1940 17 Am. law inst. Proc. 39/40 169070 1 ✓Nov 27 1940 U.S. Bd. Tax App. ‘40 169069 1 ✓Nov 27 1940 112 Fed. 2d 169010 1 ✓Nov. 30 La. Acts reg. s. My 1940; ex. s. Ja 20-251940; incl const’l amendments 169083 1 ✓Law Lib. Book statistics for Nov. 1940Books in Law Lib Nov. 1 Law Lib. countMain Lib. count 2008620115[Books] added in Nov. 37 37“ withdrawn in Nov. 20Net additions 3535 37 37Books in Law Lib Dec. 1 2012120152Pamphlets in Law Lib Nov. 1“ added (none) 479“ in Law Lib. Dec. 1
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✓ °1 pckge
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Jan 28 1941 21 N.Y. Supp. 2d 170237 1 ✓Jan 28 1941 Fed. Digest 1940 An. 170238 1 ✓Jan 29 1941 William’s Code (bought by Law Coll, not Lib)(marked cop. 2) 170316170366 ✓8 ° counted by correctionAug 1941Jan 29 1941 15 Atl (2d) 170306 1 ✓Jan 30 1941 5 John Marshall L.Q. 170281 1 ✓Jan 30 1941 11-13 Kansas J. Council 1937-1939 170279 1 ✓Jan 30 1941 18, 19 Philippine L.J. 170299 -300 2 ✓Jan 30 1941 Ill. Bar J. v. 27-28 170275 1 ✓Jan 24 Pocket Sup. Michies Tenn. Dig. 1940 ✓18 °Law Lib. book statistics for Jan. 1941Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Lib Jan. 1 2015420187 “ added in Jan. 35“ withdrawn 0Net additions38 38Books in Law Lib Feb. 1 2019220225Pamphlets in Law Lib Jan. 1 488(none added in Jan. (none withdrawn) 1Pamphlets in Law Lib Jan. 1 489
Date Author, title acc’n no.(for serials) Volsadded Withdrawn PamsaddedFeb 6 1941 8 Yale Law Lib. Classification . Hicks 1 ✓Feb 6 1941 1, 2, 3, 1940 Two year Suppl. Moore’sFed. Prac. 3 °✓Feb 101941 34 Shepard’s Pac Rep. Citations ok 1°
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Feb 121941 34 Federal Suppl. 170653 1 ✓“ ”“ Pam Sup Uniform laws 1940 ✓ 12°Feb 151941 Handb of the Natl Conf. Com’r. Un. St.laws Proc. 50th 1940 170771 1 ✓
“ 29 NE, 2d 170800 1 ✓Feb 181941 Pocket parts 1941 to Winslows Forms 7 ° ✓Feb 191941 106 Pac. 2d 170338 1 ✓Feb 201941 Tax systems of the world 6th ed. 1 ✓Feb 211941 26 Shepard’s Atl. Rep. Cit. no. 3 ok 1 °Feb 211941 7 Shepard’s Fed. Rep. Cit. no. 4 ok 1 °Feb 241941 1-2 Martindale 1940 170910 -11 2 ✓Feb 241941 Corporation Manual, 1939, 1940 170912,170913 2Feb 251941 1-51 Law Q Rev. 51 ✓Feb 261941 Acts + joint resolutions S.C. ‘32, 34 2 ✓Feb 271941 Rogers, Am. Bar Leaders 1 ✓Feb 271941 1936, 38 Suppls. Code of Laws of SC 1932 ✓2 °Feb 281941 N.W. 294 171125 1 ✓Feb 281941 139 Texas Crim. Repts 171124 1 ✓Feb 281941 283 N.Y. Repts 171123 1 ✓
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Feb 281941 38 N.W. (Shepard’s) citations no. 1 ok 1 °Feb 1941 1-8 Williams Tenn. Code 4 cops foroffices 32 v.Feb 1941 1-18 Michie’s Tenn Dig. 2 cops for offices36 v.Transferred to Main Michie’s 1932 Code + Sup. cop. 3 + 6 3v.?Book statistics for Feb. 1941Law Lib. count Main Lib. countBooks in Law Lib Feb. 1 2019220225 “ added in Feb. 135137 “ transferred to Main 33Net additions 132132 134Books in Law Lib Mar. 1 2032420359Pamphlets in Law Lib Mar. 1 489(none added, none withdrawn in Feb.)
Date Author, title acc’n no.(for serials) Volsadded Withdrawn PamsaddedMar 1 1941 Shepard’s S.E. Repts Citations 20, 4 ok 1 °Mar 3 1941 Roger’s Magistrates man. 6th ed. 1.71228 cop. 2 1 ✓Mar 3 1941 Conquest + modern int. laws, McMahon 1 ✓Mar 4 1941 29 Shepard’s N.Y. Suppl. Cit. no. 1 ok 1 °Mar 4 1941 U.S. Repts. 310. 171278 1 ✓Mar 4 1941 130 Am. Law Repts. 171277 1 ✓Mar 4 1941 114 Fed. 2d 171279 1 ✓Mar 5 1941 So. 198 171312 1 ✓Mar 5 1941 22 N.Y. Suppl. 171310 1 ✓
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Mar 5 1941 188 Miss. 171313 1 ✓Mar 5 1941 Crawford, Statutory Construction 1940 1 ✓Mar 6 1941 11 S.E. 2d 171311 1 ✓Mar 7 1941 Baldwin’s Kentucky Statutes Serv. Feb.1941 ok 1 °Mar 10 1941 Cardozo Growth of the law 1 ✓Mar 10 1941 Borchard, Convicting the innocent 1 ✓Mar 11 1941 1-24 Encycl. Brit. Ed 14 24 ✓Mar 12 1941 1-32 “ ” “11-12 tr toMain32Mar 12 1941 Shepards N.Y. St. Cit. v. 1, no. 4 ok 1 °Mar 12 1941 Schweitzer, Prep. manual for accidentcases 1 ✓Mar 15 1941 Proc. 34 Conv. Ass’n Life ins. Presidents 1 °Mar 17 1941 91 Ct. of Claims Repts. 171491 1 ✓Mar 17 1941 65 Rept. Amer. Bar Ass’n 171488 1 ✓Mar 17 1941 41 U.S. Bd. Tax App. Repts 171490 1 ✓Mar 17 1941 The work of legal aid Cttes + bar ass’ns 1 ✓Mar 17 1941 Bradway Manual for Bar examiners,1940 1 ✓Mar 19 1941 Pamphlets recorded 8 ✓Mar 20 1941 16 Atl. 2d 1 ✓Mar 20 1941 193 S.C Repts. 171547 1 ✓Mar 20 1941 135 Texas “ 171551 1 ✓Mar 20 1941 107 Pac 2d 171552 1 ✓Mar 20 1941 32 Am. Jurisprudence 171557 1 ✓Mar 20 1941 44 Am. Bankruptcy Repts. 171591 1 ✓Mar 20 1941 129 A.L.R. 171590 1 ✓Mar 22 1941 195 La Repts. 171550 1 ✓
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Mar 25 1941 Cum Suppl. 2 to Comp. Princ. laws U.S.1938 Ret’dto Main Lib ? Was it meantfor Law? 1Mar 26 1941 145 S.W. 2d 171718 1 ✓Mar 27 1941 Corpus juris 1941 Annotations 1, 2 2 ✓Mar 29 1941 7 N.Y. Judicial Council 1941 171793 1 ✓Mar 29 1941 5 Ohlinger’s Federal Practice 171779 1 ✓Mar 29 1941 Modern American Law 15 vols 171759 15 ✓Mar 31 1941 Shepards N.E. Rept. citations v. 33, no. 2 ok 1 °Mar 31 1941 Shepard’s so. “ citations 35no. 1 ok 1 °
Main Lib.Books in Law Lib Mar. 1 2032420359 “ added in March 7068 “ tr. to Main Lib. 320Net additions 3838 68 68Books in Law Lib Apr. 1 2036220427Pams in Law Lib Mar. 1 489“ added in Mar. 8Pams in Law Lib. Apr. 1 497
Date Author, title acc’n no.(for serials) Volsadded Withdrawn PamsaddedApr 1 1941 N.J. state bar ass’n Yearbook, 1940 unac ✓ 1°Apr 3 1941 1940 Baldwin’s dig. ser. Patent +c.(pocket) 1 °✓Apr 5 1941 Handbook of Ass’n of Am. Law Schools1940 38 Ann. meetingProc. ✓ 1 °
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Apr 7 1941 339 Penna. 171936 1 ✓Apr 7 1941 151 Kansas 171935 1 ✓Apr 7 1941 63 Ga. App. 171937 1 ✓Apr 7 1941 State of N.Y. Law Rev. Com. 1940 171933 1 ✓Apr 7 1941 U.S.C. Ann. Titles 16, 28 171908171909 2 ✓Apr 7 1941 PFD Torts Rest. 3-9 171953 1 ✓Apr 7 1941 T.D. Torts “ 12-17 171954 1 ✓Apr 7 1941 Restitution Rest. T.D. 1, 1-2 171952 1 ✓Apr 9 1941 12 General Digest 1 ✓Apr 9 1941 35 Fed Suppl. (2) 171194 1 ✓Apr 10 1941 30 N.E. 2d 171974 1 ✓Apr 15 1941 8 Collier on Bankruptcy 14 Ed. 172165 1 ✓Apr 15 1941 33 Am. jurisprudence 172208 1 ✓Apr 15 1941 34 S.W. Shepard’s S.W. Rep citation ok 1 °not recorded inFeb 144 SW (2) 170950 1 ✓Apr 21 1941 Handbook of Assn Amer law sch. 1940See Apr 5 1Apr 23 1941 108 Pac. 2 172362 1 ✓Apr 23 1941 C.J. (2) pocket sups. 1941 ✓ 24°Apr 23 1941 24 C.J.(2) 172363 1 ✓Apr 24 1941 146 S.W. (2) 172381 1 ✓Apr 25 1941 Rules for Admission to the Bar ‘41 1 ° ✓Apr 30 1941 116 Fed. Reporter (2) 172495 1 ✓Apr 30 1941 12 S.E. (2) 172468 1 ✓Apr 30 1941 State law index no. 1925-26 169480 1Apr 30 1941 131 A.L.R. 172467 1 ✓pams added 4 ✓
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Law Lib. count Main Lib.Books in Law Library Apr. 1 2036220427 “ added in Apr. 21 21“ withdrawn 00Net additions 2121 21 21Books in Law Lib May 1 2038320448Pamphlets in Law Lib Apr. 1 497“ added (none withdrawn) 4“ in Lib. May 1 501
Date Author, title acc’n no.(for serials) Volsadded Withdrawn PamsaddedMay 1 1941 1941 Cum. Pocket suppl. Fletcher Cyc.Corp. ✓ 20°May _5 1941 26 Shepard’s Atl. Rep,. citations 4 ok 1 °May _5 1941 1941 Suppl. Carroll’s Ky. Code 1 °May _5 1941 Shepards Pac. Cit. May 1941 ok 1 °May _6 1941 295 N.W. 172549 1May 10 1941 23 N.Y. Suppl. 2 172606 1 ✓May 10 1941 20/21 Chicago Bar Record 172631 1 ✓May 10 1941 17 Atl. (2) 172605 1 ✓21 Shepard’s S.E. Reporter Citations no.1 1 °May 15 1941 1941 Britanniza Bk. of the Year 172820 1 ✓May 15 1941 31 N.E. 172817 1 ✓May 15 1941 109 Pac. 172816 1 ✓May 15 1941 235 Ala. 172734 1 ✓May 15 1941 236 Ala. 172732 1 ✓
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May 15 1941 237 Ala. 172733 1 ✓May 15 1941 238 Ala. 172734 1 ✓May 15 1941 239 Ala. 172735 1 ✓May 15 1941 168, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75 Tenn. 172721 -172728 8 ✓May 16 1941 32-33 Law Lib. Jour. 172770 1 ✓May 16 1941 Com. Law Jour. 44-45 172798 1 ✓May 22 1941 Cum. Sup. Walker on Patents (pocket)1941 ✓ 4 °May 22 1941 Michie, Banks + banking 1941 pocketsup. 9 ° ✓May 22 1941 147 S.W. 2d 173088 1 ✓May 22 1941 19 Mich. State bar jour. 173035 1 ✓May 22 1941 26 Am. Bar Ass’n Jour. 173073 1 ✓May 24 1941 34 Am. Jurisprudence 173165 1 ✓May 24 1941 12 Pat. Copyright tradem’k cases 1 ✓May 31 1941 12-14 Conn. Bar Jour. 173249 1 ✓May 31 1941 24 N.Y. Suppl. 2d series 173308 1 ✓
Law Lib. Ct Main Lib. countBooks in Law Lib. May 1 2038320427 “ added in May 2930 “ withdrawn “ 00Net additions 2929 30 30Books in Law Lib. June 1 2041220478Pamphlets in Law Lib. May 1(none added, none withdrawn) 501[Pamphlets] in Lib. May 1
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Date Author, title acc’n no.(for serials) Volsadded Withdrawn PamsaddedJune 9 6 Ohlingers Federal Practice 173414 1 ✓Jun 9 1941 25 C.J. Secundum 173415 1 ✓Jun 11 1941 117 Fed. Reporter 2d 173447 1 ✓Jun 11 1941 200 Southern 173474 1 ✓Jun 17 1941 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253 Ky. Repts 173515 -173520 6 ✓Jun 18 1941 Witte, Government in labor disputes 1 ✓Jun 18 1941 110 Pac. 2 173621 1 ✓Jun 18 1941 18 Atl. 2d 173622 1 ✓Jun 18 1941 148 S.W. 2d 173623 1 ✓Jun 19 1941 U.S. Code of federal regulations (1939) 173584 1 ✓Jun 21 1941 1941 Tenn. Pub. acts cop. 2 173672 1 ✓Jun 21 1941 “ ” “ ”“ 5 173675 1 ✓Jun 21 1941 “ ” “ ”cop. 7-11, 13 for fac off unac 6 °✓Engl. Rpts. King’s Bench 1940 v. 1-2 173650-51 2 ✓“ ” App. Cas. 1940 173668 1 ✓“ ” Chanc. Div 1940 173652 1 ✓“ ” Probate “1940 173649 1 ✓Jun 26 1941 13 S.E. 2d 173750 1 ✓Jun 26 1941 32 N.E. 2d 173749 1 ✓Jun 26 1941 Daugherty, Labor problems in Amindustry, Rev. ed 1 ✓Jun 30 1941 176 Tenn cop. 1-3 173897 -99 3 ✓Jun 30 1941 132 A.L.R. 173894 1 ✓
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U.S.C. Congress’l sess. no 4, 1941 1 °
count byLaw Lib. Count Main Lib.Books in the Law Lib June 1 2041220478Added in June 2029Withdrawn 00Net additions29 2920441 20507Pamphlets in Law Lib. July 1 501The Law Lib has deducted 32 v. (Encycl. Brit.) withdrawn in March (that is, wastransferred to Main Lib. when new ed came to Law Lib) but Main Lib. has not yetreported these in its statistics.Statement from Main Lib for year ended June 30, 1941 gives 20507 E.L.O.’smistake in copying Nov. monthly statement from Main as 48 instead of 44accounts for part of this. Haven’t accounted for the rest but accept Lib figures tostart July, 1941.
Fines
Date Name Due Paidtr from Je 17Jul 12 1941 Bradley (see p. 300 - Record Je 30) .25 July 12.25Jul 15 1940 J.C. Thomason (check sent Main Jl. 15) 5.25
FinesSent Main July 15 5.25 (check)“ ” Aug 1 25$5.50“ ” “ ” ink.20
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Sep 3 1940 no fines0 ink.21 left for change10 Took Main Sept. 3 .11Sep 30 Matherne 45 45No cash taken to Main Lib at end of Sepwhose? 20 20Oct 10 Badgett 25 25Oct 29 1940 Kramer - on Pomeroy Code Pleading Jl 2-27* 6.50 6.50Quinn 5 5Holman .10 .10Howard Thompson (not law) .10 .10Oct 29 1940 Kramer Total Sep - Oct* Sent Main Oct. 29 Kramer check 7:50 returned $1.00 inchange to bearer (Chas McNabb)Fines collected Sep. + Oct. check 7.50Oct. 31 took Main cash - fines 15“ ” “ ” “ ink608.25
7.65 7.65
Nov 2 1940 Lanier .25 .25Nov 20 1940 Joe Washington (said would pay “tomorrow”) 20 20Nov 20 1940 Freeman 05 05To Main Lib. Dec. fines 50ink 78128Dec 2 1940 Southern 25 25Dec 2 1940 Freeman, Noble 25 25Dec 2 1940 Waring 25 25Dec 3 1940 Priest 25 25Dec 3 1940 Powers (by Headman) 50 50
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Dec 5 1940 Washington 5 5Dec 8 1940 Priest 25 25Dec 9 1940 Townsend (Warren) 25 25Dec 16 1940 Reed 30 30Dec 16 1940 Krishe [? - ink blotted] 25 25Dec 30 1940 West 25 excusedDec. 31 Cash for Main Lib.Fines $2.60 ink 39 2.60
Jan 3 1941 Winick 25 25Jan 9 1941 Gillespie 30 30Jan 13 1941 Schulenberg 25 25Jan 13 1941 Parker 40 40Jan 13 1941 Badgett 40 40Jan 13 1941 Priest 30 30Jan 14 1941 Priest 25 25Jan 17 1941 Cunningham 25 25Jan 17 1941 Arnold 40 40Jan 18 1941 Cunningham 30 30Jan 18 1941 Teague 50 50Jan 23 1941 Davis 45 45Sent Main Lib Feb. 1 fines $4.05 Ink 17¢ 22 4.05
Feb 10 1941 Goodin 25 25Feb 10 1941 Gillespie (Byrne)? Scott onTrusts Ret’d 11.30 35 35Feb 13 1941 Holloway 05 05Feb 27 1941 Lowery McCarty Law office management 2d ed. dueFeb. 17 excused
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Main Library .65 fines 42 ink1.07 65 65
Mar. 3 Crockett 10 10Mar 3 1941 West 30 30Mar 4 1941 Holman 25 25Mar 10 1941 Fischer 25 25Mar 10 1941 Krieger 30 30Mar 17 1941 West 25 25Mar 19 1941 Freemanm N. refuses to pay notified MainLib. March 25 Pd MainLibr. My. 12
35 35
Mar 21 1941 Williamson 45 45Sent Main Lib. Apr. 1From fines, $1.90; ink, 41¢ 1.90
Apr 2 1941 Botts 25 25April 3 Lowery 55 55
5 Gillespie 10 10
7 Fischer 25 25
24 Swafford 50 50Sent Main Lib May fines 1.55“ Ink money 42¢ 1.55
May 12 1941 Schulenberg 50 50May 14 1941 Botts 50 50May 27 1941 Swafford 25 25
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FinesInk Took Main June 4 1.63Left out10¢ ink
1.2538 1.25
July ink .20 totalTook Main 10Left out 10Fines 0Total .10
